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FOREWORD

This bulletin deals with the prospecting, development, mining,
and milling of lode-gold ores, and contains a brief discussion of
placer mining. It is the first of a series of summary bulletins, which
will deal particularly with production methods, as well as costs per
ton of the different metallic ores mined, and per unit of metal re
covered. During periods of reduced demand and lowered prices for
base metals, interest in gold mining invariably revives. This paper
is therefore of timely interest.

Some of the details here summarized have already been published
by the bureau during the past three years, in various information
circulars which dealt with practices and costs at each of a large
number of properties. Generally, those circulars were written by men
in charge of operations, acting as special consultants to the bureau.
To details thus accumulated have been added facts secured by field
engineers of the bureau at these and other properties, supplemented
by data from the bureau files, company reports, and the technical
press. A bulletin devoted to each metal will be published, in which
will be consolidated the pertinent facts regarding exploitation and
operation, and discussion of production trends, ore occurrence, and
costs.

From comparative insignificance as a gold producer until 1848, the
United States came to the forefront with the discovery of gold in
California in that year and continued in first or second place among
gold-producing countries until 1930, when, if the Philippine pro
duction is omitted, Canada took second place and increased its lead
over the United States in 1931.

The United States production reached its peak in 1915, when
4,823,672 fine ounces of gold ($99,703,300) were produced exclusive
of Philippine production. Since 1915, production steadily declined
until 1931, when a small increase was recorded. In 1931, our most
productive gold mine had a record of slightly less than $9,000,000.

Canada first assumed real importance as a gold-mining country
during the Yukon rush in 1898, and since that date has become an
increasingly important producer. In 1931, each of two Canadian
lode mines produced gold in excess of $10,000,000.

Some lode deposits have been remarkably persistent in size and
grade to great depths and have been profitably operated over a long
period of years. Others have been of the bonanza type, and for a
few years have yielded large quantities of gold from comparatively
shallow depths.

The cost of producing an ounce of gold at different American
mines varies between wide limits and depends upon a number of
factors. Among these factors the grade of the are mined is of
importance, as well as size of operations, and physical conditions,
such as type of deposit, continuity of are, distribution of gold, and
mineral association. One American mine, operating under con-
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ditions snited to wholesale methods, is now producing gold profitably
from an ore which, over a period of years, has yielded less than $1
per ton in gold.

Most of the larger producers are mining ore yielding $6 to $12
per ton, but only a few are mining ore yielding over $12 per ton. At
a number of properties operating costs per ounce of gold range from
about $6.50 to $18.50, the average cost being roughly $10 to $12. If
deprectiation, taxes, overhead, and marketing are added, these costs
range from about $8.30 to $19.50 and average roughly $12 to $14.

These are current costs at profitable mines, and it is obvious that
if losses at nonprofitable operations and the cost of unsuccessful ex
ploration for gold could be known and were added, the total cost of
producing gold in the United States and Canada would be found to
be much higher.

It is hoped that this bulletin will be found useful to mining men
generally. Helpful suggestions would be welcomed by the bureau,
and new or improved data might be incorporated in a later revised
edition of this gold bulletin.
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GOLD MINING AND MILLING IN THE UNITED STATES AND
CANADA; CURRENT PRACTICES AND COSTS'

By CHARLES F . JACKSON 2 and JOHN B. KNAEREL 8

INTRODUCTION

Gold mmmg is a subject that not only appeals to the popular
imagination but has vital importance to the world's economic struc
ture. However, a discussion of the use of gold as a medium of
exchange and a basis for credit between nations and for monetary
systems is not within the scope of this paper. The importance of
gold in carrying on the commerce of the world, the present supply
and rate of production, the probable trend of future production, the
probable future requirements, and related subjects have recently
received much attention from bankers and economists, and many
articles on these subjects have been published.

During slack periods of base-metal production due to falling prices,
accompanied by scaling down of base-metal mining operations and
often by the closin~ down of at least some mines, there usually result
revival of interest III gold mining, search for previously undiscovered
deposits, and reopening of some old gold mines.

At present there is such revival of interest in gold mining, and it
is hoped that this paper may contain information and suggestions of
value in this connection.

OBJECT AND SCOPE OF PAPER

This paper attempts to assemble and discuss briefly in one volume
a number of subjects relating to the mining of gold, particularly from
lode deposits, in the United States and Canada.

The history of gold mining in the United States and Canada, the
present rate of output, and the location of the principal gold-pro
ducing districts are touched upon very briefly. Then follows a gen
eral discussion of types of gold deposits, geological occurrence, min
eralogical associations of tne ores, and changes in lode deposits with
depth. Next is a discussion of such subjects as methods of pros
pecting and exploration, methods and costs of mine development,
stoping methods and costs, and total ore-production costs, followed
by a resume dealing with the milling of the ores, the recovery of
gold therefrom, and the costs of milling.

No attempt has been made to deal exhaustively with anyone of
these related subjects, which would defeat the object of condensing

1Work on manuscript completed December, Hl31.
:.IPrincipal mining engineer, U. S. Bureau of Mines.
aAssistant mining engineer, U. S. Bureau of Mines.

1



2 GOLD MINING AND MILLING IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

some of the essentials of each within a single volume. Numerous
references are made throughout the discussions to more complete
works on the various topics. Highly technical treatment and ter.
minology have been avoided to increase the value of the paper to the
general public.
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PRODUCTION OF GOLD IN UNITED STATES, ITS TERRITORIAL
POSSESSIONS, AND CANADA

HISTORY

The history of gold production in the United States and Canada,
as well as in all the principal producing regions of the world, has
been briefly discussed in a recent report,' and detailed figures on the
same subject have been prepared by Ridgway.' Inasmuch as a
lengthy discussion of the statistical history of gold mining is not
within the province of this bulletin, it is sufficient to say that from
comparative insignificance as a gold producer until 1848 the United
States came to the forefront WIth the discovery of the California
placers in that year and ever since has remained in first or second
place among the producing nations of the world (if the Philippine
production is omitted, however, Canada surpassed the United States
in 1930). Except for 20 years of gradual decline in output be
tween 1855 and 1876, production in this country mounted continu
ously-though rather erratically-to an all-time peak of 4,823,672
fine ounces ($99,703,300) in 1915, exclusive of the Philippine con
tribution. The steady rise was due to the important discoveries of
Cripple Creek, Colo.; Lead, S. Dak.; Alaska; Goldfield; and other
famous districts which more than compensated for the declining
output from older mining regions. Since 1915 production in the
United States has turned downward and in 1930 was slightly
exceeded by that from Canadian mines.

Canada first assumed real importance with the Yukon rush of
1898 and has become a factor of steadily increasing importance in
the present century, chiefly because of the spectacular performance
of a few mines at Porcupine and Kirkland Lake in northern On
tario. Canada will probably soon definitely surpass the United
States as a producer of gold, and there is every reason to expect a
continued high rate of production for some years.

io Grant, R. J., and Knaebel, John B., Sources and Trends in Gold Production: Annual
meeting, Am. lnst. Min. and Met. Eng., New York, Feb. 17, 1931.

5 Ridgway, Rob<'rt H" Summarized Data of Gold Production: Ec. Paper 6, Bureau of'
Mines, 1929, 63 pp.



INTRODUCTION 3

LOCATION AND STATUS OF l'RODUCING REGIONS

The production of gold in 1929 is given by States and Provinces,
and by counties or districts producmg over $35,000, in Table 1.
State, Province, and county totals for 1930 are included as well,
and these afford some indication of present trends in each general
mining region, although due regard must be given the influence of
curtailed base-metal production in 1930, since considerable gold is
derived from this source, particularly from large-scale copper-mining
projects.
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All' 1 324 Au, Cu, Ag, Ph ',6",069111,21~88714,606,0961
See footnotes at end of table.

Zncu~b, Ag, Au,

2 Ph, Zn, Ag, Cu,
Au.

Alll • • Cu, Ph, Ag, Zn, 19,831,975 95,984,237 4,968, 959
Au.

Oregon_______ Curry~_____________ Cheto__________ 1 Au, Ag____________ 1,097 37,899 37, 731 37, 731

Ani ~~~::::::=:==::.~~~~~~~~:::::::_. ~ ::=:=i~=====:::::::: =:::i~~ ==:=~~ :=:i~:i~ -~:~:~:~~~~d~~~:li~;: ~~!: ~ ~~k i~
67 sluice; 3 drift.

Oalliornia____ Amador.~_~_~ Jackson, Su t t er ! 14 do ~ ~_~__ 226,445 1,554,874 1,545,650 1 dredge; 12 sluice; 56,2111,601,861
C r e e k, Ply· 2 hydraulic; 2 drift.
mouth, and Vol-
cano.

13, chiefly Esme
relda.



UNITED STATES, ALASKA, AND PHILIPPINES

TABLE 1.-Gold production in the United States, its Territories, and Canada for 1929-Continued

r1930 totals for States, Provinces, and counties are included under the column headed" Remarks "]

Teller 1Cripple Cteek I !Au, Ag ! 288,5901 2,644,96112, 640, 0341------------------------1---------[2, 640, 034
Summit_~ Breckenridge • 3 dredge; ~. power 40,719 40,719

shovel; slmcmg.
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Remarks

33,528 County total.
35,4<lO D.
52,625 D.
71,703 D.

99,670 2 mines; most ot
district.

116,360 D.
363,285 D; chiefly 1 mine.

205,38 Do.

180,46g Do.

250, "" D; 1 mine.

308,8g21 D;Smuggler-Union
mine, now shut
down.

D.
Chiefly 1 dredge;

district-and
county total.

Igao total, $4,511,
800.

D; 1 mine.
D; chiefly 1 mine.

1 mine; most of dis
trict.

D.

12,33411,131,9991 1l)3{J total; $969,500.

1929
total

Valueot Ivalue of
placer lode and
gold placer

gold

Number ot placer
mines

33,~5 .35,460 _
52,625 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
71,703 4____ _ _

99,670 _ __

116,360 _

3<l3, ._ ••• __ ••••••• • •••

:::: ::~ ~~: ::: :~~~:~:::::::: ~)::::~: :::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::I:::::::::

Value of
lode gold

218, 1I91

165,128
378,163,

164,097
672,627

39,976
35,592
82, 104

I, HJ3,343

420, 9701
3,560,9971

Total
value of
are pro
duced

57, "'1 1
111,950
7,159

~44'

37,974

13,913
51,209

4,723,4451 71,767,17511, 119, 6151 Sluice; hydraulic; drlrt
Ing.

120,078 1 1 120, 0781 D; chiefly 1 mine.
581,741 • .__ 581,741 Do.

1,172,193 15, 2{l3, 343 4, 417, 358

::::::::~::~:::::::::::: 1_- _~~'_:
4, 463, 208

40,178 183,222 182,427 182, 427
5, 279 65,631 47,886 ------------------------ --------- 47,886

31,712 206,700 178,755 ------------------------ -------_. 178,755

4,271,207 65,687,609 538,419 --------------------- - --------- 538,419

Au, Cu, Ag•• _

Cu, Zn, Ag, Pb,
An.

Cu, Zn, Ag, Pb,
Au.Au, Ag _

Au, Ag••• __ • _

Au, Zn, Ph, Ag,
CU.II Au, Ag, Cu _

10 Au, Ag, Cu_. _

District

Mosqulto _

Animas _

Helena. __ ~._. _
Ottawa (Marys

ville).
Mineral HilL I _

Summit Valley 1 (8)

County

Park _

San Juan... _

Madison .

San MigueL I Upper San Mig-
uel.

Silver Bow _

,__._.do.• __ • -I Eureka _

Sla"
Num- . I Tons of
ber of Metals in ore III lore mlOed
l~de order of value or sold

mlOes

-c-ol~_-o-.-••~.".II-B-o-U-Id-,,-..-.-..-..-.-..-..·I.-..-.-••-..-.-..-..-.-..-..-."_1 .\u, Ag, Pb 1 6,176
1---1 I I I

Clear Creek._ Empire___________ 7 Au, Pb, Ag 1 11,028
_____do. IdahoSprings_____ 19 AU,Ag,pb,cu,zu..'1 5,685
Eagle•• Battle Mountain.._ 1 Zn, Cu, Ag, Au, 54,617

Pb.
Gilpin __ • Southern.._________ 2 Au, Ag, CU, Pb,

Zn.
La. Plata Calitornia_________ 7 Au, Ag, Pb, Zn_._
Ouray Sneffe1s___________ 2 Au, Ag, Pb. Cu,

Zn.
Au, Ag, Pb, Zn,

Cn.
Au, Cu, Ag, Pb,

Zn.
Pb, Zn, Ag, Cu, 308,892

Au. ......+ .

M:~:::::I-~~~~:-~·~;r:;~~::::I-------------·-··---1
__do • _

N::~~::::::I:~I:~~~.:.:;;;;;;;;;J;;~~~~~i;;~;;;;]····i



T·""· I 1 1 1 Ag, Cu, Pb, AU

1

' 63. 8721 683, 9201 26. "'\ 1 ------1 26,439'

TotaL__ ••• _•• •__ •• •• ~._.__•• __ ._~ __ ~__._. •••• ~••• ~•••_•• ~~•• ~_ ••~ 46,651,400 _. _

~z
ta
o
g

~
Z

D: chiefly tailings.
D.

D; chiefiy 1 mine.
-Do.
Do.

D; chiefly 2 mines.
D: chiefly 1 mine.
1930 totaJ, $2,898,·

000.
D; chiefly 1 mine.

D.j chiefly 2mines.
D.; entirely 1mine.

D.; 1 mine.
Do.

D.
1930 total, $8,420,

000.

1930 total, $3,828,
000.

1930 total, $180,463.

1930 total, $47, 247,~
000.

1930 total, $653,000.

D.
D.
1930 total, $8,398,

IlOO.

36,7931 1930 total, $42,200.

131,631

219,359
343,064

7Zl,16211,6501

(?) _-----~~······------I (1) 13' 399, 743(1L~ __ •• _. •• ~_ (1) 54,634
(1)_. .____ (1) 97,906
(1) ~_~ •• 4, U7, 000 7, 761,000

725,512/ Sluicing: some hand
rocking.

131, 63II__ ~~.~ ~_ •• _

i~~: ~I=:~~~~:=::::~=:~::= -- --.---

6, 4~: l~I' ::=:===~:~~:::::::~::::~I:==:==:~=t::::::::6,549,599 (?) __ ~ •• • ~~_ (1)

33. '771------------------------1---------1\
1_ --··------1·----- --. - Slulcing__ •••_•• _._ •• ~_ a. 216

·1-----------1---------+-----------------------,---------,---------

4,135,864 17,677,723

83,091 1,055,597
216,809 4,798,0901

4,506,807 24,472,023

1,437,935 6,536,4821

25,224 58,519,
1,463,159 6,695,001

4,345,149 28,803,959

11 Au, Ph, Ag_~__ .--I3,836,440I-----------13,399, 7431 Au,Ag, Pb._.____ 2,100 . ~_ 54,634
5 Au, Ag____________ 14,257 _._________ 97,906_.. 13, 900, 000 . . 3,644,0001

(gold ore
only).

Lordsburg _
Willow Creek •

Ooldfield •••.•• Au, Ag ••• 269,018 263,947 •• _. . 263,947
Tonopah.. __ . • 14 Ag, Au . 121,447 1,462,291 414,628 . ~___ _ 414,628

Manhattan. •• 10 Au, Ag.__ . . 7,013 116,8.50 116,662 ._. ". •__ . 116,662
Eureka 4 3 Pb, AU, Ag, Cu__ 4,981 103,677 37,611________________________ 37,611
Comstock_________ 13 Au, Ag, Cu_______ 11,244 127,608 109,879 ._ 109,879
Robinson. . •__ Cu, Au, Ag, Pb __ 6,378,138 24,447,782 1,321,640 . . __ ._ 1,321,640
Round Mountain.. _. . __ . 1 hydraulic..___________ 32,517 32,517

Cu, Au, Ag, Ph, 7,355,500 32,985,929 3,340,449 15 hydraulic; drifting__ 43,7623,384, 2UZn.
211 Cu, Zn, Ph, Ag,

Au..
7 Cu, Au, Ag, Pb_._
1 Zn, Ph, Cu, Au,

Ag.
Cu, Zn, Pb, Au,

Ag.11 Au, Ag _

~ ~~~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~===

Esmeralda_. _
Esmeralda and

Nye.Nye • _
Eureka.. ~

Storey _
White Pine _
Nye _

.-----------

..------------------t::::::::::::::::::I::::::IZ"":u~u: __Pb:__Ag:
1

Alli•• _

Hidalgo _
San MigueL _

All, · __L. ·__ ·__1 -I-

Philippines I_~_.__ .~••••••••• I-•• __._ •••• ._

Eastern
States.~

A :::e~~~i:; I---··-----·~···-----
and North
Carolina.

AIa," __ -. 1 --.------I 'un"'"------------___ __ Sitka ._ .• •

AIL =====~~~=~~~~====~=~~ _:_~~~~~_-=~=~~==

New Metico.1 GranL_~•• _._. 1 CentraL •• .~~

South Dakota I Laurence 1 Whitewood _

All~ ~~~~~~~_~_~=~~~~~~~ _~~:~~~_e_-:_==~~~~=

See footnotes at end of table.
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Remarks
Total value
oC lode and
placer gold

Value of lode I Value of
gold placer gold

T 2 tails.
iMany.

i Alabama, Georgia, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Tennessee.
10 First 6 months.
UEstimated.

Metals in ore in order of valueDistrict

TABLE i.-Gold production in the Unite{l State,'J, its Territcxries, and Canada for 1929-Continued

f1930 totals for States, Provinces, and counties are included under the column headed" Remarks "]

CANADA

I D means district
2These are State totals, including districts producing less thflll $36,000.
I 4 clean-ups.
• 5-2 tails.
13 tails.
o1 clean-up.

Province

Onwio. . _

AIL ~Ji!~~~¥~!~~;;~-:::m:::~:~:~::::::D~:,-~i::::::::::::m::::::::-:::::::-:::- ,,:::::::::: ::$::'E':: llm ~~: ~~~~~:
British Columbia_ _ . __ __ _ __ _ _________ _ 3,004,419 $118, 711 3, 123, 130 1930 estimate: Placer, $154,-

700; lode, $3,183,457; rota!,
$3,338,157.

~~~~bba. ~~~=~~~===_===_~~~~~:_~~~~== ================- ==== ===== ~~:lo~= -_= == ==== =================-== . "_~~~~_::= ::::=:=:- ._~o_~,_~~ r~\~~f,1:~,~7~78,780.Yu1.0D __ • ______ __ ___ ___ _ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ 10 151,284 . _____________ First haH 1930, $121,788.
Nova Scotia ~. • ~ __ ~ __ ~ . 11 .147, 541 1930 total, $36,005.'

TotaL ~ • ~________________ __ _ 39,840,722 1930 total, $43,199.000.4



INTRODUCTION 9

TABLE 2.-Looation and prod~ction of important gold mines in the United,
States and Canada 1

L LODE·GOLD MINES

Mine Location Type ot deposit

Bullion
production

Remarks

Dollars Year

Hollinger Ontario___ Lenticular veins in basaltic 10,264,504 1930
schist.

Central-Eureka.. California _

Sylvanite_______ __do _
Coniaurum do _
Kirkland Lake do _

Gold.
Tom Reed____ Arizona _

Dome do_. _

Current rat.e, $50,
000 per month.

Three mines.

Year 1931, $564,291.

Year 1931, $901,168.
Year 1931, $785,708.
9 months, 1931,

$438,750.
Does not include

custom ore mill
'd.

FromMinesHand
book,

Calendar year 1931,
$4,756,880.

Year, 1931, $3,512,
006.

Year 1931, $3,710,
927.

Year, 1931, $2,909,
837.

2,258,729 ounces sil
ver not included.

Do.

1931 production,
$10,097,975; total
to end of 1931,
$177,237,489.

1931 production,
$11,065,618.

Total, 1879 to 1931,
inclusive, $2ti3,
704,304.

Year 1931, $866,606.

From MinesHand
book.

Year 1931, $743,747_

5,973, 120 3 1931

4,633,328 j 1931

3,914,883 1928

9, 152,935 I 1931

8,426, 19 1930

3,375,659 1930

2,428,008 1930

~ 1,997, OOC 1929

1,637,401 1930
907,141 1931)

791,803 1930
737,233 1930
582,583 1930

539,11 1930

467,755 1929

1,739,844 1930

457,810 1930

489,453 1930

Veins in granodiorite _
Quartz veins in lava flows_______ 458,000 1930
Quartz veins in diorite and albi· 350,000 j 1931

tite.
Veins in slate and greenstone 1,613,476 1930

Lenticular veins in shear zones
in tuffs and greenstone.

Veins in granodiorite _
Lenticular veins in basaltic

schist.
Veins in syenite porphyry _
Veins in basaltic schisL _
Lenticular veins in lamprophyre,

syenite, and porphyry.
Veins in andesite and on ande

site-tuff contact.

_____do _

Portions of sheared porphyry
dike.

Veins in slates and greenstone__

Veins in fault zones in syenite,
porphyry, and lamprophyre.

\"7~dedeb~d~~{nJol~:f1:sa~d
schist.

Vein in fault zoneinsyenite,por
phyry, and lamprophyre.

Lenticular veins in basaltic
schist.

___ Lenticular veins in metamor
phosed sediments and green
stone.

Stringer lodes in broad shear
zones in slate and metagabbro.

Veins in syenite porphyry _Ontario _

British Colum
bia.

Calitornia _
Ontario _

Colorado_______ Fissure veins in volcanic breccias

South Dakota__

Nevada Various _. 1,612,429 G 1930

Q.uebec _
Nevada _
Elitish Colum-

bia.
California _

Ci~f~~ Creek,
Ontario _

_____do Veins in granodiorite, diabase, 2,285,7071930
and schists.

__ . do .Lake Shore __

Homestake _

Empire-Star _
Vipond. .

Teck-Hughes_

McIntyre _

Alaska·JuneatL Alaska _

Wright-Har
greaves.

Premier _

Portland _

Three mines,
lIfother Lode
district.

Nevada City,
Grass Valley,
and Allegha·
ny districts.

Nine mines _

Three compa
nies.

llowey _

Siscoe .
Elkoro _
Pioneer _

2. PLACER MINES

Twelve com- California Placer __
panies.

Five companies_ Oregon do __

$3,451,801 1930

174,470 1930

Combined output
12 dredging com~

panies,1
Combined produc

tion5companles. 6

I List not complete as some companies do not publish productioll figures. In some cases value includes
a little silver.

J Year ended June 30.
S Year ended Aug. 31.
t Year ended Mar. 31.
~ Approximat.e.
o One mine over $400,000, 3 mines $200,000 to $300,000 each, 5 mines $50,000 t.o $100,000 each.
1 Two companies over $1,000,000 each, one company between $300,000 and $400,000, four companies be

tween $100,000 and $200,000 each, five companies less than $100,000 each.
s From $20,000 to $80,000 each.

120635'-32--2



10 GOLD MINING AND MILLING IN THE UNITED STATES ANH CANADA

TABLE 2.-LooaNon a·rut production of important gola mifles in the United
States and Canadu-Continued

3. BASE·METAL MINES PRODUCING IMPORTANT AMOUNTS OF GOLD

Bullion
production

Mine Location Type of deposit Remarks

Dolla" Iy,,,
Noranda________ Ontario________ Large lenses of massive sulphides y"" 1931, $5,237,-$2, 4~. 700 1930

in altered rhyolite cut by dIkes 000.
of quartz diorite and!Bbbro.

Utah Consoli- 'L'tab___• _______ SulChides disseminate in por- II 1,284,798 1930
dated Copper p yry.
Co.

Nevada Con- Nevada, Arl- __ ___do___•__________._. __ •__._.~_ 11647,343 1930 Gold and silver.
solidated Co~ zona, N.w
per Co. Mexico.

Calumet and Arizona, N.w VarioulL_+______________________ 11879,573 1930
Arizona Min- Mexico.
iag Co.

Park Utah______ Utah.__________ Fissure veins in quartzite and 9365,425 1930
limestone.

Consolidated Nevada________ Disseminated sulphides in por- i 287,676 1930
Co~permines. phyry.

Oran y Con- British Colum- 1. Copper sulphides ores in 9 218,234 1929
soli dated bia. greenstone and on contact.

. 75, 593[1930
Mining Co. 2. Porphyry.

Tintic Stand- Utah ___________ Lead-silver ores in limestone.
ard. Irregular bodies.

SlIver King-Co- ____ do___________ Complex ores in fissures and in 9 72,332 1930
alition. form of bedded replacements.

9 From published annual reports.

The location and yearly production of some of the important
indiyidual gold mines are presented in Table 2. Other important
mines do not publish their annual production, and the list is there
fore incomplete.

The figures employed in preparing Table 1 were derived from re
ports of the director of the United States Mint, from the United
States Bureau of Mines, from the Canadian Department of Mines
and Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Table 2 is based on the annual
reports of the companies and on authoritatiye information from
other sources.

LOCATION OF MINES

Except for its occurrence in association with the base metals,
where it is won as a by-product of base-metal mining operations,
gold is usually found in a form amenable to recoyery from the
associated gangue by means which require comparatIvely small
tonnages of fuel and supplies. Furthermore, it can usually be ex
tracted and conyerted into bullion or into concentrates of very high
tenor at the mine, so that shipment of product is confined to small
tonnage and bulk. Gold mining is therefore possible in regions and
under conditions where freight and haulage rates (for incoming
supplies and outgoing product) would make it impossible to mine
profitably base-metal ores, coal, and nonmetallic ores of equal dollar
value at the market.

The discovery of gold in remote regions thus has a better chance,
as a rule, for subsequent successful exploitation than would the dis
covery of deposits containing the base metals, size of the deposit
and value at the market being comparable. It is not strange, there-
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fore, that the quest for gold and the exploitation of gold deposits
have been the advance guard in pushing back the fringes of civil
ization and in the development of natural resources.

".".100" 95' W

LEGEND
• Pl<>oor mine. • Lor\Ol. mi~ d'Y and siliceous gold ores, .. Lodes producing appreciable _gold, principal li!VeI1ue lrom copper:

.. ~u~~i~~;"'':it:es~:J~r~r~p~~~~e'f:/~~n~:,l~n~ ~r;;~$ ~:~~~~ :::;able gold, pnl\Clpal

FIGURE I.-Map showing location of principal gold-producing districts in the United
States and Canada, 1930-31

The accompanying map (fig. 1) shows the location of the principal
gold-mining districts in the United St"tes "nd its Territorial pos
sessions "nd in Can"d", with the principal b"se-metal mining dis
tricts producing important amounts of gold as a by-product from
base-metal mining.



Part I.-GEOLOGY

TYPES OF GOLD DEPOSITS

Before the subject of gold mining is discussed a brief review of the
types of gold deposits of the United States and Canada is desirable,
since the nature of the deposit determines the methods of prospecting,
exploration, development, and mining, and the treatment of the are,
and affects the mining and milling costs.

The workable deposits of gold are of two principal types: 1, Placer
deposits; and 2, lode deposits.

PLACER DEPOSITS

Placer deposits are of two general types, residual placers and trans
ported placers; they result from the disintegration of lode deposits by
weathering and erosional forces.

Residual placers are relatively unimportant and result simply from
the disintegration of gold-bearing rock without transportation of
the material from its original location.

Transported placers result from the disintegration and erosion of
lode deposits, followed by transportation of the resulting debris
(principally by running water), sorting and segregation of the gold
and other heavy minerals by the action of moving water, and finally
deposition of the gold in places where the velocity, and hence the
carrying power, of the water was reduced.

Briefly then, weathering and other erosional forces break down the
lode material and the surrounding rocks, and the debris moves down
the slopes toward the stream beds and is carried along by the streams.
The lightest and finest material is quickly washed out and carried
away while the heaviest material, including gold, and the largest
material are deposited in the stream channels where the velocity is
sufficiently reduced. The largest and heaviest material will obviously
be deposited first (that is, nearest its source in the lode) and the
lightest and finest material will be transported farther.

Re-sorting of placers may occur due to changes in stream courses or
in the volume and velocity of the currents; sometimes they may be
worked over several times by natural agencies before they reach a
final resting place.

CLASSIFICATION

Placer deposits have been classified by Brooks 1 as follows:
Creek placers.-Gravel deposits in the beds and intermediate flood

plains of small streams.
Bench placers.-Gravel deposits in ancient stream channels and flood

plains which stand from 50 to several hundred feet above the present
streams.

1 Brooks, A. R., Outline of Economic Geology; The Gold Placers of Parte of Seward
Peninsula: U. S. Geol. Survey BulL 328, 1908, pp. 114-145.

12



PART I.-GEOLOGY 13

Hillside placers.-A group of gravel deposits intermediate between
the creek and bench placers. Their bedrock is slightly above the
creek bed, and the surface topography shows no indication of
benching.

River-bar placers.-Placers on gravel flats in or adjacent to the beds
of large streams.

Gravel-plain placers.-Placers found in the gravels of the coastal or
other lowland plains.

Sea-beach placers.-Placers reconcentrated from the coastal-plain
gravels by the waves along the seashore.

Ancient beach placers.-Deposits found on the coastal plain along
a line of elevated beaches.

Lake-bed placers.-Placers accumulated in the beds of present or
ancient lakes that were generally formed by landslides or glacial
damming.

Buried placers.-Ancient placers of the above types have sometimes
become buried by thick alluvial or detrital deposits which mayor
may not have become solidified or by lava flows of later geological
age, giving rise to buried placers which may be at considerable depth
below the present surface. Some of these have been worked by what
is termed "drift mining" underground, especially in California,
Oregon, Idaho, and Alaska.

The gold in transported placer deposits commonly is found concen
trated on the underlying bedrock and in fractures in the bedrock
itself but may occur at several horizons representing different stream
bed levels or be more or less disseminated through a considerable
vertical range. In decomposed or fractured bedrock the gold often
works down in cracks and crevices in the rock, sometimes for several
feet.

The map (fig. 1) shows the location of the principal placer deposits
which have been worked in the United States and Canada.

LODE DEPOSITS

A lode deposit has been defined as " strictly a fissure in the country
rock filled with mineral; usually applied to metalliferous lodes. In
general miners' usage, a lode, vein, or ledge is a tabular deposit of
valuable mineral between definite boundaries.'"

The term is also employed in a still broader sense to quartz or other
rock in place which carries valuable mineral, and in the present pages
the term is used in this broad sense.

Lode deposits of the United States and Canada carrying gold as
the principal valuable mineral are of several types. Thus we have
tabular deposits (wide in two dimensions and narrow in the other)
of the fissure-vein type (fig. 2) and other tabular deposits of the lens
type occurring in schistose (usually pre-Cambrian) rocks (fig. 3).
Figure 4 shows quartz stringers in a vein at Grass Valley, Cali:!'.,
typical of the fissures in that district.

Another form of lode deposit found in the United States is the
wide and homogeneous pitching deposit typified by the Homestake
(S. Dak.) ore body, which is a replacement in a calcareous bed in a

, Fay, Albert H., Glossary of the Mining and Mineral Industry: Bull. 95, Bureau of
Mines, 1920, pp. 405-406.
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series of ancient schistose rocks and which is formed around the nose
of a faulted plunging anticlinal structure.' (Fig. 6.)

Another type of gold deposit is the broad shear zone in which the
gold occurs in a series of stringer lodes made up of veinlets and

1 b
o~is°~~IfWJI~~G
FIGURE 2.-Simple fissure veins, showing ore shoots, Grass Valley

district, California

A B
! I Surface

.00

PLAN 550-fOOT LEVEL

No. 9 sh~lt ~ -100 level

I 300 level
425 level
550 lwei
6 5 IIYIlI
800 I

950 '-I

1100 '-I

""
, ." '00 \• eet

part 2, 1924)

SECTION X,..Y

FIGURE a.-Vein system
l

Hollinger mine (After
A. G. Burrows, Ontal' 0 Department of Mines,
vol. 33, part 2, 1924)

irregular isolated lenses of quartz, with intervening bands of barren
rock. This type is exemplified by the deposits at Juneau, Alaska.
(Fig, 5.)

B McLaughlin, B. F., The Homcatake Enterprise, Ore ~nesiB and Structure: Eng. and
Min. Jour., vol. 132, Oct. 12, 1931, pp. 324-329.
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FIOUIU;4.-SI.operareshow!ng<lllarl1.Slrin!::rfS in \·eio at Gras,.<; Valley, Calif. (Aft.er
W. D. Johnslon, jr.)

jo'IGl;RE 5.-Slrinl!:er lode in face of storie, JUD«l,U, Alaska.
(Aller A. C. Spencer)





PART l.-GEOLOGY 15

The contact-metamorphic type is also represented among the gold
lode deposits of North America.' (Fig. 7.)

By far the greatest nnmber of gold lodes mined in North America
are of the tabular type. Such gold lodes are of different subtypes;

o 500 lOoo
Scale, feet t

, "

~ Calcareous series
_ 5;Jme series mineralized

G!QjRhyolite

SZ Shear zone

FIGURE 6.-Geology and part of 200 level, Homestake mine. (After
J. O. BUllted and L. B. Wright Eng. Ilnd Min. Jour., May 12, 1923)
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FlGURIl 7.-Contact metamorphic type of ore
body, Spring Hill, Mont.

thus, the ores may occur as simple fissure fillings, often banded, or
they may occur in fault zones filling fissures and small cracks in the

~ Pierce, A. L., Mining Methods and Costs at the Spring Hill Mine, Montana Mines
Corporation. Helena, Mont.: Inf. eire. 6402, Bureau of Mines, 1930. P. 2. Camsell,
Charles, The Geology and Ore I)epooi,tg of Hedley Mining District. British Cutlumbia;
Canada Oeo!. Survey Mem. 2, 1910, 218 pp.
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country rock and partly replacing it. Another subtype occurs in the
form of lenticular lodes in schisted and sheared rocks, the gold being
usually present in quartz stringers (often with sulphides), filling
fissures and numerous small irregular cracks and seams in the sheared
country rock and sometimes partly replacing it. Individual lenses
are often of considerable lateral extent and are sometimes wide.
More often they are narrow and occur in echelon, there being a series
of lenses overlapping one another in plan but separated by barren
rock. They generally parallel the schistosity roughly in strike and
dip, but some trend at small angles thereto. This type merges into
the broad shear-zone type represented by the Juneau deposits, where
individual lenses are too small and irregular, both in form and dis
tribution, to be worked individually by selective mining.

FIGURE 8.-0utline of Cresson pipe,
Crlpp!p Creek, Colo. (After G. F.
Loughlin)

B

FIGURE 9.-Typc of gold lodes, Douglas
Island, Alaska. (After A. C. Spen
cer.) A, Cross section through Alaska
Treadwell mine; B, diorite dike, show
ing velnlets of quartz and calcite

Gold lodes in or around pipes or chimneys also have been worked.
(Fig. 8.)

The deposits of Douglas Island, Alaska, which occur in albite
diorite dikes represent another type of deposit. (Fig. 9.)

Other types of lode-gold deposits occur in the United States
and Canada but are of scientific rather than economic interest.

GEOWGIC AGE OF LODE-GOLD DEPOSITS

Gold is found in North America in rocks of all ages ranging from
Keewatin to Tertiary, but the commercially important depOSIts are
confined to two principal groups. The first group embraces those
deposits formed in ancient pre-Cambrian rocks during pre-Cambrian
times and the second group, deposits formed in Mesozoic or later
time, largely in rocks of Mesozoic and earlier ages. The second
group may be divided into two subgroups-those formed in Creta
ceous time and those formed in late Cretaceous or early Tertiary
time, commonly in the igneous rocks (with some exceptions) of the
same period.
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From a [urely practical rather than scientific standpoint the sig
nificance 0 these occurrences is that the formation of valuable aurif
erous lode deposits (as distinguished from placers) occurred in
times of intense igneous activity, so that the search for lode gold
should be confined to areas where igneous rocks are prominent, al
though they need not necessarily be exposed on the surface. In such
areas the fringes, domes, ancI pendants of the igneous mass are the
most favorable locations. Also, the porphyritic types of rocks have
generally been more productive than the granites.

The known important deposits of the pre-Cambrian occur in
regions of intense dynamic metamorphism as evidenced by folding,
shearmg, and often by recrystallization of the rocks. The Creta
ceous deposits are characteristic of the wcstern Corrlillera extending
from California up through 'Vashington and Oregon, in parts of
which they are bUrled by later volcanic rocks, and into Alaska. The
Tertiary type predominates in the central and eastern Cordillera in
Nevada, Washington, Colorado, and parts of Idaho and Montana.

l\UNEHAWGY OF LODE-GOLD DEPOSITS

Gold in lode deposits nearly always occurs in the native state. It
may, in some cases, be unaccompanied by sulphide minerals, as at
Oatman, Ariz.,' and Seven Troughs, Ne\'.,' but generallv the gold
is accompanied by pyrite, with which it is partly or wholly asso
CIated in intimate admixture. In some deposits chalcopyrite is the
most important carrier of the gold; and in others arsenopyrite,
galena, or even sphalerite, may be. important.

Gold, as it is found in lodes, is usually alloyed with silver in pro
portions which range from nearly pure gol,1 to nearly pure silver.
When silver is present in excess of 16 per cent by weight the pale
natural alloy eleetrunt is formed. Silver is more abundant in the
Tertiary deposits, which were formed at relatively shallow depths,
Ulan In pre-Cambrian or :Mesozoic veins. The ores at Tonopah were
chiefly valued for their content of silver; and the deposits at Re
public, 'Vash., likewise of Tertiary age, carried 3 to 8 parts of
silver to 1 of gold. The Mesozoic veins of Califomia yield gold
with a fineness usually between 8;;0 and 900, and the pre-Cambrian
gold of Ontario is of similar qnality. Gold purer than 900 fine is
rarely found in nature. Small amounts of platinum, palladium,
iridosmine, copper, iron, and bismuth sometimes occur alloyed with
gold.

Gold is one of the most inert of knowu chemical elements and in
nature enters into very few compounds; compounds with tellurium
are the only stable natural ones in which gold is definitely known
to occur, and these are rare. The tellurides-sylvanite, calaverite,
krennerite, and nagyagite-are the best-known varieties. They
formed the most important source of gold in a few camps, of which
Cripple Creek is the classic example. and are known to occur, gen-
erally in insignificant amounts, in many gold deposits. .

~ Ransomf', F. L., Geology of the Oatm:lD Gold Distriet, Arizona; U. S. GeoI. Survey
Bull. 743, 1923, 58 pp.

e Ransome, F. L .. NotE'S on Some l\.IIning Districts in Humboldt County, Nev.: U. S.
GeoI. Surve;r Bull. 414, 1909, 75 pp.
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Selenium has been reported from three districts in the United
States;' and, while definite knowledge of the nature of its occur
rence is lacking, it is believed that gold selenides may be present in
the ores.

The mineral associations of gold are simple in older veins of pre
Cambrian and Mesozoic ages but are in many cases more complex in
Tertiary deposits. Search of the published literature hIlS provided
the basis for Table 3, in which are listed most of the minerals known
to occur in gold deposits; symbols are employed in the table to in
dicate the relative abundance of each species in the primary zone,
in the zone of supergene enrichment, and in the zone of OXIdation
for each of the three general classes of deposits (pre-Cambrian,
Mesozoic, and Tertiary).

The literature studied includes reports on 60 districts and covers
several hundred mines. Publications of the geological surveys of
the United States and Canada, the Bureau of Mines, and the technical
and scientific press have been drawn upon. The data presented in
these various reports naturally are not comparable in the c1.egree
of detail with which they discuss the mineralogy of the lodes they
describe. All,however, mention the more important minerals, so that
a fairly accurate measure of the degree of prominence of these com
moner varieties is obtainable. Many of the reports make no mention
of the rarer minerals, so that the table doubtless understates their
prominence; however, it serves to indicate the extent to which they
occur in a general way. The numbers given after each mineral in
the table represent the number of districts out of the 60 studied from
which each was reported.

NONMETALLIC GANGUE MINERALS

Of the 60 districts coverec1., quartz was reported from everyone;
in the great majority of gold lodes it is the most prominent gangue
mineral present. It may occur as a simple fissure filling or re
placing the shattered, brecciated country rock adj acent to the vein,
or both. Banding and crustification are common structures.

Carbonate minerals are next to quartz in abundance. Of these
calcite is the most prominent; but dolomite and rhodochrosite are
common, and the mineral ankerite (an indefinite mixture of lime,
magnesium, and iron carbonates) is abundant in certain veins,
such as those of the Mother lode 8 and some of the Ontario deposits.
In many instances values are poor where carbonates abound, as at
Grass Valley, Calif.'

Sericite is widely distributed in gold quartz veins; it occurs as
small flakes scattered through the quartz and as seams and partings
and is abundant in gouge and altered wall rocks. Chlonte, talc,
mariposite, and other micaceous minerals are often found in similar
associations.

1 Bastin, E. S., and Lan0y, F. B., The Genesis of the Ores at Tonopah: U. S. Geot.
Survey Prof. Paper 104, 1918, 50 pp. Bancroft, Howland, The Ore Deposits of North
eastern Washington: U. S. GeoI, Survey Bull. 550 H114, 215 pp. Umpleby, J. B.t Geology
and Ore Deposits of Lemhi County, Idaho: U. S. 'Geol. Survey Bull. 528, 1913, 182 pp.

11 Knopf, Adolph, The Mother Lode System: U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 157, 1929,
88 pp.

II Knaebel, J. B., The Veins and Crossln~ of the Grass valley District, California:
Econ. Qeol., vol. 26, No.4, 1931, pp. 375-3lj8.
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Barite is a common gangue mineral, and adularia (vein orthoclase)
is quite characteristic of many Tertiary veins, such as those of J ar
bidge, Nev. lO

Kaolinite is common in oxidized portions of veins and is a notable
constituent of gouge and altered wall rocks in depth.

Fluorite is quite often present in the gangue.
Tourmaline, garnet, vesuvianite, and other high-temperature min

erals are rather rare in gold deposits and are found only in "eins of
the deep-seated, high-temperature type or in those rare gold ore
bodies formed by contact metamorphism.

GOSSAN MINERALS

The oxidized gangue minerals characteristic of gossans, or frac
tured portions of veins which are subjected to alteration by percolat
ing surface waters, consist chiefly of limonite with minor amounts of
manganese oxides, malachite, chrysocolla, cerussite, and other sec
ondary minerals derived from base-metal sulphides. Quartz, being
very resistant to change, is invariably present in some abundance.

METALLIC MINERALS

Pyrite is nearly always preseut in gold veins. In typical gold
lodes it usually makes up 2 to 10 per ceut of the vein filling in good
ore, although there are exceptional instances, such as that represented
by the Haile mine in South Carolina, where gold ore occurs in a
gangue of dense, massive pyrite. In a few instances, such as at Oat
man, Ariz., pyrite is practically absent from the ore, and in others
it is subordinate in importance to chalcopyrite Or arsenopyrite. The
best ore usually contains pyrite in crushed or irregular patches and
specks, and well-crystallized cubcs of the mineral are regarded as
an unfavorable sign. Like all generalizations, however, this one is
not always true. Pyrite is a common constituent of altered wall
rocks.

As noted above, chalcopyrite is sometimes an important associate
of gold. Small amounts are generally present in typical siliceous
veins, but in the so-called copper gold deposits, such as those of
Rouyn, Quebec, it is an important source of gold.

Arsenopyrite is regarded as a favorable indication in the Cali
fornia mines, where it sometimes occurs in erratic patches and shoots.
In such instances, it often accompanies high-grade are. It is the
chief metallic mineral at a few mines, of which the Nickel Plate
mine in British Columbia is the classic example. This is one of the
few contact metamorphic deposits that have been large producers;
the gold is intimately associated with arsenopyrite. Arsenopyrite
is of common Occurrence in the veins of the Alleghany district,
California.

Galena is perhaps more widespread than chalcopyrite but in
typical gold deposits is found in subordinate quantities; it often in
dicates good ore. Galena is commonly associated with the gold at
Grass Valley, Calif., and at Juneau, Alaska.

1(1 Schrader, F. C., The JarbIdge Mining District, Nevada: U. S. GeoI. Survey Bull. 741
1923, 86 PP.
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In gold veins it usuallySphalerite is common in minor amounts.
is confined to are shoots.

Gold and silver have been discussed on pages 17 to 18. In the
oxidized zone gold, if present, is found as small needles, scale., foils,
or nuggets in the quartz-limonite gangue. In the primary zone its
abundance is usually, but not always, proportionate to that of its
close associates, the sulphides. In high-grade shoots gold is often
intergrown with cracked and crushed quartz, which has no sulphides
whatever. Silver is generally alloyed with gold, but in some Ter
tiary veins or in the zones of oxidation and enrichment in all
classes of deposits it may be locally developed as the native metal,
as horn silver, or in the form of the rich silver sulphides or sulpho
salts, argentite, polybasite, proustite, pyrargyrite, stephanite, and
pearceite.

As has been mentioned, tellurides are of rare occurrence, although
locally they are of great importance in a few districts.

The prominence of the rarer minerals is indicated by the figures
in Table 3.

TABLE 3.-Prominence Of minerals in various occurrences of gold deposits

Type of ore occurrence ~

Pre-Cambrian deposits I Mesozoic deposits Tertiary deposits

MineraJsl

Zone
or

oxida
tion

Zone
of

super
gene

enrich
ment

Pri
m",y
zone

Zone Zone
Zone or Pri- Zone or Pri-or super- or super-

oxida- gene mary oxida- gene mary
tion enrich- zone tion enrich- zone

ment ment

a
a
a

R
C

-- ---ii---

a
c

R
R
C
C

RR

_______ ~ ~=~~~~~= ---0---

RR

1. Metallic minerals
--1------

Altaite__________ _ _ (3) 1___ _ _ _

~~~:~~ ~2~~~~~~~---------- ~_ -0 --Ii---I ~ --- 0 Ii--- ~ ---0--- ---C---
ArsenfPY:nJ.il(17)w nnu mmn C C un ceo 0Azun e (2l__________________ 0 __ _ _ 0 0 _
Blsmite (2)__ _ .1________ _ 0
Bismuthinite (4) ._1 _

~b~%~J~e-(ly---~~~~~~~ ----- -------- -------~ ~~J~~~~~~~

g:!f~~~lf~)~~~~~~~~~ ====l~~=R:::}i -::~:::i:: ~ a ---~--
Cerussite (4)______ 0 0
Chalcanthite (3)____ R
Chalcocite (7)_________ _ .. R
Chalcopyrite (35) __ • __ ------1 C C c CChrysocolla (3)____ R ---ii--
Cinnabar (1)-- -1________ _ . __ .. .
Copper (native) (3)__________ _ _
Cosalite (l)-----------c------ _
8~~~~~~~}6f~it~-(iY:~~~~~~~~ --- ---- -----~~= ~~~~~~~= ------ ~~~~~~~: ~~~~=~~~ ---Ii-
Cuprite (1)-_________________ R R R
Emmonslte (2)____________ R _
Enargite (3) _
Frelbergite (1) _
Galena (37)____ _ :::::~:= ---(5--- -- C - ---C--- ---C---
Gold (60) ._____ C C C C C C ---C---
Gos]arite (1) R
Hematite (7)_________________ 0 0 . 0
Hlnsdalite (1) . .__ R _

1 Numerals after name of each mineral represent number of times reported out of 60 reports studied.
2 P, Very prominent or widespread in occurrence; C, common; 0, occasional or sporadic; R, rare; L,

locally (thus, CL means common locally).
3 Common, 1 district.
, Occasional to common locally.
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TABLE 3.-Prominence of minerals in 1/a-nOU8 occwrrences of {lold deposits.-Con.

Type of ore occurrence

Pre-Cambrian deposits Mesozoic deposits Tertiary deposits

Minerals
Zone Zone ZOlle

Zone oC Pri- Zone oC Pri- Zone oC Pri-oC super- mary oC super- ill'''' oC super- maryoxida· gene Qxida- gene oxida- gene
tion enrich- zone tion enrich- zooe tiOIl enrich- zone
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R
R
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R
R
(')

R
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R

P
R
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R R R R
C') (') (') (0)

-------- -------- 0 -------- --------

1. Me/allic minerals

Hubnerite (1) _
Jamesonite (1) _
Krenncrite (4) _
Limonite (23) _
Leadhillite (1) _
Magnetite (6)____ -_·0·_- ---0--- -------- 0 0

~~~~a: (~?: ----~======:::C-O--- -------- ---n--- 0 R 0
Melanterite (2)'___ ---R----
Molybdenite (6)____ 0 6--- -------- ---0--- ---0--· ---0--- ---0---
Molybdite (1)_______________ R 1________ R -·~R~-- -------- --------
Nagyagite (2) - --------f------- __ R
Naumaunite 0) ... _ . R

~~~ft~t0?~---===:===:====== -.------ ---li--- -.-ji--- -------- R R ~ ~
Pitchblende (1) __ ----------- -------. -.______ --- - -- ---.__ R ----0---- - -n:~~-
Polybasite (6)____ __!________ u

~~ij~~~\~~~(8)=== ==::===:=:1---0--- ======:- --- -------- ---0--- 0 0
Pyrargyrite (3) .______ _ _ ~___ _ ---0--- ---0---
Pyrite (53) ._ P P P P P P
P:yrolusite (5)________ 0 ---0-- 0
Pyromorphite (2)___ -------- -.----- R ---·0--- ----0----
Pyrrhotite (ll)___________ 0 0 0 0
Realgar (1)_______________ R R
Rhodochrosite (10) 0 0 0 0 0 0
Scorodite (2)___________ R _
Scheelite (1)-________________ R R R
Selenides (of Au and Ag) (3) ._.__ R
Silver (native) (55)__________ 0 ceo ceo C
Smithsonite (2)__ It H. R
Sphalerite (31)___ ---0--- ---0---
Stephanite (8) _ 0 0
Stibnite (6) R R
Sylvanite (5)_ _ (~) (~)

Tennantite (6) 0 0

~~~~~~~~Hle_(i35"-- -------- -------- ---ji---11---ji--- 0 ---0--- -------- R --·0--- ---0---
Wad (8) ===:== == ---a--- 0 ._ -- ---a---
Wolframite (1) • 1________ n _
Wulfenite (1) _ _ R
Yukonite (1)_____ R _

------;---------------

i--1-------- -------- -------- --------
--1·------- ---R--- ---R--- --------
--I C p

t. Nonmetallic minerals

R
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R
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. R R
000
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R
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R
R
R
o
R
R
C
R
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R
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R
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R
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------ -------- ---R:---
R
o
R

Actinolite (1) ._
Adularia (8) ---ji -- ---Ii
Albite (14)___________________ R R
Allanite (1) ---R----- ---R----- ----R---- ---R-----Alunite (3) _
Amphibole (1) _
Ankerite (6) =------- ---a--- ---a--- -------- ---a---
Antigorite (1) R R
Apatite (4). R R R R R
Barite (16) ._________ 0 ceo C

~~1m~ g~)== -----.----- ---0--- ~ ~ C ~
Celestite (1)Chalcedony (5) ------ ---0--- ---0--- ---R:--- ---0--- 0---
Chlorite (ll)__ _ C C C C C
Chrysoprase (1)---- __
Cummingtonite (1)---
Diopside (lL _
Dolomite (8) _
Epidote (3) _. _
Epsomite 0). _
Fluorite (13)________________ 0

5 Rare to occasionally locally.
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TABLEI S.-Prominence of minerals in various occurrences of gold aeposits---Con.

Type of ore occurrence

Pre-Cambrian deposits Mesozoic deposits Tertiary deposits

Minerals
Zone Zone Zone

Zone of Pri- Zone of Pri- Zone of Pri-of super- of super- of super-
orids- gene mary oxida- ",n, mary oxida- gene ill""
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Garnet (4)________________ R R R R R R _ _
Gypsum (5)______ R R R R R R R--- ---R ---R---
Halloysite (1)-_________ _ • • R R
Hyalite (1)____ _ .1 J == R R R

t:Ni*S\\~;:::::::::d:::~::i,:::~:: -- c :_:~:: -::~:::~--- ---i -or :::~:::
Laumontite (1) ._ ._______ R R
Mariposite (6)_______________ R R ROO 0 " _
Muscovite (2)____ R R R R R R
Opal (3)__________ R R R R
Orthoclase (4)_ _ _
Pectolite (l} _
Prehnite (1) _
Quartz (60) _
Roscoelite (2) _
Rutile (2) _
Sericite (20)_
Serpentine (5) _
Siderite (9) _
Sulphur (1) _
Talc (4) _
Thuringite (1) _
Tourmaline (4) _
Vesuvianite (1) _
Wavellite (1) _
Wollll.stonite (1) __

CHANGES IN GOLD DEPOSITS WITH DEPTH

CHANGES NEAR SURFACE

Lode deposits which outcrop at the surface commonly exhibit
different physical and mineral characteristics at and near the surface
from those found at depth, except where recent glaciation or other
erosional force has planed off the surface and exposed fresh under
lying rock. The depth to which surface conditions prevail differs
widely in different districts aDd may range from only a few to several
or many hundreds of feet.

Mechanical weathering agencies affect the deposits to only rela
tively shallow depths and serve to rupture and erode the rocks
through expansion and contraction, due to temperature changes and
the action of ice, running water, etc. The influence of chemical
agencies is much more profound, especially where the level of ground
water is relatively deep, as in arid or semiarid districts, and com
monly extends to and a short distance below the ground-water level
or water table. The principal effect of these agencies is to oxidize
the sulphide minerals present and to dissolve and carry off or carry
down to lower depths the more soluble cODstituents of the lode.
Gold is little affected by natural chemical agencies and is usually left
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behind in its approximate original position with the other less
soluble materials of the lode. Emmons 11 has pointed out, however,
that in the presence of chlorides and the higher oxides of manganese
gold may be dissolved and carried in ground waters to lower levels,
where it is redeposited as native gold by the chemical action of
ferrous sulphate, organic compounds, etc. Under these circum
stances, a zone of gold enrichment might be expected at or near
the ground-water level. It may be noted also that deposits where
gold has been dissolved in the oxidized zone seldom give rise to im
portant placer deposits. Likewise, if the gold particles are very fine
they may be carried away and widely dispersed without the forma
tion of placers.

Since most gold-lode deposits contain iron sulphides, which when
oxidized are converted into red and yellow oxides or hydrated oxides
of iron, the outcrops commonly have a rusty appearance and, due to
removal of certain of the more soluble lode minerals, are nsually
honeycombed. Such an appearance does not signify that the lode
contains gold, since the minerals responsible therefor are present in
most lodes containing base metals and even in iron-rich country
rocks.

Other sulphide minerals become altered in the oxidized zone to
their oxide, carbonate, and sulphate derivatives, and changes take
place in the gangue minerals. Quartz, being little affected, remains
in place.

In lode deposits containing gold these rusty, stained, and honey
combed outcrops, commonly called gossans, are often richer than
the primary ore, due to tlle removal of part of the gangue material
as described above. On the other hand, if chlorides, such as some
times are found in waters in desert regions, and the higher oxides
of manganese have been present at any time, gold may have been
dissolved from the upper parts of the lode, leaving a gossan leaner
than the primary ore. The presence of manganese oxides is evidenced
by the familiar "desert bloom" known to the prospector-a black
or dark brown coating on the rocks or seams or veinlets in the gos
san. It thus follows that gold-lode deposits may differ considerably
in the upper zone of oxidation and in the lower primary ore zone,
in physical character, in chemical character, and in the amount of
gold and other minerals present.

In northern districts where glaciation has occurred and where the
water table stands near the surface the oxidized zone may be absent
or very shallow. Thus, in the gold districts of northern Ontario and
at Juneau, Alaska, the primary ores are practically at the surface
and have only superficially oxidized outcrops.

On the other hand, primar~ ores may occur close to the surface
in arid climates or regions whIch lie too far south to have been sub
jected to glacial erOSIOn, provided that very steep topography and
intermittent torrential rains have combined to remove the surface
material as fast as weathering and chemical alteration of the vein
material worked downward.

U Emmons, W. R" The Agency of Manganese in the Superficial Alteration and Sec
ondary Enrichment of Gold Deposits in the United States: Am. Inst, Min. and Met.
Eng. Bull. 46, 1910, pp. 789-791.
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Thus the depth to which the upper portions of gold deposits may
be leached and oxidized depends on the relative influence of several
natural agencies.

In the Granite-Bimetallic lode," Philipsburg, Mont., the gold is
fine, and considerable manganese carbonate is present in the primary
ore. Upon oxidizing, this gives a notable amount of manganese
oxide, which is present in nearly every outcrop and in the oXIdized
zone to considerable depths. No placers are associated with these
deposits, and the outcrop carries less gold than the lode at a depth
of 50 to 200 feet below surface. Oxidation extends to a depth of 800
,feet in places.

At the Cable mine, however, the gold is for the most part less finely
divided, and manganese oxide is entirely absent or extremely rare.
These deposits yield rich placers and have been stoped to the surface.
On the Comstock lode, Nevada, according to King," "A zone of
manganese oxide occupies the entire length of the lode from the
outcrop 200 ,feet down." In this lode oxidation extends in some
places to a depth of 500 feet. At Tonopah, Nev., oxidation extends
to a depth of 700 feet in the Mizpah mine.

At Creede," Colo., in the Amethyst vein, the largest secondary
gold deposits lie 200 to 700 feet below the surface, and some oxida
tion occurs in this vein at 1,000 feet in depth. In the Appalachian
region the oxidized zone usually extends 80 to 200 feet below the
surface. In the Nevada City and Grass Valley districts1 California,"
the upper part of a vein is generally decomposed, formmg a mass of
limonite and quartz. The decomposition seldom extends more than
150 feet vertically below the surface. Spurr 16 states that at Silver
Peak, Nev., no decided enrichment of the ores by oxidation can be
established. At Douglas Island, Alaska," nothing in the character
of the ore indicates any considerable concentration by .oxidizing
waters.

In the Georgetown quadrangle, Colorado," the auriferous deposits
are mainly at Idaho Springs and in the Empire district. The lodes
are usually oxidized at the surface and from 15 to 70 feet downward.
In several mines the oxidized ore is much richer than the average ore.
In the Summit district, Colorado," the zone of incompletely oXIdized
ore extends to a depth ranging from a few feet to 300 feet. All the
bonanzas were confined to this zone. At Bullfrog, Nev.," the out
crops were comparatively poor, but good ore was encountered within
a few feet of the surface, and some deposits were worked by open-

U Emmons, William H., Outcrops of Ore Bodies: Min. and Sci. Press, vol. 99, 1909,
pp. 751-754, 782-787.

13 King, Clarence, The Comstock Lode, in Hague, J. A., Mining Industry: U. S. Qeal.
Expl., 40th Par., vol. 3, 1870, pp. 11-96.

H Emmons, W. H., and Larsen, E. S., Geology and Ore Deposits of Creede, Colo.:
U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 718, 1923, 198 pp.

tb Lindgren, Waldemar, The Gold-Quartz Veins of Nevada City and Grass Valley Dis
tricts. California: U. S. GooI. Survey 17th Annl. Rept., pt. II, 1896, 863 pp.

lG Spurr, J. Eo, Ore Deposits of the Silver Peak Quadrangle, Nevada: U. S. Geol. Survey
Prof. Paper 55, 1906, 174 pp.

11 Spencer, A. C., The Juneau Gold Belt, Alaska: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 281, 1906,
161 pp.

18 Spurr, J. E., and Garrey, G. H., Economic Geology of the Georgetown Quadrangle,
Colorado: U. S. GeoI. Survey Prof. Paper 63, 1908, pp. 99-101.

19 Hills, R. C., Ore Deposits of Summit District, Rio Grande County, Colo.: Proc. Colo·
rado Sci. Soc., vol. 1, 1883, pp. 20-26.

r.lll Ransome, F. L., Emmons, W. H., and Garrey, G. H., Geology and Ore Deposits of
the BulIfrog District, Nevada: U. S. GeoI. Survey Bull. 407, 1910, 130 pp.
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cut. Some of the are deposits decrease in value below the 400-foot
level.

At Cripple Creek, Colo.," the oxidation extended downward to a
depth generally less than 200 feet, and even in the oxidized zone
residual sulphides are present. In the Ontario gold districts there
is very little surface oxidation, and if there ever was an oxidized zone,
practIcally all of it has been planed off by glacial erosion.

CHANGES BELOW ZONE OF OXIDATION

Aside from the changes du~ to weathering and oxidation in the
upper parts of the lodes, variations in size, dip, and character of
wall rocks often occur as depth is reached on a given lode, and the
mineral associations and value of the ores may change. In some
instances two or more veins in the upper levels come together at
greater depth to form a single vein, which may be richer or of leaner
grade than the separate veins; often there is an enrichment at or
near the junction, although this does not necessarily follow. Lodes
commonly pinch and swell both on the dip and along the strike, and
the richer sections or are shoots may be separated by barren or lean
ground. Sometimes certain wall rocks have been more favorable to
replacement by mineralizing solutions than others, and as the lode
passes from one formation to another the width and grade of ore
may change, or the are may spread out along a favorable contact.
Likewise, some rocks are more susceptible to shearing or shattering
than others, and in these the ore bodies are often richer and wider.
This feature, indeed, is of the very greatest importance in control
ling the movement of ore-bearing solutions and the deposition of are.
In most if not all of the important lode-gold districts in North
America the workable deposits are closely related and confined to
zones of intense dynamic action where folding or fanlting, fissuring,
and shearing have taken place, thus providing channels for the circu
lation of mmeralizing solutions and openings in which deposition
could take place.

Thus, the rich gold ores of Kirkland Lake, Ontario, are found in
a broad faulted zone where the rocks in and adjacent to the plane
of the main faults have been sheared and shattered. In the Porcu
pine district, Ontario, the are occurs in lenses in rocks which have
been intensely sheared in a general region of intense folding. At
Lead, S. Dak., where the rocks have been folded and sheared, the
great Homestake are body occurs around the nose of a plunging
anticlinal fold with lesser are bodies around minor folds. At
Juneau, Alaska, the ores are found in sheared rocks in the form of
stringer lodes and lenses.

As a lode passes from a tough or plastic rock formation to a
more brittle one conditions become more favorable for deposition of
are, and these changes may occur vertically, along the strike, or
along diagonally plunging zones.

Some well-known gold deposits in the United States and Canada
have proved to be remarkably persistent with depth and with little
if any change in average tenor.

~ Lindgren, Waldemar, and Ransome, F. 14., Geology and Gold Deposits of the Cripple
Creek District, Colorado: U. S. Geol. Survey Prot. Paper 54. 1906, p. 129.
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HOMESTAKE ltfINE, SOUTH DAKOTA

The Homestake are body has persisted from the outcrop on sur
face to a vertical depth of over 2,600 feet (or about 3,500 feet down
the plunge of the anticline) with no diminution in grade of the are.
The ore body is somewhat narrower on the 2,150 and 2,300 levels.
On the 2,600-level the ore body again widens.

KIRKLAND LAKE DISTRICT, OXTARIO, AND MOTHER LODE, CALIFORNIA

In the Kirkland Lake district ther~ is no sign of diminution of
value at 4,700 feet; and in some of the lower levels values are if
anything somewhat higher on the average than in the upper levels,
though lean zones have occurred at several elevations, with good
ore coming in again below. On the Mother lode, California, at a
depth of over a mile on the dip and some 4,900 feet vertically, the
values in two or three mines are reported to be as good as the average
of the upper levels. Here, too, there have been lean horizons with
good ore below.

ALASKA-JUNEAU MINE, ALASKA, AND GRASS VALLEY DISTRICT, CALIFORNIA

At the Alaska-Juneau property average values 600 feet below
the active producing section of the mine are, at this writing, reported
to be averaging several times those of the producing section. At
Grass Valley, Calif., development has proceeded at a depth of
9,000 feet on the dip, or about 4,500 feet vertically, in the North
Star mine.

In the instances cited above the deposits are of pre-Cambrian or
Mesozoic age, and it may be stated that in North America the most
persistent known gold deposits belong in a general way to these
eras. It must not be inferred that all lodes of these periods are
persistent or that the discovery of a lode belonging thereto will be
followed by successful exploitation. There are many examples to
the contrary. Another characteristic of the deposits of these groups
is the comparative simplicity of the mincraJization-ehiefly quartz,
pyrite (and galena in some cases), and only a minor amount of other
sulphides, and some calcite and other carbonates with native gold.

The Tertiary deposits, as previously pointed out, seem to be more
erratic, have generally a rather complex mineral association, and are
less persistent with depth.

BODIE DISTRICT, CALIFORNIA

At Bodie, Cali!., the grade of the.pre apparently decreased rapidly
below about 500 feet in vertical depth in many of the veins, and
practically all the production came from above 1,000 feet in depth.
This may have been due to the conditions at the time deposition of
ore took place or, more probably, to secondary enrichment in the
upper horizon." The vein systems and faulting are very complex
in this district. (Fig. 10.) One group of veins contains consider
able black oxide of manganese, and in this group the gold values
die out at about 500 feet in depth.

2ll Brown, R. Gilman, The Vein System of the Standard Mine, Bodie, Cdlif, : Trans. Am.
lust. Min. and Met. Eng., vol. 38, 1907, pp. 343-357.
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GOLDFIELD DISTRICT, NEVADA

At Goldfield, Nev., the bonanza ores of the upper levels became
perceptibly leaner at depths below 300 feet, although good are was
produced from below this zone to depths exceeding 800 feet in some
of the mines. Ore has been mined from greater depths, but this
exception does not disprove the generalization that the bulk of the
rich are in this famous district was derived from stapes within 1,000
feet of the surface.

TONOPAH DISTRICT, :KEVADA

At Tonopah the rich are is all oxidized in the upper levels, and in
some zones of shattering the oxidation is complete at the 800 and
partial at the 1,500 levels. The primary are decreases in grade with
depth, carrying in general more quartz and a smaller amount of
sulphide. It is believed that passing of the veins from rhyolite into
trachyte is at least partly responsible for the general decrease In
tenor.23

E _ Incline series _ W

__ Veins thus

FIGURE lO.-Cross seetion ot vein 8Y8·
tern of the Standard mine, Bodie,
Calif. (After R. Gilman Brown,
Trans, Am. Inst. Min. and Met. Eng.,
vol. 38, 1907)

ROUND MOUNTAIN DISTRICT, NEVADA, AND BRECKENRIDGE DISTRICT,
COWRADO

At Round Mountain, Nev." the principal vein dipped 15° and was
productive for 900 feet down the dip, or less than 350 feet vertically.
The profitable are came chiefly from the zone of oxidation and
enrichment. The small rich veins of Breckenridge," which owed
their value chiefly to the process of secondary enrichment, were
found to be unproductive below 450 feet in depth. The oxidized are
was of high grade but very pockety and erratic in occurrence.

OATMAN DISTRICT, ARIZONA

At Oatman, Ariz.," the Tertiary gold veins afford a rather un
usual example, in that sulphides are practically absent. Little or

2tBastin, E. S., and Laney, F. B_. wOrk cited.
IU Ransome, F. L., and Burchard, E. F., Contributions to Economic Geology: U. S.

Geol. Survey Bull. 725. 1922, 440 pp.
2IIRansome. F. L., Geology and are Deposits of the Breckenridl{e District, Colo.: U. S.

Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 75, 1911, 187 pp.
'll6 Ransome, F. L., Geology of the Oatman Gold District, Arizona: U. S. Geol. Survey

Bull. 743, W23, 86 pp.
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no downward enrichment has taken place, and most of the many
veins in the district have proved barren or lean, or, at best, pockety.
A few, however, of which the Tom Reed, Big Jim, Gold Road, and
United Eastern are the principal ones, have been highly productive.
All these veins occupy fault fissures and have themselves been dis
placed by postmineral movement. Very little good ore outcropped
at the surface, and little has been found below 1,000 feet. However,
at present (1931) a small but high-grade ore body is being mined at
1,200-foot depth. The greatest single ore body developed in the
United Eastern mine was found in a fork of the Tom Reed vein and
had maximum dimensions of 1,000 feet in length, 50 feet in width,
and 800 feet in depth, and averaged about $22 a ton in value.
(Fig. 11.)

""
PLAN Of PRINCIPAL WORKINGS ON THE TOM REED YEW

AND ITS E1RAttCHES

T
United E.a5tem ore body

"oo,L '-__.:m~===""_!~~__
FteuRIII'11.-Plan and longitudinal !'!ection of the ore bodies

In the Tow Reed vein and its branches

TERTIARY VEINS IN GENERAL

Without discussing the depth of the erosion which has occurred in
the different districts it may be said, in general, that the Tertiary
gold veins become unproductive within 1,000 feet of the surface, and
the majority of them probably do not exceed 500 feet. However,
there are several notable exceptions, such as Cripple Creek, Colo.,
where good ore has been mined at a depth of 2,900 feet; the Com
stock lode, Nevada; Telluride and Camp Bird, Colo.; and, to a less
striking extent, Goldfield and Tonopah, Nev.

Secondary enrichment of the upper portions is in many cases re
sponsible for the existence of workable ore bodies, but by no means
universally so in these veins. In a recent summary of Nevada min
ing districts, Ferguson 27 expresses the belief that little chance now
eXIsts for increased production from known or new veins of the pre
Tertiary system in western Nevada, but that there is more likelihood
of new discoveries in the Tertiary lavas than in the older deposits.
He further states that, of the Tertiary types, the silver and silver
gold veins of pre-Esmeralda age are more likely to persist than the
Pliocene gold veins; workable ore in Tertiary lava veins usually
persists below the zone of supergene enrichment.

~ Ferguson, Henry G., The Mining Districts of Nevada: Econ. Geol., vol. 24, No.2, 1929,
p. 115.
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A rather exhaustive search of the geologic literature of American
gold deposits leads the writers to the belief that only meager possi
bilities exist for the extension of Tertiary gold deposits to depths
below 2,000 feet, but that a thorough reprospecting of old districts
in the light of present kuowledge will produce more or less new ore
in particular, ore that apexes underground and occurs in blind lodes
parallel to known veins. The facts that better transportation facili
ties now exist in many remote regions and that mining and milling
technique have made rapid strides during the last 15 years may also
render profitable old mines which were shut down when costs
mounted above mill returns and which are now full of water.

Later flows of lava are known to cover in part some lodes, as at
Tonopah, and this fact lends credence to the possible existence of
important deposits that have lain undiscovered because their lava
capping has remained sufficiently intact to conceal the veins.

RELATION OF OUTCROPS TO ORE SHOOTS

There seems to be a popular impression among prospectors that
if values are found at or near the surface better values should be
found at depth, but the reverse has more often been the case. As
previously pointed out, outcrops of some gold lodes may have lost
part of their constituents and thus become enriched by the increased
relative amount of gold in the upper portions of the lode. This is
most apt to be the case where the sulphide content is high and there
is a deep zone of oxidation.

On the other hand, there are important occurrences of gold lodes
where this generalization does not apply. In the gold districts of
Ontario and Quebec many of the best ore shoots do not outcrop; and
some are small and tight at and near the surface, becoming better at
greater depths. This condition has been found in enough instances
for mining men in these districts to concede that, in general, explora
tion to considerable depths is often warranted on rather meager
surface showings. Although expenditures for deep work on the
strength of such showings probably will result in many more disap
pointments than successes, a hope, at least, is often justified that
profitable ore may be found. So far as the authors of the present
paper are aware, no ad'equate explanation for these conditions has
yet been offered.

EMMONS'S THEORY

The theory regarding changes in depths as indicated by outcrops
advanced by Emmons" might possibly be applied as a partial
explanation, at least. Without attempting a discussion of erosion
as related to lode outcrops, which is a large subject and not within
the scope of the present paper, Emmons's postulation is stated as
follows:

If the lode is very resistant and the country rock is easily eroded, then the
lode outcrops above the surface. and the wider part of the lode will nutcrop for
a longer period of time than the narrower part; hence, if there be several
deposits of this character, most of them will he found at a time when a maxi
mum amount of the hard rock is exposed to erosion. (Fig, 12, A.) If, on the

28 Emmons, William H., Outcrops of Ore Bodies: Min. and Sci. Press, vol. 99, 1909,
pp. 751-754, 784-787.
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other hand, the deposit be less resistant than the country rock, and if it vary
in width down the dip. the narrow portion is likely to remain a t the surface
longer, as shown by figure 12, B, where the solid line represents the "perma~

nent" outcrop, and the dotted line the "temporary" outcrop. Such a deposit
is likely to increase in size as. it is followed downward. In other words, erosion
is such that a maximum amount of the most resistant material, be it ore or
country rock, tends to remain longest at the surface, and as far as possible
to monopolize the outcrop. Not all, but a majority of such deposits will increase
in size with depth.

Applying this to the gold deposits of Ontario and Quebec, and sub
stituting the words "shear zone" for lode or deposit, a possible
explanation may be offered for the occurrences of some of the non
outcropping lodes.

As previously mentioned, the important gold deposits in this region
are all closely related and confined to broad zones of intense shearing
and shattering of the rocks. In many instances there are indications

---- ...

A
FIGURE 12.-Cross sections showing erosion of

lode and wan rocks. (After W. H. Emmons.)
Lt, Lode more resistant than country rock; B,
lode less resistant than country rock

of considerable postmineral movement and shattering, and even
though the ore deposits themselves are often highly silicified the
net result has probably been to leave the shear zones generally less
resistant to erosion than the surrounding rocks. Thus, according to
Emmons's hypothesis, the shear zones (in distinction from the ore
bodies contained within portions of the shear zones) will, as a result
of erosive action, tend to be eroded more rapidly than the surround
ing rocks, and more of the latter than of the former will remain ex
posed at any given time. Carrying this a step further, the portions
of the shear zones which have suffered the most intense shattering
(and which are most favorable to ore deposition) will be less perma
nent than the more resistant portions in their exposures.

OATMAN, ARIZ.

At Oatman, Ariz.," many veins outcrop boldlv and form conspic
uous surface features, but most of these have not 'been highly produc
tive and many of them were barren. On the other hand, the large,
important ore bodies were nearly always found beneath relatively
inconspicuous surface showings which carried small or negligible
amounts of gold.

29 Ransome, F. L., Geology of the Oatman Gold District, Arizona: U. S. Oeol. Survey
BulI. 743, 1923, 86 pp.
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DEPTH OF FISSURES

The influence of dynamic action in producing shattering, shearing,
and fissuring of rock masses tends to decrease with depth, so that
ultimately ore-bearing lodes may be assumed to die out at some point
in depth. This depth may, in some instances, be sO great as to be
well below the limits of practical mine operation. In other instances,
however, the dying out or diminution in size or number of fissures
is observable at mining depth.

CRIPPLE CREEK, COLO.

At Cripple Creek, Colo.,30 while telluride ore has been mined at a
depth of 3,000 feet below the present surface, or about 5,000 feet
below the original surface of the Cripple Creek volcano, the veins
which were numerous at higher horizons have converged at depth and
are few in number, and the ore shoots are smaller.

APPALACHIAN REGION

In the Appalachian region, particularly in Alabama, Georgia, the
Carolinas, and Virginia, gold deposits of the deep-seated type are
widely scattered through areas of pre-Cambrian schists and granite.
They occur as fissure veins in granite or as lenticular bodies in the
old schists. Quartz, pyrite, and often garnet form the principal
gangue constituents of the rather simple mineralization, with gold
both free and intimately mixed with pyrite. The oxidized and en
riched upper portions of these lodes have been profitably worked
in the past to depths of 80 to 200 feet or so, but the primary ore
below the level of ground water generally has been low grade. In
some places the mineralization has been erratic, but elsewhere the
distribution and width have been uniform. This fact, coupled with
poor response of the ore to treatment by metallurgical processes of
the last century, has precluded deep exploration of the deposits.
Considerable placer gold has been won from the Appalachian region
in former years, as well as a fair amount from the free-milling ores
of the oxidized zones. Since 1800, a total output of more than
$50,000,000 has been mined, of which $30,000,000 is credited to
placers. It should be noted, however, that much of the gold was
derived by placer methods from disintegrated weathered material in
place (residual rather than transported placers). This alluvial and
residual gold probably contributed to the recorded production of both
lode and placer gold, the method of working more than the nature of
the occurrence being responsible for the classification employed.

In recent years Appalachian gold deposits have become insignifi
cant as factors in total production. The great thickness of material
known to have been eroded from the mountains since these ores were
deposited is considered by many geologists to be a strong reason for
concluding that the veins now exposed represent the roots or lower
portions of formerly extensive lodes. It should be borne in mind,
bowever, that many of these veins were probably formed at profound
depths, estimated by Lindgren" at 3 or 4 miles, and that, further-

3{) Loughlin, G. F., Ore at Deep Levels in the Cripple Creek District, Colorado: Trans.
Am. lost. Min. and Met. Eng., vol. 75, 1927, pp. 42-73.

lQ Graton, L. C., Reconnaissance of Some Gold and Tin Deposits of the Southern
Appalachians, Viith Notes on the Dahlonega Mines, by Waldemar Lindgren: U. S. GeoI.
Survey Bull. 293, 1906, 134 pp.
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more, our preseut knowledge of them is largely confined to the
shallow limits of oxidation.

Partly in consequence of the widespread interest in gold mining
which has developed since 1929, a good deal of desultory prospecting
and exploration by persons of limited resources has been recently
taking place in the Appalachian region. The results have been
negligible because very little real work has been done. It is signifi
cant, ho\vever, that one strong company, experienced in gold mining,
has conducted many months of active exploration work in the South
eastern States without bringing to light anything of more than mod
erate promise. Many properties were examined, several were un
watered and reopened, and considerable underground work was
done, according to information received informally by the authors.
Many of the veins showed stoping widths of good ore (most of
which had been taken out) above water level; but the ore shoots
were short, averaging perhaps 2" to 40 feet along the strike. The old
workings are seldom found to go below the zone of oxidation.
Whether the early miners were forced to stop solely because of being
unable to extract the gold from the sulphide ores, or whether the ore
in the primary zone IS markedly leaner than that above water level
is a matter of some doubt. The company mentioned was planning
to explore one rather promising vein in depth at the time of a visit
to the district (September, 1931) to determine the nature of the
unoxidized material. Should deep work reveal the existence of
minable sulphide ore below the oxidized zone serious exploration of
some of the other old mines might be justified. General knowledge
of the grade, size, and persistence of the primary ore bodies will not
be possible until considerable deep exploration has been done. That
some small or moderate size mines may be developed is not improb
able; but it seems doubtful, in the light of present knowledge, that
great ore bodies lie undiscovered in the Appalachian region.

OCCURRENCE OF PRODUCTIVE AND NONPRODUCTIVE HORIZONS

The pinching of an ore shoot or a decrease in the -grade of the ore
at a given horizon does not necessarily mean that the bottom of the
workable ore has been reached, as these may be local conditions due
to one or more of the causes previously mentioned. Several ex
amples illustrating this point are given below.

TECK·HUGHES MINE, ONTARIO

At the Teck.Hughes mine, Kirkland Lake, Ontario, discourage
ment was met at the ninth and tenth levels, where very little ore
was found. (Fig. 13.) Below these levels, however, the ore opened
up again and was wide and of high grade. Another poor zone has
been encountered on the twenty-sixth, twenty.seventh, and twenty
eighth levels, while on the thirtieth level (3,600 feet below surface)
the ore shoot is again large and of good grade.

MOTHER LODE, CALIFORNIA

On the Mother lode of California, in the vicinity of Jackson, there
was a lean zone with no ore on the 2,300 level, but the ore was en-
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countered again on the 2,750 level and extended almost up to the
2,300 level. The largest are shoot was at or near the 3,900 level, and
good ore is still being mined at a vertical depth of 4,900 feet.

SIERRA COUNTY. CALIF.

At a mine in Sierra County, Calif., there was a barren zone at the
1,000 level extending almost up to the 800 level. A short distance
below the 1,000 level ore was again found, and to-day the mine is
being profitably worked on and above the 2,100 level, with develop
ment going on at much deeper levels.

FIGURRI I3.-0re shoots in uppflr part of Teck-Hughes mine.
Elhowing poor zone between eighth and tenth levels. (After
E. W. Todd)

PORTLAND MINE, COLORADO

At the Portland mine in the Cripple Creek (Colo.) district, the
upper vein system pinched out around the fifth level, below which
another vein system was encountered. Another unproductive hori
zon occurred below the 1,200 level, but on the 1,500 good ore shoots
were again found. Another vein system was found extending from
the 2,300 to the 3,000 level, the other vein system having pinched out.

It is probable that had the barren or lean zones mentioned in the
foregoing examples occurred at or close to the surface, these mines
would not have been discovered and developed. Likewise, it is
highly probable that there are valuable gold deposits in the United
States and Canada which have not yet been discovered, due to the
fact that the valuable horiions do not outcrop or come close to the
surface. The search for such deposits is apt to prove expensive. It
is to be hoped, however, that as a better knowledge of ore deposits,
their habits, and structural relationships is gained, and as improved
methods of exploration, aided perhaps by advances in the science of
geophysical prospecting, are developed, such deposits will eventually
be discovered.
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METHODS OF PROSPECTING, EXPLORATION, AND SAMPLING

This paper is concerned principally with the exploitation of lode
deposits; gold placer mining will be discussed comprehensively in a
bulletin now in course of preparation by a specialist in this type of
mining. Therefore, only brief mention will be made here of placer
mining and the prospecting, exploration, and sampling of placer
deposits. The occurrence and types of placer deposits have been
briefly touched upon in a preceding chapter.

PROSPECTING

GOLD PLACERS

After placer gold is discovered alol,lg the bed of a stream, river
bar, bench, terrace, or beach, as the case may be, the method of pros
pecting will depend upon not only the type, depth, and water condi
tions (whether under water or in water-saturated ground or not)
of the deposit, but upon such questions as location and accessibility
for supplies and fuel, relative costs of different prospecting methods,
amount of money available, and probable method of working.

If, as is usually the case, the original discovery is made by a pros
pector of small means, the discovery will be further investigated by
simple panning or by washing the sand and gravel in a rocker (fig.
14, A) or "tom" (fig. 14, B), picking or screening out the coarse
gravel, washing away the light sands and soil, and concentrating the
gold and heavy sands in the pan or behind riflles or collecting it on
blankets, the gold finally being recovered by picking out the" colors"
or by amalgamation. The prospector will usually excavate the ma
terial by hand. Under such circumstances the prospecting and work
ing of the placer are coincident. If the gold is very fine or the
valnes low, coarser gold and higher average values max be reasonably
expected farther npstream, if the placer is recent. (If it is anClent
the present drainage may differ from that at the time the placer was
formed and may even be in the opposite direction.) At any rate,
the coarsest gold and richest ground may be expected nearest the
original source of the gold; hence the prospector will usually work
in that direction from the original discovery, if it is possible to do
so. Also, bearing in mind that the richest concentration usually
occurs at bedrock and in the low spots thereof, care should be taken
to carryall excavations to bedrock and to follow erosion courses
therein. In some wide bar deposits, however, the gold occurs at
several horizons on beds of hardpan or quite uniformly distributed
throughout the deposit.

If large-scale operations, such as hydraulicking, dredging, and
steam-shovel or drag-line work, involving a large capital outlay, are
contemplated, the original discovery and preliminary crude explora

34
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tion should be followed by a systematic exploration program before
the mining plant and equipment are installed. In this work it is
desired to investigate the area, depth, total volume, and average
value of the ground, the location of the pay dirt, the amount and
character of the overburden, and the character of the bedrock.
. The common methods of prospecting are by trenching; or test pit

tmg and by drive pipe or drilling. Each has its particular field of
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application; but more than one method may be used at a given prop
erty to advantage, either on account of variations in condlt.ions or to
check results obtained by one method with those by another.

The pattern on which the test pits or drill holes should be laid out
depends largely upon the shape of the deposit. This may not be
known at the outset, so lines of holes are usually spaced relatively
long distances apart, with individual holes rather far apart, from
which some idea of the shape and trend of the pay gravel may be
gained. Closer test pitting or drilling based upon the results of the
first work may then be done to delimit the deposit and to form a
basis for estimating its average tenor and total value.
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If the deposit is broad, holes may be sunk at the corners of a
checkerboard of squares; or if the deposit is long and narrow, fol
lowing a channel, lines of holes may be sunk at right angles to the
long dimension. .

In shallow ground containing little water test pitting usually will
be the cheapest and most accurate method of sampling the deposit.
In deep or very wet placer ground the drive-pipe or churn-drill
method would generally be the best to employ, the drills being
operated by hand, steam, or gasoline engine. In wet ground not only
would the cost of test pits be very high, but the accuracy of the
samples would be vitiated by caving of the sides and washing in of
extraneous material. The gold is recovered by panning or rocking
each sample representing a definite depth of hole, and from the
amount of gold recovered and the volume of the sample the value
per cubic yard of material is calculated for each sample. By prop
erly combining the values of all the samples from a given pit or
drill hole the average value of the ground per cubic yard represented
by that hole may be computed.

Estimation of the value of placer ground in advance of work
ing is not simple, and many sources of error exist. These may be
due to improper technique in taking the samples, incorrect interpre
tation of the results, or characteristics of the deposit beyond the
control of the investigator. Suffice it to say for the purpose of the
present paper that experience and judgment are required to obtain
reliable results.

The following references are of interest in connection with the
exploration and sampling of placer ground:
AVERY, WILLIAM W. Computing Drill-Hole Data in Placer Prospecting. Eng.

and Min. Jour., vol. 129, No. 10, May, 1930, pp. 493-495.
GARDNER, CHARLES W. Drilling Results and Dredging Returns. Eng. and

Min. Jour., vol. 112, No. 17, Oct. 22, .1921, pp. 646--649, et seq.
JANIN, CHARLES. Gold Dredging in the United States. Bull. 127, Bureau of

Mines, 1918, 219 pp.
'VIMMLER, NORMAN L. Placer Mining Methods and Costs in Alaska. Bull.

259, Bureau of Mines, 1927, 236 pp.
HUTCHINS, J. P. Prospecting and Mining Gold Placers in Alaska. Mineral

Resources of Alaska, U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 345, 1908, pp. 54-77.
STALEY, W. W. Elementary Methods of Placer Mining. Pamphlet 35, Idaho

Bureau of Mic.es and Geology, 1931.
JAOKSON, CHARLES F. AND KNAEBEL, JOHN B. Sampling and Estimation of Ore

Deposits. Bull. 356, U. S. Bureau of Mines, 1932, 154 PP.

LODE DEPOSITS

As pointed out in a previous chapter, the important known de
posits of gold ores in the United States and Canada all occur in
regions where there are unmistakable evidences that there has at
some time been intense igneous activity, and such regions offer the
most promising opportunities for new discoveries by prospecting.

IN HILLY COrNTRY

The first clue to the presence of gold-bearing lodes in ll, region is
often the discovery of gold placer deposits, although the discovery
of placer gold in a given region has not always been followed by
successful efforts to dIscover the original source of the placer gold in
the mother lode.
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A secoDd common clue to the presence of gold-bearing lodes is
"float "-pieces of rock broken off from the outcrop of the lode by
erosional forces and moved from their original position by gravity
and running water-eommonly quartz or rock containing quartz and
some gold. Bearing in mind the common character of the outcrops
of gold lodes as previously discussed, float consisting of honey
combed, irou-stained quartz may be worthy of attention, even though
there may be no visible gold in it. It may be well to pulverize such
pieces of rock and pan the pulverized material for colors.

By following placer gold upstream or the float uphill the pros
pector will be moving in the general direction of the source whence
the gold or float originally came, unless the direction of the drainage
or slope of the ground has changed materially since the float was
in its present position. When he reaches an upstream point where
no more gold is found or an uphill horizon where no more float is
found, its source in the lode is probably near at hand.

If the clue followed has been gold along a stream bed, search
should be made for float on the slopes in the vicinity of the point
where the last gold was found. If the float has been followed to its
highest horizon the next step is to dig trenches into the hillside from
the line along which the last float was found, removing soil and loose
rock in an endeavor to uncover the lode. Sometimes the lode ma
terial is more resistant to weathering and erosion than the country
rock and may thus stand up above the wall rocks, in which case little,
if any, trenching may be required to uncover it. In other instances,
the lode may be less resistant than the inclosing rocks, and its loca
tion may be marked by a depression and require considerable exca
vation to uncover it. It may be that the lode has been entirely
removed by erosion, and the search for it will necessarily be fruitless.
If the surface is covered thickly with mantle rock and soil the first

trenches may pass entirely over the existing top of the lode, so that
deeper trenches or tunnels may have to be driven from points lower
down on the hillside to reach bed rock and intercept the lode. If the
lode is dipping into the hillside, a 'vertical shaft, started at the point
where the highest float was found, will fail to strike it. Therefore,
since the dip and even approximate location are not known at this
stage and since the cost of sinking will ordinarily be greater than
that of trenching or tunneling, the latter methods for uncovering
the lode are preferable.

Trenching from the point where the last surface float was found
may reach bedrock, but not the lode. If the mantle rock contains
float in the face of the cut, however, it indicates that the lode may
be further ahead. Figure 15 shows trenches and other prospect
openings in a hillside in the Cripple Creek district, Colorado.

The foregoing indicates, in a very brief and general manner, the
procedure in prospecting for lode gold in a mountainous or very
hilly country. Further exploration of a discovery is touched upon
in a later section.

IN FLAT COUNTRY

In relatively flat country lacking pronounced slopes, and especially
in a glaciated country largely covered by glacial drift, the finding
of gold float offers a let more puzzling clue to its source and may not
furnish any guide 0 practical value whatever, if it is found in the
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general glacial detritus of the region. Float may he carried hun
dreds of miles before coming to rest in the debris left behind by the
glacier as it retreats. If found in an unglaciated, flat, or only
slightly hilly country the direction from which the float came may
not be evidenced by the present slope of the ground, because in such
a region it is likely that the slopes have changed since the float was
deposited. On the other hand, its source in the lode may be quite
close at hand, although the direction in which to look may not be
indicated. Large angular blocks containing lode material probably
have originated from near-by sources, and all rock exposures in the
near vicinity should be investigated. In such districts, trenching or
test pitting must often he employed to uncover bedrock; and the
lodes are as apt to lie under surface depressions, partly filled with
soil, sand, and bowlders, as under higher ground. Indeed, in some
very productive areas the original discoveries have been made on
hillside outcrops, but the largest and richest lodes have been near
by under depressions in the bedrock occupied by detrital material,
or even by lakes. Since productive gold lodes occur most frequently
in rocks which have been sheared and shattered by dynamic move
ments, a condition which favors rapid erosion, it follows that the
major lodes are quite as apt to lie under depressions in the surface
as under higher ground. The effect of shattering of the rocks may,
on the other hand, have been to provide access to solutions which
through intense silicification of the lode and immediate walls would
tend to make the lode more resistant to the forces of erosion than the
surrounding rocks, in which case the lode may project above the
surroundIng country.

Since the rock outcrops in such districts usually occur on the hill
tops or along beds of streams these locations are the easiest to pros
pect and invariably receive first attention in an undeveloped area.
Prospecting of the low areas is usually done from underground
workings in adjacent lodes outcropping on higher ground and may
not be attempted for years after the development of the latter, if at
all. The implication in this is that some of the older districts may
still offer attractive opportunities for prospecting in the vicinity of
producing or worked-out mines.

EXPLORATION

The term" exploration" is often and quite correctly employed
synonymously with the term" prospecting, , but in this report it is
used to cover operations subsequent to the finding of a gold-bearing
lode that are conducted to reveal the nature and extent of the find
and the grade or value of the rock before mine development and pro
ductive operations are begun.

Assuming that a lode has been discovered, the procedure will then
depend upon a number of considerations, such as its position relative
to surface topography; its shape, size, dip, and other geological
features; and such factors as location, accessibility for men, supplies,
fuel, water, etc., and the amount of money available for exploration.

It may be said at the outset that once a discovery has been made,
even though high-grade material has been found, no reliable forecast
is possible of the expenditure that will be required to prove or
disprove the existence of a profitable deposit. The best that can be
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FIGUk~ IB.-OULcrop or lode showing distortion at surface due to disintegration, slump, and creop.
(After F. L. Ram:ome Bnd W. II. Emmons)
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done is to use the money available to the best advantage in further
exploration of the prospect, basing each step on the results of the
preceding work as progress discloses more and more information
concerning the nature of the lode. To do this exercise of the best
judgment, based upon experience, and knowledge of the nature of
ore deposits and of the methods and costs of exploratory work are
essential. It very rarely happens, especially in later years, after
the easily discovered high-grade surface outcrops have been combed
over, that a prospect can be made to "pay its way" from discovery
to the point of profitable exploitation.

Vast sums of money have been spent on gold prospects, only too
often unwisely. Exclusive of the fraudulent promotions which in
the aggregate have taken huge sums of money from a credulous
public, large amounts have been unwisely, though honestly, spent in
the endeavor to develop profitable gold mines.

It would be impossible to outline a program of exploration to fit
all types of deposits or even to cover the combinations of conditions
that might be met in exploring a single type and to anticipate all
the contingencies that might have to be met. In a great many in
stances exploratory work on showings of gold-bearing rock has
resulted, as it progressed, in disclosures good enough to warrant fur
ther work but inadequate to meet expenses and make operation profit
able. These" teasers" have absorbed large capital expenditures,
a natural consequence of the lure of the presence of precious metal
which may lie along the trail of profitable ore from which it is
hoped the earlier expenditures may be recouped and a final profit
obtained. Here again a high order of wisdom and judgment, ex
perience, and knowledge of the habit of ore deposits is required in
deciding the proper time to stop.

SHALWW WORK

In following up the disclosures of the original discovery, the posi
tion and dip of the lode with respect to the topography have an
important bearing on procedure. In any event, it is usually advis
able, from the standpoint of cost, to confine the earliest work to
shallow excavations, if possible, by uncovering the outcrop either con
tinuously along its strike, espeCIally if it is narrow, or trenching
across it at right angles to the strike at frequent intervals, if it is
wide. Bearing in mind the facts that lodes commonly pinch and
swell, are barren in some portions, or may be cut off by faults and
other structural variations, it is well to space the initial openings
at close intervals. If a long interval between the last disclosure of the
lode and the next excavation does not uncover the lode, it will more
likely than not fail to furnish a clue to what has taken place in the
jntervening area.

Frequently the struetnre of the lode, such as the direction of band
ing or of shear planes, a smooth wall, or a slip revealed in an ex
cavation, will indicate its direction and dip at that point and its
probable position beyond. Here, in surface trenching, the slope of
the ground must be taken into consideration in following the out
crop, since, if the lode is not vertical, its direction will depend on its
dip and the surface contour. Figure 17 shows a very simple case
of two lodes dipping in opposite directions but paralleling each
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other in strike, and outcrops diverging due to the contour of the hill.
A cammon effect of distorted dip near surface, due to slump or creep,
is shown in Figure 16. A yet more irregular topography than that
shown in Figure 17 would result in more irregular outcrops.

Separate pannings of pulverized material chipped from each band,
exposed in the excavations, should be made to gain an idea as to the
mineralization, and the results should be recorded in a notebook,
with a sketch showing the location of the samples. In addition,
carefully cut channel samples should be taken from each band in the
lode and in the exposed wall rocks by cutting grooves of uniform
width and depth at right angles to the dip, taking about 1 pound
oJ' material per foot of channel. The pOSItions of these samples
should be recorded in a notebook with suitable sketches and the
samples assayed.

...-----~

-- 01*"'1'>_'

FJQuam 17.-0utcrop of two lodes on hillside,
lodes dipping in opposite directions

DEEPER WORK

If the results of the preliminary shallow work are encouraging
the next step is consideration of deeper exploration. In this con
nection, a good general rule to follow is to adopt a method which
will keep the work, particularly in its initial stages, confined to the
lode itself, unless certain adverse conditions mentioned later prevent
this procedure.

ADIT LEVEL

The most ideal condition is where the lode strikes across the slope
of the hill and an adit level can be driven in the lode ITom a point
Iowan the hillside which will gain increasing depth on the lode as
the level advances. (Fig. 18.) An adit is cheaper to drive than a
shaft, as no hoisting or pumping is required; and if driven in the
lode it gives information every foot of the way.

SHAFTS V. CROSSCUTS

If, on the other hand, the lode outcrops along the hill, as in Fig
ure 19, .4., depth may be gained either by a shaft or a crosscut tunnel.
An inclined shaft. in and following the lode commends itself from
the fact that, as with an adit, the work is all done in the lode, bar
ring dislocation by faulting and, except for this contingency, fur
nishes information regarding the lode as work progresses. A shaft,
however, usually costs at least two or three times as much per
foot to sink as a tunnel; and if water is encountered in appre-
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PlAN

VERTICAL SECTION ON LINE OFADIT NO. 2

FIGURE lB.-Exploration by adlt levels driven on
the veIn

SECTION X-Y

FIGURE 19.-Methods of exploring lodes at depth: A, Lode outcroppin~ along bill
side, exploration by incline shaft or tunnel; B, lode dippIng into hiU, flattening
with depth: 0, lode faulted; D, lode explored from vertical shaft in footwall;
E, lode explored trom vertical shaft in hunging wall

120635 0 ---1l2--4
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ciable quantities or the dip of the vein changes frequently and
appreciably in degree, sinking may be very difficult and expensive.
If a shaft of any considerable depth is required it is necessary to
install hoisting equipment which is not needed for tunnel work, and
this may require considerable cash outlay.

Based solely on the consideration of cost and assuming no unusual
difficulties in shaft sinking the decision as between an inclined shaft
and a crosscut tunnel would depend largely on the relative length of
tunnel and shaft to reach the desired depth objective and the relative
cost of handling the material excavated in the lode once it is encoun·
teredo The amount of money available must be considered here, and
obviously if the funds are all used up in driving the tunnel before
striking the lode their expenditure would have added nothing to the
knowledge of the deposit.

Furthermore, if the lode dips away from the portal of the tunnel
the length of the tunnel would increase with the depth of the objec
tive point. If the dip were flat this increase would be rapid. (Fig.
19, A.) Changes in dip may result in the tunnel reaching the ob
jective point only to find the lode is not there (fig. 19, B), and per
haps insufficient funds may remain with which to drive ahead to
intersect the lode. Faulting (fig. 19, 0) or a change in the strike
may upset the calculations even more seriously; and since little is
known regarding the lode at this juncture, there may be no evidence
on which to predict in which direction it lies. In other words, ex..
ploration by a crosscut tunnel is blind work which may easily fail
entirely to pick up the lode, while an incline shaft in the vein, unless
it is cut off by a fault, explores it all the way as far as the money
available will drive it. If the vein is nearly vertical or stands at a
steep angle of dip a vertical shaft may be the best form of explora
tion opening. (Figs. 19, D, and 19, E.) In this event, unless the dip
of the lode changes or it is displaced by a fault only a small amount
of dead work will be necessary in the form of short crosscuts from
the shaft. A vertical shaft is often more convenient than an incline
for hoisting, and as it is not expected to stay in the lode can be kept
straight. Its length to attain a given depth will be also less. An
incline can be driven straight; but in this case, since most lodes do
not dip uniformly, it may require crosscuts to be driven to the lode
at frequent intervals.

If a vertical shaft is sunk the question arises as to whether to sink
in the hanging wall or the foot wall of the lode. If sunk in the foot
wall the crosscuts will be longer at each successively lower level.
(Fig. 19, D.) If sunk in the hangin~ wall the levels will be shorter
as the lode is approached by the shatt and then become longer after
the shaft has passed into the foot wall. (Fig. 19, E.) A shaft in the
lode or in the hanging wall may tie up some ore which can not be ex
tracted without ruining the shaft for operating purposes later on;
but since the object of the exploratory work is primarily to gain a
knowledge of the lode, usually this would not be a serious
consideration.

In making a decision as to the mode of exploration at greater depth
all the factors involved, including the possibilities named above, must
be considered. If it is decided to explore by a long crosscut tunnel
or a vertical shaft, it may be advisable to do some preliminary work
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with the diamond drill to determine the position of the lode from the
outcrop to and at the depth to which it is desired to explore. If the
deposit is flat lying, so that it may be explored to best advantage by
vertical drill holes, the churn drill may be substituted for the diamond
drill.

DRILL E:XPLORATION

Drill exploration can usually be done much faster and at a fraction
of the cost per foot of tunnelmg or sha.£t sinking, and while the re
sults therefrom are often not conclusive as to the grade of ore they
will usually give at least a rough idea thereof (sometimes a very close
approximation) and will locate the lode and determine its dip and
its width. As in the case of tunneling, drill holes may fail to locate
the lode, due to change in dip or strike, faulting, or pinching out;

A

FIGURE' 20.-Exploration by drill holes at close lnter
vals: A, Faulted steep vein; B, faulted flat vein

but if this happens, the expense usually will have been much less, and
the cost of drilling deeper or drilling additional holes in other direc
tIOns WIll be less than that for crosscutting.

In drilling, it is usually advisable to drill a series of holes f01l0w
inll' the lode down on the dip and along the strike, the first being
pomted to il)tersect it a short distance below its known location and
thus decreasing the probability of missing it, due to change in dip
or .strikeor because of faulting. (Fig. 20, A.) If, in the il~ustrati.on,
drIll hole 4 were the first one drilled and were put down wIth a VIew
to cutting the lode a considerable distance below the outcrop, it
would fail to cut the lode at or near the expected depth and would
not offer much encouragement for further exploration. This would
happen if the lode were faulted as shown by the full lines or if the
dip changed as shown by the dotted lines. If, however, holes 1, IJ,
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and 3 were drilled in the order indicated, cutting the lode at about
IOO-foot intervals, they would have shown the lode to be continuous
for a considerable distance and offer encouragement to drill hole 4
deeper, or perhaps to deepen hole 3, which, as shown by the dotted
line, would intersect the lode again, whether it were faulted or the
dip changed, thus giving a key to the structure. Figure 20, B, shows
a similar condition, where a flat vein has been faulted. 1£ drill hole
3 were sunk first and near the location shown it would miss the lode
entirely and even if continued would not intercept it. The drill cores
might or might not indicate the presence of a fault, depending upon
the nature of the fault.

The lode may also be dislocated in a similar manner along the
strike, an argument for close spacing of drill holes in that direction.

Close spacing of holes obviously entails a greater expenditure for
drilling to cover a given area but will explore the property more
intensively. In any particular case, conditions will govern the spac
ing of the holes, and a balance must be struck between cost and
thoroughness of development. 1£ the preliminary surface explora
tion has shown the lode to be continuous and regular along the strike
it is mOre apt, in a general way, to be regular down the dip than
when it is irregular along the strike, and this factor may well he
considered in determining the proper spacing of drill holes.

Large, uniformly mineralized deposits of the base metals can
sometimes be explored by drilling accurately enough to form a basis
for planning regular mine development, without any other explora
tory work. On account of the usual erratic occurrence of gold in
lodes, information as to grade of ore obtainable by drilling alone
is seldom sufficiently accurate to warrant large capital outlay for
plant and regular mine development. It is therefore suggested that
in the exploration of gold lodes drilling is chiefly valuable as a
guide to exploration by sinking, dri fting, and crosscutting rather
than as a basis upon which to formulate operating plans. In large,
well-developed mines, however, where the geology and habit of the
ore bodies are well understood, the results of drill exploration can
frequently be used with considerable confidence as a basis for plan
ning mine development.

DRIFTING

Once the lode has been opened at one or more horizons below the
outcrop, whether by adits, shafts, tunnels, or crosscuts, exploration
is carried further by drifting on the lode at these horizons. The
drift may take out the full width of the lode if narrow or may follow
one or the other of the walls or be kept as nearly as possible in the
center if the lode is wide. Usually an effort is made to carry the
drifts in the best ore at this stage of exploration. In any event,
crosscuts are driven at intervals from the drift to the walls of the
lode. Auxiliary exploration may he carried on in the form of raises
or winzes to test the lode above and below the level of the drift.

SAMPLING

All openings in the lode should be sampled carefully as the work
ings advance. It is not within the scope of this paper to discuss in
detail methods of sampling gold lodes by drilling or by channeling.
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Much has been written on this subject in textbooks, the techincal
press, and the transactions of technical societies, and it has been
treated in various mining and prospectors' handbooks. However,
for the benefit of readers who may have had little experience in
sampling ore deposits, a few notes on sampling as it appiles to gold
lode deposits are supplied.

The object of sampling in this connection is to determine from the
samples, which consist of small portions of the ore, the average grade
of the ore, the grade of different sections of the lode, and the limits
of the commercial portions thereof. These factors are determined
by assaying the samples. Obviously, if the samples do not correctly
represent the material sampled the assay results will be misleading.

The occurrence of gold in lodes is usually very erratic, and ob
taining representative samples is not a simple matter. Indeed, in
some instances' it has been found impracticable to obtain represen
tative small samples, and it has been necessary to resort to mill tests
on considerable tonnages of ore to determine the average tenor. On
the other hand, there are numerous instances where small samples
are quite reliable. In most of these, however, the reliability of the
sampling is not due so much to the accuracy of individual samples
as to the fact that a very large number of samples are taken, in
which the individual errors are compensating when averaged.

The method and details of sampling whlCh will give the best
results in any given instance will depend upon the characteristics
of the lode, the distribution of the gold particles in the gangue, and
the occurrence of the pay streaks.

The common methods of sampling are channel sampling, pick
sampling, drill sampling, grab samplmg, and bulk sampling.

CHAN~EL SAMPLING

Channel sampling and pick sampling are probably the most com
mon methods employed in lode-gold deposits and are suited to the
greatest number of conditions. Channel samples may be cut either
with hammer and moil or with a pick and consist of material cut
from channels or grooves of uniform depth and width across the
face of the ore. Hammer and moil are usually required in hard
rock, while a pick may serve in softer rock. The object in cutting
the channel is to obtain an equal amount of material from each unit
of length of the sample, which usually amounts to about 1 pound per
foot. Before the channel is cut the face should be cleaned of dirt
and loose material and preferably washed with water. In many
lodes the rock is banded or has a " ribbon" structure, and often the
several bands or ribbons vary considerably in hardness and other
characteristics. As it is very difficult to obtain equal weights of
sample per unit of length from bands of different hardness it is
usually best to sample and assay each band separately and measure
the length of each sample; then, by multiplying the assay value of
each sample by its length, adding the products, and dividmg -by the
sum of all the lengths the average assay value over the width of the
face is calculated. The samples in banded material are preferably

1 Bradley, P. R, Mining Methods and Costs, Alaska-Juneau Gold Mining Co" Juneau,
Alaska: Inf. Cire. 6186, Bureau of Mines, 192Q, 18 pp.
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taken at right angles to the direction of the banding. Figure 21
shows the method advocated for channel sam!?ling the face of a
drift. Samples are usually cut in the faces of drlfts after each round
~~~=~~M~~~~flM~~~~~
vals (usually about 5 feet) , and sometimes alonl( the side of a drift or
crosscut. Often it is the practice to cut no individual samples
longer than 5 feet.

PICK SAMPLING

Pick samples, as the term is applied in this paper, consist of bits
of rock chipped from the face more or less at random but designed
to select amounts of material of each sort represented approximately
in proportion to the amount of each sort exposed and from points
well scattered over the face. In some types of ore the results by this
method have been found to check closely with those from channel

FIGURE 21.-MethOd of channel sampling drift
face in banded vein. Numbers indicate separate
samples

samples, but in the majority of instances the channel samples will be
found to be more representative. If the ore is banded it is prefer
able to sample each band separately, givinO" the assay value of each
sample a weight in proportion to the thickn~ss of the band in making
calculations of grade of ore as in the case of channel sampling.

DRILL SAMPLI~G

Drill samples may be taken with a core drill, for deep holes, or by
collecting the cuttings from holes drilled with the ordinary rock
drill, for shallow holes. Core drilling is usually done by experienced
drill 0l?erators who understand the proper methods of collecting and
recordmg samples, often under the supervision of a trained engineer
or geologist; it is not discussed here.

Samples of cuttings from holes drilled with an ordinary rock drill
have in some instances given reliable results, though in gold ores the
assays are usually not deemed as reliable as those from channel
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sampling and are not often used in making careful estimates of the
grade of ore reserves. They do, however, often serve to determine
the width of commercial material on either side of a drift and thus
provide added information for making estimates, and for locating
parallel ore bodies in the walls of drifts and stopes.

Several different methods are employed for collecting the cuttings.
Sometimes a pail, can, or empty powder box is placed on the floor
below the hole, the cuttings flowing from the hole into the receptacle
with the drilling water. The cuttings settle out, and the water over
flows. It is usually the practice to collect a sample for every 2 or 3
feet of hole drilled. With this method considerable material is apt
to be lost by running down the face and not getting into the recep
tacle at all. A more refined method is to drill a few inches of hole
of a large diameter and insert a short piece of pipe with half of the
outer end cut away to form a spout. The sample drilling is then
done through this pipe, which directs the sludge into a suitable
receptacle. When drilling is done dry the cuttings may be collected
in a powder box held under the hole or in a sample sack secured
below it. If holes are drilled at a steep angle upward the sack may
have a hole on one side with a gasket around it through which the
drill steel is inserted. In wet drilling the accuracy of the sample is
sometimes vitiated by fine light material being carried away with
the overflow water. This can only be overcome by providing ample
settling capacity in the receptacle.

GRAB SAMPLES

Grab samples may be taken from muck piles or the top of loaded
cars. They are usually taken haphazardly and often give very mis
leading results when so taken. They often consist of handfuls of
material selected from several points on the muck pile or of a handful
or two from the top of each car. Instances are on record where
sucb samples are 30 to 40 per cent high. On the other hand, with
some ores the average of many such samples has given surprisingly
accurate results. The writers believe that grab samples, properly
taken, can be as reliable as other types of samples. 2 The cost of
samples so taken may in some instances be higher than warranted by
the value of the information gained.

In grab sampling, the human tendency is to select the best material;
or, less often, in an endeavor to counteract this tendency, a dispropor
tionately large amount of poor material is selected. Furthermore.
the fine material often carries more gold than the lumps, and if
disproportionate amounts of fines and lumps are selected the samples
will not be representative. In grab-sampling a muck pile these
sampling errors may sometimes be greatly reduced by taking 1 shovel
ful out of every 10 (or other proportion) as the ore is loaded into
the cars and throwing it into the sample box. Another method is
to use a small scoop and a rope with knots tied in it at regular inter
vals. The rope is used to measure off equally spaced points on the
pile or on top of the car, one scoopful of material being taken under
each knot on the rope. The rope is stretched aeross the pile along

<II Jackson, Charles :b~., and Knaebel. John B., The Sampling alld Estimation of Ore
Deposits: Bull. 356. Bureau of Mines. 154 pp.
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several equally spaced parallel lines, and thus the sample points are
mechanically selected. If the point falls on a lump larger than the
capacity of the scoop a piece approximately equal in weight to a
scoop,ful of fine material is broken off with a hammer. Further
detaIls of this method are given in the reference cited above.

BULK SAMPLES

Bulk samples are sometimes the only kind that will adequately
represent the grade of the ore. These consist of a few to several
hundred tons or more of ore shot down from drift backs or stopes,
and then put through a mill; the gold recovered, plus the loss in
tailings, which can usually be accurately sampled and assayed, gives
the total amount of gold in the sample. Dividing by the number of
tons in the sample gives the grade of the ore. By taking channel,
pick, or drill samples of the same material before the large sample
IS shot down, it is sometimes possible to determine a fairly accurate
error factor which can be applied for the correction of assays of
such small samples of a given ore body, based upon the results of
the bulk sample.

REFERENCES

Reference is here made to the following articles on sampling:
PEELE, ROBERT. Mming Engineers' Handbook. John Wiley & Sons (Inc.).

New York, 2d ed., vol. 2. 1927. pp. 1712-1725.
WOODBRIDGE, T. R. Ore~Sampling Conditions in the West. Tech. Paper 86,

Bureau of Mines, 1916, pp. 16-47.
BRUNTON, DAVID W. Modern Practice of Ore Sampling. Trans. Am. lost.

Min. and Met. Eng., vol. 40. 1909. pp. 553--596.
RICKARD, T. A. The Sampling and Estimation of Ore in a Mine. Eng. and

Min. Jour0' 1903, 222 PP.
. JACKSON, CHARl.EE F., and KNAEBEL, JOHN B. Sampling and Estimation of
Ore Deposits. Bull 356 Bureau of Mines, 1932, 154 pp.

TREATMENT OF SAMPLES

The samples should be crushed and quartered down, one portion
saved for future reference, and the other portion assayed. If facili
ties have been provided at the property for assaying or if there is an
assayer near by so that quick returns can be obtained the assays
may be used advantageously for keeping ore and waste separate on
the dump. It is advisable to post the assay values as received on an
assay map. The assays will guide further exploration, and the re
cording thereof on a good assay map will be of value in presenting
the merits of the property if it becomes necessary at any time to
acquire additional capital for further equipment and development.

DEVELOPMENT OF LODE·GOLD MINES

In the discussion so far it has been assumed that the material re
moved from the lode during the course of exploration has been put
on the dump and that the work has all been done with new money.
If high-grade pockets or shoots of ore are disclosed during explora
tion some revenue may be derived from hand-sorting the high-grado
material, sacking the high-grade ore, and sending it to a smelter or
refinery. In thIS way, the expense of exploration may be partly de
frayed by the operations.
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It is further assumed that up to this point the main object of the
work has been to explore the property and to ascertain its size,
average grade, character and distribution of the mineralization, per
sistence along the strike and down the dip, and that it has not yet
entered the productive stage.

The passing of a gold property from the exploratory to the de
velopment stage mayor may not be a well-defined phase of its his
tory. The term" development" as employed here covers such work
as shaft sinking and driving tunnels, adits, drifts, and raises to pre
pare the ore bodies for extraction of the ore by stoping. The ex
ploratory openings may be employed, in part at least, for this pur
pose; but depending upon conditions, additional openings may be
necessary or desirable for economical operation.

In this connection it may also be desirable to erect a small pilot
mill for determining the best method of treating the ore and extract
ing the gold to help defray operating expenses as exploration and
development proceed. This question will be discussed later.

EXPLORATORY WORKINGS

Exploratory workings mayor may not have been driven with a
view to their utility for extraction of the ore during a later produc
tive period. Thus, when exploration reaches a stage where there
are ample ore reserves to justify planning of productive operations
it may be found that the shaft is too small to handle ore, timber,
men, and supplies under the anticipated scale of operations and to
accommodate pipe lines, electric cables, and ladderways. If the
anticipated scale of operations justifies motor haulage the existing
drifts, crosscuts, and tunnels may be too small and crooked. Exist
ing openings may be improperly located for economical operation
either as to their position in the lode or walls thereof or with ref
erence to outside connections with surface transportation and mill
site.

It is therefore well during the exploratory period to have in mind
the future utility of exploratory workings for ore production; but,
remembering that during exploration the chief aim is to find ore,
the management should not be criticized too severely if the earlier
openings do not fit into a comprehensive mine-development program.
In this connection, however, It may be said that exploratory shafts
are often sunk with too small a cross-sectional area. It will cost
little more to sink the usual 3-compartment, 6 by 15 foot shaft than
a 2-compartment shaft, and when finished it can be used for hoisting
ore and rock in balance in two compartments, with the third com
partment for pipes and ladderway. The same argument, however,
does not apply to drifts and crosscuts, which usually have a com
bined length many times that of the shaft. Thus the additional
rock to be handled and hoisted from 6 by 7 foot drifts as compared
to 4'12 by 6 foot drifts may involve considerable additional cost dur
inll the exploration period.

The exploration shaft may have been an incline which perhaps
is crooked, and for operating purposes it may be desirable to sink
a vertical shaft. The exploration shaft may have been in the lode
or in the hanging wall, tying up considerable ore in shaft pillars
or so located that stoping operations and probable attendant ground
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subsidence would endanger it. Again, the exploration may have
been done through a shaft; and because of favorable conditions for
a tunnel operation, coupled with unfavorable conditions for shaft
operation, such as a heavy flow of water, the economies to be effected
in haulage and drainage through a tunnel may make it desirable to
drive a crosscut tunnel. Another set of conditions might make it
desirable to substitute a shaft for tunnel operation.

Figure 22 (p. 54) is a general view of the surface at Goldfield,
Nev., showing the development of many small individual properties
by separate vertical shafts.

SHAFTS

This bulletin will not go into details of shaft sinking, tunneling, and
drifting. For details of shaft-sinking'methods and costs and a dis
cussion of sizes and arrangement of compartments the reader is re
ferred to an earlier work.' In brief, in planning a shaft the ex
pected daily production of ore, handling of waste, handling of men,
materials, and supplies, requirements for handling timber, and room
for pipe lines and cables should be anticipated and provided for.
Ventilation and fireproofing are other important considerations for
permanent shafts.

COSTS OF SHAFT SINKIKG

The costs of shaft sinking vary widely, depending upon size, depth,
nature of the rock, amount of water to be handled, wage rates, cost
of power, materials and supplies used, and speed of sinking. A few
shaft-sinking costs at gold mines in the United States and Canada
follow:

3 Gardner, E. D., and Johnson, J. Fred., Shaft Sinking Practices and Costs: Bull, 357,
Bureau of Mines, 1932, 110 pp.



Shaft-sinking costs at gold mines in United States and Canada

Cost per foot

Mine Location and year Size of shaft, feet IInclination of shaft Isu~~~}~t
Labor

Supplies
and

timber

Total Remarks

~

1 From 2,000 to 3,100 levels.
2 Shaft labor and explosives.
3 Gardner, E. D., and Johnson, J. Fred, Shaft-Sinking PrMtices and Costs: Bull. 357, Bureau of Mines, 1932, 110 pp.
j Contract price, shaft labor only.
5 Foote, Arthur B., Vertical and Incline Shaft Sinking at North Star Mine: Trans. Am. Inst. Min. and Met. Eng. Year Book, 1930, pp. 87-105.
6 Includes $24.39 per foot overhead charge. Shaft stations costing $3,000 each not included.
7 Untimbered. Total cost includes labor, track, signal system, sinking equipment and power. -
8 Henry, R. J. t Mining Methods and Costs at the Teck-Hughes Gold Mines (Ltd.), Kirkland Lake, Ontario: Inf. Circ. 6322, Bureau of Mines, 1930,11 pp.

Do___________ _ . do _
Sixteen to One._____ California, 1930-3L _
ValleCIto, Western_________ California, recent_
Tom Reed (Black Eagle) Arizona_ _ _
Took-Hughes!_ Ontario, 1928-29__ ___

Do_ _do _
Ajax 3 . Colorado, 1915-16 __ • __
Sylvanite . . ._. Ontario, 1931. _
Vipond do . _
Elkoro ._____________ Nevada, 1930 _

~~~~~:~:~::~J----fm
Homestake ••• ~•••••••~ •• __
Argonaut 1 " • _

North Star , _
Do _

South Dakota, 1930-31.- _
California, recenL _
California, 1925-26 _
____ do _

8.0 by 14.0 .~ _
9.0 by 17.0 _
6.33 by 15.67-. _
6.67 by 15.0 _

7.0 by 15.0 Incline _
Winze, 7.0 by 18.0_ 600 _ _ _

4.0 Ly 7.5_________ Vertical _
6.0 by 16.0 do _
6.33 by 21.33 do _
12.5 by 13.0 " _do _
7.0 by 16.0. do. ."_
6.0 by 16.0 do _
6.0 by 15.17 do _
Winzes, 7.0by 11.0_ 700 ._

1,071
900
167

1,250
1,484
2, 284

502

"'"252
646

j $35. 00
i 45.00
i 65.00

37.50

45.00

55.17
70.38
25.77
34.13
39.26
15.44

44.17
50.37

20.14
21. 25
8.38

$1l8.38

683.73
1 100.00

39.50
100.00
96.34

120.75

71.09
93.71
23.82

Plu;;; honus of $2.50 per foot for
over 100 feet per month.

Approximate.

Do.

Started at 1,000 level.
Started from 1,200 level.

<0

1

I
~Z

~
t"
o

'"~
'"Z
~

~
~

Z
~

<:>-......
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Following is a distributed cost sheet showing costs of sinking a
6 by 16 foot vertical shaft in porphyry at the Sylvanite mine, Kirk
land Lake, Ontario, in 1931.

1,000 TO 1,250 LEVELS-208 FEET

Breaking

I
Hoisting Timbering Other costs Total Cost per

Coot

r~~~£~~~~_~_~=~~:====::=:::::::::!
$1,552.46 $145.79 $1,368.58 $584.19 $3,651. 02 $17.55

3, 724. 65 1,776.90 1,476.76 443.51 7,421. 82 35.68
1,621. 60 1,275.28 701. 07 3,597.95 17.30

I 3,197.97 2,845.34 1,728.77 14,670.79Total __ . - _________________ i 6,898.71 ----·7\):53Per foot _________ --------------_! 33.17 15.37 13.68 8.31 --------_.--

1,250 TO 1,500 LEVELS-255 FEET

Material. _________ . _____________ $1,822.80 $57.83 $2,626.69 $321. 93 $4,829.25Labor___________________________
3,824.45 1,862. 42 1,270.63 205.15 7,162. 65Overhead _______________________ 1,115.41 2,344.71 ------------ 664.18 4,124.30

TotaL _______ ~ ____________ 6,762.66 4,264. 96 3,897.32 1,191. 26 10, lI6. 20Per fooL ________________________ 26.52 16.73 15.28 4.67 ------------

$18. 94
28.09
16.17

6~20

1,525 TO 2,025 LEVEIJS-500 FEET

$268.62 $5,216.35 $1,206.12
4,551. 65 3,459.49 810.88
3,249.93 -_._-_._---- 1,775.25

8,070.20 8, 675. 84 3,792.25
16.15 17.35 7.58

The costs of cutting shaft stations at this shaft were as follows:

1,100 LEVEL STATION-3,350 CUBIC FEE'r

Break
ing

Hoist- Timber- Other
mg ing costs Total Cost per

foot

-------~I---I----------
MateriaL ~________ $125 $65 $40 $230 $0.07

~~~~he3d~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~::~~====::~::----- r~~ 1~~ 7 , $I~~ I ~~2 :6~
TotaL ·_~ I---;g-------;OO---4-7'1-----w81~==

PercublcfooL____________________________ 0.18 0.09 0.01 0.06 .34

1,250 LEVEL STATION-8,305 CUBIC FEET

Materll\L ---I $234 $551 $192 $361 $517 $0.06
Labor_____ _ 813 348 109 145 1,415 .17
Overhead ._ 270 622 164 1,056 13

Total ~317~1--3ill-3;1~---=~=-
Per CUbIC fooL 0.16 0.12 004 004 _ .36

1,375 LEVEL STATION CROSSCGT-l,703 CeBIe FEET

MateriaL__________ $273 $3 -- -- I $3l I $316 $0 19Labor ._____ 351 130 _ _ 481 28
Overhead_______________ 119 138 I 45 302 18

Totl1L________________________ --743 -m--------;JI~---::
Per cubic fooL__ _ 044 0 16 005 65
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1,500 LEVEL S'l'ATION -9,000 CUBIC FEET

MateriaL _
Labor . . _
Overhead. __. _

Break· Hoist- Timber- Other Total Cost per
jog ing ing costs foot

------------
$293 $1'" $«l $47 $519 10.06

1,086 414 108 8 1,617 .18
419 515 242 1,176 .13

TotaL .. _
Per cubic fooL --------.--.---- "I

1,798
0.20

1,069
0.12

148
0.02

297 3,312 _
0.03 .37

The following figures cover in detail the cost of deepening a ver
tical shaft from the 1,200 to the 1,450 foot level at the Vipond mine,
Timmins, Ontario, during the period December, 1930, to March,
1931, inclusive. Tbe shaft is 15 feet 2 inches by 6 feet outside the
timbers and is timbered with 8 by 8 inch British Columbia fir. Sets
are placed on 5 foot 8 inch centers. A 24-hour cycle of operations
was employed, and it required 51 sinking cycles to complete 252 feet
of shaft.

Cost of deepening Vipond shaft

1. Prepara.tion, installation of holst on I,ZOO-foot level, etc.

Total preparatioll 3,270. Zl 12.98

Total

Labor, salaries, and miscellaneous_ $1, 160. 66
Explosives________________________ 20<1.33
General supplies________________ 205.92
Timber "____________________ 95.86
Rock-drill maintenance___________ 130.78
St~1 sharpening__________________ 135.77

~~~~=~_~i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~---- i~~: ~~

p"
foot

$4.61
.81
.82
.38
. 52
.&l

1.03
.53

Tramming _
Hoisting_. __
Pumping _
Shop repairs _
Miscellaneous .

Total

$18.38
73. 49

105.37
.591. 43
155.85

p"
foot

$0.07
.29
.42

234
.62

2. Sinking- and timbering 252 feet

Cost per foot

Sink- Tim- T I
ing bedng ota

Co~t per foot

Sink- Tim- T el
ing bering ot

~I\bor, .salaries, and bonus __ $27.78 $f. 87
Xploslves_ u.99

Genernlsupplies 2.54 .93
Timber______________________ K ~8

Rock-drill maintenance_ 2.41
Steel sharPAning 2.05
Compressed air .____ 2.53
Engineering and sampling____ 1. 20
'['rammlng_ 1.98
IIoisting______ 11.69

$34..f,.~

6. \19
3.47
8.78
2.41
2.05
2.53
1.20
1.98

11. 69

Pumplng_. $1, 51 _" $1. 51
Shoprepairs .87 $1,76 2.63
Miscellaneous____ .84 .84

Total sinking and tim-
bering . 62.39 18. 34 80.73

AddpreparatioIl ~~112.98

Total cosL 93.71

The cost of cutting stations at the 1,325 and 1,450 foot levels
involving the excavation of 8,196 cubic feet of rock was $2,885.49 or
$0.35 per cubic foot.

SHAFT EQUIPMENT

Headframes, hoists, cages, and skips, and other hoistin~ equipment
and accessories essential to shaft operation are not withm the scope
of this bulletin. Such equipment is described in manufacturers'
catalogues and in numerous articles which have appeared in the
technical press. The choice of shaft equipment is a matter of im-
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portance, and its design to suit a given installation should be in the
hands of a mechanical engineer conversant with mine equipment and
its operation.

Figure 23 shows a headframe at a vertical shaft in the Oatman
district, Arizona, and Fignre 24 a headframe at an inclined shaft in
the Grass Valley district, California. These are typical of head
frames in the western United States.

Among the interesting features of shaft operation are the means
employed for loading skips in the shaft. In mines where large ton
nages are handled, and especially when hoisting from great depths,
means must often be provided to load the skips rapidly without
spilling ore over into the shaft. Slow loading lengthens the time
of the hoisting cycle and reduces the tonnage that can be hoisted
through a given shaft.

Loading pockets of various types and designs have been devised
to speed up skip loading with a minimum of labor. A large pocket
is usually provided to receive the ore from the mine cars or from an
underground crusher. From this pocket the ore is drawn through
gates into a measuring pocket which has a capacity equivalent to
that of the skip. While the skip is in motion the loader fills one of
these measuring pockets; and when the empty skip comes to rest
below the pocket he empties the ore into the skip by simply pulling
a lever or rope, or turning a wheel, and immediately signals the
engineer to hoist.

A very efficient skip-loading station is shown in Figure 25. The
ore is drawn from the main pocket through the ball-and-chain gate
shown in the illustration. The chains are raised by turning the
hand wheel, and the ore runs by gravity into the measuring pocket
which is located below the platform and thus does not appear in the
illustration. The measuring pocket is quickly filled and upon
releasing the hand wheel the chains drop down and cut off the flow
of ore.

DRIFTS AND CROSSCUTS

In planning development by drifts and crosscuts the shape, size,
dip, and regularity of the lode, the nature of the ore and wall rocks,
the stoping method to be employed, and the rate of output desired
should all be considered.

LEVEL INTERVAL

One of the first points to be decided is the interval between levels.
Here a compromise must be struck between close spacing of levels,
which will increase the development cost, and wider spacing, which
will reduce the cost but may introduce operating difficulties later if
carried to extremes. A common level interval in gold-lode deposits
of the tabular, steep-dipping type is 100 to 125 or 150 feet.

In favor of a short level interval may be mentioned: (1) More
thorough exploration of the deposit prior to extraction of ore; (2)
shorter connecting raises between levels, which, when over 100 feet
long, increase rapidly in cost of driving; (3) easier handling of
supplies, drills, and steel to and from the stopes; (4) more points of
attack by stoping and hence a possibility of a higher rate of produc
tion, which is especially advantageous where slow stoping methods
such as cut-and-fill and square-set stoping are to be employed.
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rU;l"!U: 22.-0oldfleltl, Ke\' .. showing t1c\'elopment or small inuivldU31 Tlroperties by separate
shafts. (After F. T.. Hansollle)

FIGl:K~: T.:I.-Headrrarne at a \·crLical shart. Oatman, Ari7..,
showing short. adil. connecting surface plant witb shaft
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f'lra:ut: 21.-lIeadrmrne at an inclined shaH. Gmss Ynllpy
C:llir., trviral of small Calirornia mines. (.\lter W. D.
Jot:ns(on, jr.)

FIG1:RE Z,<;.-Skip-I08din, station, 2.200 le\'el, Lake Shore mine, Kirkland
Lake, Ontario, showing ball-and-chl1io gate (M filling measuring pocket
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The principal disadvantage of the small level interval is the greater
cost for cutting and maintaining crosscuts and drifts, with the addi
tionallengths of pipe lines and tracks and the greater number of are
chutes. Also, more are is usually tied up in level pillars, either
temporarily or permanently.

To retain the advantages of the short level interval and at the
same time eliminate excessive expenditure for shaft stations, ore
pockets, and crosscuts, it is sometimes feasible to employ intermedi
ate sublevels between the main or haulage levels. The latter are
connected with the shaft, while the former are developed from raises
connecting the main levels. These raises later serve for travel of
men, handling of materials and supplies, and, as are passes, for the
transfer of are from the sublevels to the haulage levels.

Level intervals adopted at a number of gold mines in the United
States and Canada are shown in Table 4.

TABLE 4.-Le1ml interva:l8 at North American- goUl mine,~

Level interval, feet

125.
100, down to 1,600 feet;

125, below 1,600 feet.

100, down to 1,250 feet;
11;0, below 1,250feet.

250.

100, down to 300 feet;
125, 300 to 800 feet;
150 below 800 feet.

100, down to 1,000 feet;
12,i, below 1,000 feet.

100, down to 600 feet;
133,600 to 1,000 feet;
200, below 1,000 feet.

300.
150.

200, down to 2,200 feet;
125, below 2,200 feet.

125.
125, intermediate; 600,

main haulage.
125.

100.

Mining method

Shrinkage and
square setting.

Modified shrink
age or forced
caving.

Square setting _

Shrinkage_~_~ .

Shrinkage and
sublevel stop·
ing.

Shrinkage and
cut-and-fill.

Open-stulled
stopes.

____ Ao

VerticaL _

TunneL _

II" to 35", ave., 30"

iD" to 54"_

70., _ 100 down to 3,000 feet;
1,50, below 3,000 feet.

Vertical to 4,000 do I
58~ev~1~dergrOUnd ~~ ~~~dO~~~~~~~~~~:: ISO ~vertical).

shaft, 4,600 to
5,900 level.

70".. _. .. _. do__ 100, down to 200 feet
(on dip).

Approximately 400 (on
dip).

100, down to 170 feet
(vertical).

Open stOpeL 200 (on dip).

200 (on dip).
200.
100.
100.
100, 150, and 200 feet.
100 to 150 feet.
200 (some 100).

Inclination of shaft

1I"t03.'i",ava.
30".

70" to 54" _

Mine

Kennedy, California. 58°

Do__ 58°.. . ._

Central Eureka, Cali
fornia.

Empire, Calirornia _

Hollinger,Ontario Mostly steep__ VerticaL .

Argonaut, California _

McIntyre,Ontario Steep dip do do ..

Coniaurum,Ontario St.eep . do . __do_. _
Dome,Ontario__ Nearly verti- Ao_____ _ do

cal.
Lake Shore, Ontario .i5" to 80"__ . .. _do. _

Vipond, Ontario_ _ Over 50"~ Ao ~ _

Shrinkage and
('ut-aud-fill.

Teck-Hughes,Ontario __ 75" . do Shrinkage._._._._
Do . _ 75" .. __ .. _.. ._do_. .. __ .. __ ....do.. _. _

35" to 40"__ (Winze) 50" __ _ do_. ._
70" to 80" VerticaL Shrinkage _
70" to 80" .. do___ __do_
70" to 80" 1_. _. do . do _
70" to 75"_. do .. _.. Cut-and-fiIL. _
60" to 80" .. __ __ A(iits .. __ .. __ Shrinkage ..
65" to 70" Vertical and in· ._do._. . _

clineri.
Spring Hill, Montana 50" to 90" Tunnels__ ~ _

Idaho-Maryland, Cali·
fornia.

Sixteen to One, Cali·
fornia.

Do.... . __ .. _
Vindicator, Colorado _
Portland, Colorado __
Cresson. Colondo... _
United Eastern, Arizona.
Elkoro, Nevada.____ _
Mogollon, New Mexico._

Wright-Hargreaves, On- Steep . ~do______ Shrinkage and
tario. oepn·stulled

stopes.
Sylvanite, Ontario .. 30" to verticaL do . ._do._ .. _
Kirkland Lake Gold, On- Steep ~~_. do ._ Shrinkage. _

tario.

I Dip of lode

------1----1----1----1-----
Romestake, South Da- 70" pitch, 40°

kota. to 50° dip.
Alaska-Juneau, Alllllka.. _

I Some flat dips locally.
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If the mining system requires grizzly levels above the haulage
levels or if a floor pillar of appreciable thickness must be left under
each level or an arch pillar left over the drifts, the effective stoping
height is reduced thereby. Therefore, to gain a satisfactory stoping
height under either or both of these conditions it is necessary to
increase the level interval above that otherwise required.

If the lode dips away from the shaft crosscuts will be longer
on successively lower levels, and the flatter the vein the greater the
length of crosscuts. Under these conditions the argument for wider
spacing of levels gains force.

If the are bodies are irregular in shape and occurrence, explora
tion and development become more uncertain as the level interval is
increased; under these conditions, short level intervals are advisable.

Heavy ground and expensive level maintenance may be other
arguments for a greater level interval. On the other hand, the
ground may be so bad that a high stope can not be worked success
fully and a short level interval, with drifts in the footwall, may be
necessary. Haulage drifts in the footwall, however, entail a large
amount of dead work; and, if ground conditions permit, a high level
interval will reduce the cost of such dead work.

The various possible combinations of such factors require consid
eration for each individual case. As will be noted from the pre
ceding table, 125 to 150 feet apparently is a satisfactory average
level interval. The present tendency seems to be for greater level
intervals than formerly, when 100 feet was a common standard,
particularly for the upper levels in a mine. This would seem to
be good practice to-day; that is, a 100-foot interval for the first
levels until familiarity with the habit of the are, character of
ground, etc., is acquired, when a greater standard interval may be
adopted.

SIZE OF DRIFTS AND CROSSCUTS

The size of drifts and crosscuts will be influenced by such con
siderations as strength of ground and requirements as to timbering
for support; width of lode; type of haulage to be used, whether hand
or animal tramming, storage-battery locomotives, or trolley loco
motives, and size of cars to be used; type of loading chutes or plat
forms; economical size from the standpoint of the cost of driving;
stoping method; and amount of water on the levels, which affects the
size of drainage ditches.

If the ground stands well and requires no timbering the drifts
need not be driven so large to accommodate given sizes of cars and
locomotives with room left at the side for ditch, pipe lines, etc.,
since' the dear opening will not be reduced by timbering. Some
ground will stand very well without timbering if the drifts are
narrow but will be heavy and require support if driven wide. In
this connection, arching the back of the drift where feasible is of
assistance. It is obvious that if timbering is required the bigger the
timber used the larger must be the drifts to accommodate it.

If the lode is not much wider than the required width of drift
it may be desirable to drive the drift the full width of the vein.

The cost of drifting and crosscutting varies with the" drillability "
and the breaking characteristics of the ground and the size of the
opening. The drillability and breaking qualities often vary with
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the direction of the banding, jointing, or schistosity with relation
to the direction of the heading. The larger the heading, the higher
will be the shoveling cost, particularly if hand shoveling is em
ployed. Up to a certain size the cost of drilling and breaking often
decreases with an increase in the size, because a better and longer
break may be made each round in the larger headings, Beyond this
critical size the cost per foot will increase, because more holes and
more explosive will be required, as well as because mucking cost
will increase. On the other hand, the cost per ton broken will gen
erally be less with the larger heading. Thus, if the heading is in
ore in firm ground it may be advisable to drive a large drift to de
crease the cost per ton, especially if this will add appreciably to the
daily are tonnage and help to fill the requirements of the mill for are.
At one large gold mine in Canada it has been stated that if drifts
are driven wide the cost per ton of are therefrom is only 1.8 times
the cost of the stope ore,4 Since are left along the sides of narrow
drifts will ultimately have to be rcmoved in robbing prior to aban
doning the level or else be lost; and since the removal may be ex
pensive if the levels have taken weight by that time, it is often just
as well to drive a wide drift, other factors remaining the same. On
the other hand, if the lode is narrow it may be advisable to cut down
the width of the drifts to avoid breaking waste.

H hand tramming is to be used the drifts may be narrow, since
the cars will be small. H animal haulage is to be employed, somewhat
more height will be required than for hand tramming. H trolley
locomotives are used a higher drift will bc required than for storage
battery locomotives, since they should he high enough to permit
carrying the trolley wires well above the height of a man for the
sake of safety.

The stoping method will influence the general plan of the levels
more than it will the size of the drifts but may affect the latter also.
Thus, if shrinkage or cut-and-fill stoping is to be done directly on
drift timbers it may be desirable to drive the original drifts high
rather than to return and take down the backs later and just prior
to stoping. On the other hand, if arch pillars are to be left above
the drifts they may be driven low to save shoveling cost and to
allow a maximum stoping height between levels. In rock headings
and headings in unworkable sections of the lode small openings are
advisable, commensurate of course with requirements for passage of
haulage equipment and room for water ditch, pipes, and wires.

H a heavy flow of water is expected the headings should be wide
enough to accommodate a ditch of ample size.

At ore-loading chutes the drifts must he high and wide enough
to facilitate loading the cars and provide enough room to permit
safety in loading.

The details of drifting and crosscutting methods and practices
are not within the scope of this paper. For data on drilling and
blasting practice the reader is referred to Drilling and Blasting in
Metal-Mine Drifts and Crosscuts, by E. D. Gardner, published in
1929 as Bulletin 311 of the Bureau of Miues (170 pp,).

Table 5 illustrates the practice as 'to size of development headings
at several gold mines in North America.

• Jackson, Charles F., Shrinkage Stoping: Inf. eire. 6203, Bureau of )!ines, 1930, p. 33.
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untim-

Do.

Remarks

Usually untim
bered.

Untimbered.

Drifts heavily
timbered.

Do.
Do.

Untimbered.

Usually
bered.

Do.

Type of haulage

Crosscuts

t~b:-6 ::=:::::: : :[- j[an~~-iriule; and -lo~orrioti -';e
hrmlage.

5 by 7 I Storage-battery locomotives_

8 by 8 1_ - - __ do -- -- -- -----

~ ~~ i6::=::::::::: §[t~~~ge---batter-y-i(;conio:-
tlves, 2-ton cars.IIand _

Rock dimensions, feet

Drifts

5.5 by 7.5, later . _
widened to 8.5.

~ :; :~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ :.::;-~~~~~~~~~~ ~~I:: ~: :~::~:~ :~:~~ ~~~--~-. ---~-
7 by 7 7 by 7 Mostly by locomotlve ~

8 by 8 _
6 by 7 • __
8 by 8 _

Crosscuts

Hard schist and porphyry _

Slate and metagabbro _

Basaltic schist (lnd porphyry_I 8.5 by 7 18.5 by 7 to 9 by 7.5_1 Trolley locomotives _

Tough basaltic schist and
~reenstone.

DIOrite and bard, altered
limestone.

Character of ore or rock

Drifts

Hornblende schist and
quartz.

Slate and metagabbro _

Quartz and ankerite__• _

_____do. I .do _

Mine and location

Homestake, South D'lkota __

Alaska-Juneau, Alaska _

6.5 by 7 to 7 by 8__ 7 by 7.5 to 8 by 8__ Compressed-air motors, 1
ton cars.

9 by 9 9 by 9 Trolley locomotive, l{Hon
cars.

Argonaut, Callfornia Quartz vein in slate Slate, greenstone, and schist. 9 by 9 to II by 10_. 9 by 9. Hand tramming_. _

Kennedy, CalifornilL -" do . do. 9 by 9 8 by lL do _
Central Eureka, California~ do • do 8 by 9 ~ do _
Empire, California Quartz veins in granodiorlte_ Granodiorite 5 by 7 5 by 7 ~_ Hand and mule tramming.

Storage-battery locomo-
tive on 4,600 level.

6 by7 ~_~_•• 6 by 7 Hand and animal haUlage 1 Do.

6 by 7 to 7 by 8 6 hy 7 to 7 by 8 Hand tramming Some timbered.

4 to 5 by 6.5 do _
5 by 7 5 by 7 _do _
.'i hy 7.5 I do__ _ _

Cornncopia,Oregon _

Hollinger,Ontario _

Sixteen to One, California Quartz vein in amphibole Amphibole schist _
schist.

Cresson, Colorado Veins in andesitic breccia, Andesite breccia and basalt
. fairly hard. dikes, medium soft.

¥~~a~c;tr63~~~~0~~:: ~ _~ ~=: =::: :~~:::::= ::: =- --=- --=:=::: == == =3~=::: ===== ::=:==:::: ::~_
United Eastern, Arizona Quartz-ealclteveins in ande- Andeslte _

site.

1?~r~~e~~v~~_~n~=_:=: -- -. -Qua~~ivein;; -ill- rllyolite=== =" -Rhy~1fie::: :::::::::==:: :==:! gg~ ~:==:==:=: ==: =

Quartz veins in granodiorite I lIard granodiorite 1_~ ~_. . __ ~_. __ I
and schists.

Quartz and mineralized ba
saltIC schist.

Mcintyre, Ontano -1---dO-----------------------I---dO---- --- - ----Vipond, Ontario _ _ do_______ _ _ do _
Lake Shore, Onta.no__ __ __ Very hard Slliclfied porphy- lIard porphyry and lampro-

Teck-Hughes, Ontano ~:d~~~_~~~~_o~?-~:_re~______ _~~l;_~·_. . . _
Kirkland Lake Gold, Onta

rio.
Ankerite, Ontario __ ~_~_~ _

Spring Hill, Montana 1 IIard and tough __ ~._~ _
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COSTS OF DRIFTING AND CROSSCUTTING

Table 6 shows some typical drifting and crosscutting costs at gold
mines in North America. These costs are taken from producing
mines. It may be noted here that unit costs would average higher at
mines doing only development work, since costs of hoisting, pump
ing, supervision, and office and other overhead expense would have
to be borne entirely by the development work, whereas in mines
where stoping is gOlllg on only part of these costs would have to he
borne by the development work. The differences in hardness of rock,
size of headings, timbering requirements, etc., are reflected in the
wide variations in costs.

TABLE 6.~TY'Pical drifting and cr08'sautting DOsts

Cost per foot

Labor Total

Mine Character of ore and
'ook

Size of
heading, I----~---I

(eet
Remarks

Homestake, South Hornblende schisL 7 by 7 _
Dakota.

Sixteen to One, Cal- Amphibole schist; 6 by 7 __
ifornia. quartz veins.

Cresson, Colorado__ Andesiticbreccia 6by7to
7by8.

Total includes $U13
surface and general
expense; untimbered.

Untimbered.

Contract price, labor,
and explosives; un
timbered.

Do.

Do.
Includes cost of tim·

bering.
Plus $10 per set for

timbering labor.
Contract price, labor,

and explosives, in
cluding trammingup
to about 400 feet
(untimbered).

Untimbered.J

Labor cost includes
explosives; unUm
bered.

1927 costs; untimbered

Do.

$10.117 _

$4.19 $6.44 _

$4.82._.__ $6.44. __

$6 $15 to $20_

$5.75 to $6.50_ $10 _

$6 to $9, avc.,
$8.50.

$7 to $8 _

$12.50 to $14_ -:j;i5-to-$i5~

$14 _

$5 to $6 _

$9contrad_ $2O~ Untimbered.

9byL_
9by9to

11 by 10.
Y by 9 _

5byL

5byL

5 by 7.. _

5 by 8__

5by7to
6 by 8.

6 by 7__ . _

Andesitic breccia
(medium soft).

Andesitie breccia
(hard and ravelly).

Quartz; r,alritc veins
in andesite.

Quartz veins in rhyo
lite.

Quartz veins in ba
saltic schist.

Portland, Colorado_

Do__

Alaska. - Juneau, Slate and meta~abbro_ 7 by 5 _
Alaska.

Do do .. _
Argonaut, Califar- Slate, greenstone, and

nia. schist; quarb, veins.
Kennedy, Camor- do _

nie..
Empire, California. Quartz veins in gran

odiorite.

Tom Reed, Arizona.

E1koro, Nevada__

Vipond, Ontario__

I Total includes explosives ($2); all labor, including sorting, tramming, and hoisting; compressed air;
steel; drill maintenance; and overhead.

PLAN OF LEVELS

Most of the gold lodes mined in the United States and Canada
are tabular deposits. These deposits may occur in a single lode or
vein in a given mine or may occur as a series of lenses separated by
barren country rock. The lenses may be parallel and lie in echelon
overlapping one another; they may radiate from a central core or be
confined to a narrow zone and be roughly in a straight line. Other
forms of deposits are those occurring as a series of many small
stringer lodes, separated by thin layers of country rock such as
at Juneau, Alaska; the wide type of deposit with irregular outline
typified by the Homestake ore body; and the irregular contact
metamorphic type.
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Each of these types requires a different development plan as to
detail, but in general the procedure is to crosscut to the are bodies
from the shaft at each level and then drift on the are. If it is
difficult and expensive tu maintain drifts in the are, drifts may be
driven parallel to the lode in the foot wall or hanging wall or both.
Typical level-development plans for different types of are occurrence
are shown in Figures 26, 27, 28, and 29.

Figure 26, B, shows the development of a lode by drifts in a vein
which splits at one end, drifts being driven in each split of the vein
with a narrow pillar of waste between.

Figure 27 is a plan of the lower levels of the Argonaut miue,
showing crosscnts from the inclined shaft to the main vein with
drifts in the vein.

Figure 28 is a plan of part of the 550 level, Hollinger mine,
showing the development of a series of veins from a long drift cun-

"'

Ctnlf.1 ~h.ft

B,

FIGURE 26.~Devf'lopm{,llt of single lode, split at one end
forming a hanging-wall ore body and a foot-wall ore
body: A, Section through central shaft; B J plan of 13
levt'l, 'reck-Hughes mine

nected to the shafts by crosscuts and paralleling the general strike
of the veins, from which a series of crosscuts is driven to cut the
several veins. Each vein is then developed by drifting therein.

Figure 29 is a plan of part of a level, showing the method of
develuping a wide are body at the Homestake mine by hanging-wall
and foot-wall drifts from which crosscuts are driven across the are
body at regular intervals. The hanging-wall and foot-wall drifts
are cunnccted to the shaft by a crusscut on each level.

Under the conditions shown in Figure 26 it will bo noted that
very little crosscutting is necessary, the development work being
almost entirely confined to the vein.

Figure 27 shows a condition requiring considerably more cross
cutting, and in Figure 28 it will be noted that a large amount of
such work is required to develop the large number of are lenses
scattered over the area of the mine. Figure 29 shows the dead work
required iu blocking out the ure from hanging-wall and foot-wall
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drifts with crosscuts to the ore body at the Homestake mine. This
method of development is due to the great width of the ore body and
the method of mining by transverse stopes separated by pillars, each
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stope and pillar requiring a crosscut for its development. The fore
going indicates the variation in the amount of level development
work required under different conditions and with different types of
ore bodies and methods of mining.
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RAISES AND SUBDRIFTS

In addition to the level development by drifts and crosscuts, most
mining methods require that some additional development be done
before stoping can be started. For longitudinal shrmkage stoping

Seal.. ''''
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FIGURE 28.-Plan of 550-foot !c-'vQI, Hollinger mine, May, 1924, showing plan of

development. (After A. G. Burrows)

r---; i
FrOURm 29.-Part of level, Homestake mine, show

showing plan of dev('!opment

directly on drift timbers this may eonsist of only an occasional raise
to the level above for ventilation, travel, and handling of supplies,
drill steel, etc. If shrinkage stopes are to be carried on arch pillars
over the drifts a series of short raises is put up to the level at which
stoping is to start, and their tops are connected by a subdrift.
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If cut-and-fill stoping is to be employed raises must be put up to
the next level at regular intervals from which to start the stopes
and through which waste filling can be introduced from above.
This statement may be qualified by saying that where waste is not
available from other sources filling; material is sometimes obtained
by driving into- one of the walls of the stope and mining or caving
waste there.

If sublevel stoping is the method employed starting raises must
he put up to the next level above for each stope, and sublevels must
be driventherefrom. Also, chute and manway raises will be required
for drawmg off the ore and for access to the stopes.

In square-set stoping, a through raise up to the next level is gen
erally required for each stope for introduction of filling, handling
timber and supplies, etc.

For mining by caving or forced caving, as at the Alaska-Juneau
mine, considerable preparatory work is required for orc chutes,

SIDE VIEW

_.."t§1
""FIGURE aO.-A fully dewlopl'u stope in North ore hody ready

for powder drift blasting, Alaska-J uncau mine

grizzly levels and grizzly chambers, stope raiscs, etc. Figure 30
shows a fully developed stope iu the North ore body of this mme.

Figure 31 shows the plan of development for wide ore bodies at
the Dome mine, on which may be noted the large number of chute
raises (box holes) for drawing off the ore from shrinkage stopes,
which are carried on dr:lft pillars.

Raises and subdrifts constitute the principal work of stope de
velopment or stope preparation, as it is sometimes called. This work
is often carried on the hooks as a part of the stoping; cost, since it is
usually done to a large extent concurrently with actual stoping. It
constitutes the final stage of development and immediately precedes
stoping. .

EXPLORATION DURING DEVELOPMENT

During the progress of cUlTent mine development it is good prac
tice to obtain as much additional information as possible -regarding;
the deposit by careful geological mapping of the formations, which
can best be done while the headings are being driven and the walls
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are fresh and before they are altered by exposure to air and damp
ness or covered by a film 0.£ rock dust; by careful sampling of all
headings, especially where they show signs of mineralization; and by
frequently drilling test holes into the walls for determining the
presence or absence of ore bodies therein. In drifting on the lode it
is often the practice to drill a short test hole into the wall on one or
both sides with the drilling of each heading round, the cuttings from
which are caught and examined visually and assayed if they are
mineralized. These test holes determine the width of the lode and
of the are and detect any parallel ore shoots that may be present.

The necessity and value of such work will vary with different
modes of are occurrence, and the amount to be done will have to be
determined for each individual project.
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FIGURE 31.-Plan of seventh level, Dome minl', October, 1924, showing level devel
opment and box-hole raises to stopes in wide ore bodies. (After A. G. Burrows)

COSTS OF DEVELOl'MENT

The cost of mine development varies greatly with the type, size,
dip, and regularity of the are bodies and the interval between lodes
or between the ore shoots in each lode. These physical characteris
tics govern the mode of development, whether by adits, crosscut tun
nels, or shafts and the amount of development in waste and in are.
The stDping method employed will also influence the amount 0.£ de
velopment work required, especially the amount of stope preparation.

"'here the lode is regular in strike, dip, and occurrence of the
are shoots from one level to the next, advantage may be taken of
this condition in planning development in advance so that it may
be kept at a minimum. On the other hand, ,vhere there is a series
of disconnected lodes or are shoots, where the lode is displaced fre
quently by faults, or where strike and dip change erratically or
there are other marked irregularities in ore occurrence, the develop
ment on any given level can not be planned in detail in advance.
Often drifts and crosscuts may have to be driven for purely ex-
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ploratory purposes, and some of the headings may have little, if
any, use for ore-extraction purposes later. Knowledge of the struc
tural geology and of the habit of ore occurrence, assisted by diamond
drilling to determine the structure and to locate the ore shoots in
advance of and during drifting and crosscutting, are of great bene
fit in planning economical development and will often save much
unnecessary expense. The extent to which the diamond drill may
be used to advantage will depend on geological conditions, such as
type, size, and dip of the ore bodies.

TONS PER FOOT OF DEVELOPMENT

The number of tons of ore developed per linear foot of develop
ment headings may be taken as a measure of the cost of development
for different types of ore bodies and ore occurrence. Table 7 shows
this relationship at a number of gold mines.

The figures in this table are based principally on current develop
ment in producing mines and, except in the instances noted, do not
take into account major development, such as shafts and other main
openings driven before productive operations were begun.

TABLE 7.-Relatiomhip between tons of ore minea ana linear feet of develop
ment 'Work

Mine or district and year Character of deposit How developed Method of stoping

Approxi
mate tons

of ore
mined per
linear foot
of develop-

mont

Single main vein, . ____do ___•_____ ._ Shrinkage_________ ••__ 75 53
steep dip. _____ do_________________

" 512 veins, 300 feet
_____do___________

apart.
Shrinkage .nd 33 102 main veins, other _____ do___________ open-

smaller ones. stulled stapes.
Several narrow _____do ____••_•• __ Shrinkage and stulled 50 25

widely separated stopes.
veins.

Shrinkage and square 35
sets.

Homestake, South Dakota, Large ore bodies Vertical shafts _
1929.00 " do_______ ___do _

40 16
89 8.8
___ 216

200 _

60

1460 291

285 117

27Square sets _

Shrinkage and square
sets.

Shrinkl\.j:(c, square set
ting, and caving.

Modified shrinkage or
forced caving.____do do _

Incline and ver-
tical shafts.

Adits and winze. Shrinkage _
_ do do _
Inclined and do ~ ~ __• __

vertical shafts.

Mine 2, 1929 _

Mine 3, 1929 _

Mine 4, 1929 _

Alaska-Juneau, Alaska, Stringer lodes in Tunnels _
1930. wide sheflr zones.

Alaska-Juneau, Alaska, . do _
1914 to 1930 (inc.).

Argonaut, California, 1929- Single main vein. _
1930.

Elkoro, Nevada, 1924 00 _
Elkoro, Nevada, 1930 do _
Mogollon, New Me:dco, 5mainoreshoots _

Last Chance and Con-
fidence lodes.

Cr~~r~;ad~reek district, Fissure veiDS Vertical shafts_

Kirkland Lake district,
Ontario:

Mine 1, 1929 _

1 Including coyote drifts.

Porcupine district, On·
tario:Mine 1,1929 Several veins rlose . do Shrinkage 222

together.
Mine 2, 1929 Series of veins. . do Sh:~d~~11~ and cut· 150

~ Average for over 9 years.

16

21
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TARLE 7.-Relatio1/.ship bet11:cen tons of ore mined and linear feet of develop
ment work-Continued

Approxi-
mate tons

of ore
mined per
linear foot

Character of dePOSit:
of develop-

Mine or district and year How developed Method of sroping ment

6,>'I...!.

.';i I ~-s.~ ~g
Q,lO ..... S
B'~ ~%
00 ...

IIollinger, Ontario, 1930___ . Series of len~E's in Vertical shafts___ Shrinkage ami cut- -- l23.8
btl:;ahic schists. and-fill, some open-

ClIt.
I.ake Shore, Ontorio, year 2 prinC'ipnl veins 300 ' _____do __ Shrinkage and rut- 1[,0,4 ~ 19.7

ended June 30, 1!l31. feet npart. I and·nIl.
Tuck - Hughe.~. Ontario, 1 main yoin __________ ___ do __ Hhrillkag(L ----------- 685.2 ~ 19.8

year ended Aug. 31, 1931,
I

3 From published annual fell0rt,
j Rased upon 13,878 feet or raising.
~ Basel! upon 11,203 feet of <lrifting, 4,330 feet or crosscuts, 13,8';8 feet of raises. 1:080 feet of shaft sinking, 304

feet of shaft mising, 3,7H3 f{'et of ore passe-s, amI 7\15 feet Df winze. (From puhilshe<l annual report.)
~ Based upon 4,649 feet Dr rnjsin~.

7 Based upon 1I,220 feet of drifting, 3,504 feet of crosscnts, 4,64\1 feet of raising, 298 feet of winze, and 314
feet of shaft sinking. (From published annual report.)

CGHRr::.NT l\IIXE-DEVELOPl\IENT COSTS

Table 8 shows the cost of current mine development at a number
of producing gold mines in the United States and Canada, per ton of
ore mined. It is obvious that not only the character of the deposit
and the methods of mining and development but also the rates of
ore extraction will influence the costs ,,,,hen they are expressed in
this manner. Thus, during some years there may be abnormally
large or small development charges, due respectively to expansion or
contraction in development programs, though production may remain
fairly constant. Also, with an equal amount of development each
year and a fluctuating rate of production the development costs per
ton will vary. The sinking of a new shaft or other major project
will neeessarily inerease the development cost appreciably.

The table lists costs at some mines where the development for the
period was about normal; at others, the costs include those for shaft
sinking and other abnormal (levelopment.

TABLE 8.-Cost of CU1..,.ent ntille (lcvelopnrcl1t nt some producing gOld mines,
lJnitcd States and Canada

Mine or district and year Character of deposit IIow developed Method of stoping

Cost
of de·

Tons of velop
ore pro- ment
duced per
during ton of
period ore

pro·
duced

------1------1----1--------
Hornestake, South Da

kota:
1929 Large, wide ore Vertic:II shafts. _ Shrinkage, caving, 1,437,935 $0.130

bodies. square setting _
1930 -do •••• ~do. do ._ 1,364,456 . 181
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'I'ABLE 8.-Cost of ourrent mine d,cveloprnent at 8011W producing gold mines,
United Sta·fes and Oanaila

2

7

8

d

5

298

8

Cost
ofd

Tons of velop
ore pro- m,n

Mine or district and year Character of deposit How developed Method of stoping duced p"
during ton 0
period ore

pm-
dnre

Alaska-Juneau, Alaska; Stringer lodes in Tunnels_________ flIodified shrinkage 3,670,910 .061
1928. wide shear zones. or forced clIving.

Argonaut, California; 1 Quartz vein in slates Incline shaft ____ Square set and flll __ 7,800 .16
month, 1930. find greenstone.

Rikaro, Nevada; 1930_____ Veins in lava flows._ Aditsundwinzes. Shrinkage and cut- 57,539 1.
and-fill.

United ElIStern, Arizona; Wide veins in unde- Vertical shafts __ Cut-and-filL ___ ~ __ 4_ 732,528 .61
January, 1917, to May, site.
1925.

Spring Hill, Montana; Contact metamor· Adit levels.... __ Shrinkage and sub· 43,323 1.37
Aug. 1, 1929, to Apr. 1, phie deposit. level stoping.
11130.

Teck·Hughes, Ontario; 1 principal vein in Vertical shafts___ Shrinkage._._•....•. 396,200 ~1.l8

y.", ended Aug. 31, porphyry and lam·
1931. prophyre.

Lake Shore, Ontario; year 2 main veins 300 __ ..•do_. __ . __ . ___ ShrinktWe and cut· 698, 624 'l-
ended June 30, 1931. feet apart. and- •

Sylvanite, Ontario; Octo· Several narrow veins ____ .do....... ____ Shrinkage and open· .-..._... (.)
ber, November, Decem· in porphyry. stulled stopes.
ber, 1930.

Wright-Hargreaves, On- Several veins in por- ..•_.do_____ • __ . __ . __ .do_.______ ....._. 220,430 1.07
tario; 1930. phYif.

Kirkland Lake Gold, On· Veins ill porphyry .. ___do.._.... _ .. Sbrinkage•• ____ .. _•. 4,1081 2.87
tano; 1 month, 1929. and lamprophyre.

McIntyre. Ontario; year Lenses in sheared ____ .do._ .. __ ..... Shrinkfilie and cut- 058, 115

1

~. 42
ended Mar. 31, 1931. basaltic scbist. and· .

Vipond, Ontario; year 1_ ... _dO._••~____ .. __ ._ .... _do_ ..__ ... _.. Shrinkage_ ~.__.. __ ._ 104,381

1

.72
ended July 31, 1930.

1 Lower than normal cost.
2 All development and exploration, including shaft sinking.
3 Includes shaft sinking 1,080 feet, drifting 11,203 feet, crosscutting 4,330 feet, raising 13,878 feet, shaft

raising 304 feet, ore passes 3.783 feet, winze 795 feet, and station cutting 121,891 cubic feet.
, 1.229 plus 0.930 shaft sinking.
a Total development, inclUding proportion of tramming, hoistiog and pumping, $0.7822. Exploration

and examining prospects, $0.1324.

PILOT MILLING PLANT

As previously stated, it may be desirable to erect and operate a
small milling plant or pilot mill during the development period or
even during the exploratory period.

Without going into the various methods of treatment at this point
in the discussion it may be said that it is generally advisable to have
the ore tested first by specialists who have the necessary equipment
for determining the most suitable treatment to employ for the par
ticular ore in question. The expense incurred thereby will probably
avoid costly mistakes and may often result in the erection of a pilot
mill which can later be used as a unit in a larger mill should the
scale of operations be expanded at any time.

The optimism commonly attendant upon the discovery and prelimi
nary development of a gold-bearing lode only too often biases the
judgment of the owners of the property to the extent that money is
expended upon the construction of a mill before it is warranted by
the tonnage of are proved; or, where a small mill is justified, plans
are made and carried out for the erection of a much larger mill than
justified. The net result in either case has often been that all the
available funds are exhausted on mill cODstruction, leaving Dothing
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for operating expenses and further exploration and development of
the property.

Here again it is emphasized that sound judgment, backed by ex
perience and a knowledge of ore deposits and of mining and milling
practice, is required in deciding when a mill is warranted and of what
capacity it should be. Aside from large deposits of low-grade ore,
which obviously can only be worked profitably on a large scale, it
is best to consider only a small mill at first and to err on the side of
too small rather than too large a capacity. The quantity and grade
of ore assured by the exploration and to a smaller extent the proba
bilities of additional ore indicated by the continuity of the ore bodies,
together with such considerations as capital available, will be the
governing factors. It may be said that it is not advisable in any
event to build a mill until the net value of gold in ore on the dump
and assured in the mine, after mining, milling, and marketing costB
are deducted, will more than pay for its construction. Up to this
time it is better to put the available funds into further exploration
and development, as it is usually easy to obtain funds for a mill once
enough ore is assured.

Generally speaking, a small mill is often warranted on a gold
property, however, at an earlier stage of development than at a
property producing base metals only. In the treatment of base
metal ores the mill is usually a concentrator, the product of which
must be shipped to a smelter for extraction of the valuablc metals.
Concentration reduces the bulk and weight of material to be shipped;
but even then the cost of transportation, with smelter charges and
deductions, may takc up a large part of the value of the ore.
Facilities for hauling the concentrates, such as roads or tramways,
may have to be provided, thus requiring further expenditure of
capital.

In the case of a gold ore, however, the gold can usually be extracted
in the form of bullion of a high fineness by relativcly simple
processes right at the mine if the ore is not a complex one, and the
final product can be shipped at slight expense.

Furthermore, with base ores the value of the metals fluctuates,
sometimes widely, and in some instances the value may fall during
the construction of the mill to a point where mining and milling
will not pay and the plants will have to remain shut down to await
a more favorable market. ·With gold, on the other hand, the product
is always markctable at a fixed price per ounce for gold of the fine
ness produced, and the value of ore in sight can be computed with
some degree of confidence. For these reasons it may be stated that
construction of a mill at a gold property is often warranted earlier
in mine development than at one where base-metal ores are mined.
Indeed, it is common practice at small gold properties to erect a
smaUmill at a very early stage; sometimes this enables development
operations to be carried on with little, if any, expenditure of new
money or at least with relatively slight additional outlay.

STOPING METHODS

The beginning of stoping may be considered to mark the opening
of the active productive life of a mine. Considerable ore may have
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been produced, however, from previous driving of exploratory and
development openings, and some financial return may have been
received therefrom.

Stoping may begin very early in the development or even in the
exploratory stage of a mine and be continued during further explora
tion and development as rapidly as development work makes ore
available. Thus the ore may be stoped at such a rate that never
more than a few weeks' or months' supply of ore is blocked out
ahead of extraction by stoping. In this event the life of the opera
tion is apt to be precarious, and careful planning for the most
economical operation will be difficult. However, where sufficient
funds are not available for development much in advance of ore
extraction this method of operation is the only alternative. Under
these conditions it might often be advisable for the owners of the
property to consider disposing of all or of an interest in the property
to a well-financed mining eompuny, either for cash or an exchange of
shares. In this way, financial disaster to the original owners Inight
often have been averted in the past.

For the most economical 0pf~ration, theil, an appreciable reserve
of ore blocked out in advance of storing operations is decidedly
advantageous. Not only will this permit advance planning of meth
ods of ore extraction, with attendant savings in operating costs,
but also proper balancing of month-to-month development with stope
production and of rate of output with mill capacity and with capital
expenditures for mining and milling plants.

It is not proposed that the complete development of a gold-bearing
deposit be attempted berore production is begun, even were such a
procedure possible. Tying up capital in development of ore too
far in advance of its extraction, with attendant piling up of interest
charges, would obviously be folly, especially at small operations
where the yearly drain on ore reserves and the capacity of milling
plant are, and can only be, small. With large, low-grade deposits
which can only be operated profitably through large-scale operations
requiring heavy capital expenditures for plant and equipment, a
different picture is presented. To warrant large expenditures there
must be an assured reserve of ore large enough to return the capital
investment and an attractive profit.

CLASSIFICATION

Stoping methods may be dassificd on the basis or the method of
support dnring the active life of the stope as follows:

A. Stopes naturally supported:
1. Open stopes--

(a) Open stopes in small ore bodies.
(b) Sublevel stoping,

2. Open stopes with pillar support.
B. Stopes artificially supported:

3. Shrinkage stoping.
4. Cut-and-fill stoping.
5. Square-set stoping.

C. Caved stopes:
6. Caving-ore broken by caving.
7. Top slicing.

D. 8. Combinations of supported and caved stopes.
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SHRINKAGE STOPING

Of these methods, shrinkage stoping is perhaps the most widely
used in the gold mines of the United States and Canada. The
method is particularly applicable to the mining of steep-dipping
tabular deposits of are, firm and strong enough to stand without
support over widths equal to the width of the lode and having firm
walls which will stand well during the mining and emptying of the
stope without excessive dilution of the are with waste durmg the
latter operation. It may also be applied to wide deposits of firm are

- -

B
FIGURE 32.~Shrinkage stoplng; A, Longitudinal inclined shrInkage stoping on

timbers; B, shrinkage stoping over box-hole pillars at Kirkland Lakp, Ontario

by carrying transverse stapes of a width suited to the nature of the
ground, these stapes being separated by pillars of are, which can be
extracted later after the stapes are filled.

In shrinkage stoping (fig. 32) the are is stoped upward from the
level. The miners stand upon are broken during the preceding cuts,
enough are being drawn of!' through the chutes after each cut is
taken to leave room to work between the top of the pile of broken
are and the unbroken back. The broken are is supported either upon
timbers over the back of the drift (fig. 32, A) or upon an arch of
solid are, sometimes termed a "box-hole pillar" (fig. 32, B).

With this method, very little stope preparation is required, espe
cially where the lode is narrow or the broken are is supported on
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timbers. If the ore is supported on arch pillars left over the drifts
short raises must be put up at close intervals and connected over their
tops before stoping can be started. With either method, however,
stoping can follow closely upon the heels of the level development,
and extraction of ore is not long delayed. As a rule only about 40
per cent of the ore can be drawn from the stopes as it is broken;
however, the balance being drawn after the stope has been completed
to the top of the ore, to the level above, or to the floor rillar left
under that level. Thus, considerable capital may be tied up in
breaking ore which is not immediately available for extraction. This
is not an unmixed evil, however, since the reserve- of broken ore may
provide a continuous supply to the mill during periods when for any
reason the rate of breaking is reduced.

Shrinkage stoping has been discussed by Jackson in considerable
detail in an earlier circular,' which contained 23 illustrations and
covered the application of the method, its advantages and dis
advantages, the variations of the method, recovery of pillars, and
costs of development and stoping.

The well-known gold mines using shrinkage stoping include the
Homestake, Elkoro, and Portland and other mines in the Cripple
Creek district; Alaska-Juneau, which uses a modified-shrinkage or
forced-caving method; and most of the Ontario gold mines, including
the Hollinger, Dome, McIntyre, Vipond, Coniaurum, Teck-Hughes,
Lalre Shore, Wright-Hargreaves, Sylvanite, and Howey.

In very wide ore bodies the stopes may be carried across the vein.
In this instance, it is usual to run a series of stopes separated by pil
lars of ore, the width of stopes and pillars being proportioned to
suit ground conditions. When the stopes are completed they are
drawn empty and filled with waste, the pillars then commonly being
mined by shrinkage, top-slicing, cut-and-fill, or square-set stop
ing. (Fig. 33.) The latter is the method employed at the Home
stake mine in South Dakota. Figure 34 shows a typical stope in the
Homestake mine. The stope has been cut out on the sill floor, chute
line timbers (shown at the extreme right) have been erected, and
wast" filling is being introduced from a raise at the far end of the
stope prior to beginning shrinkage stoping above the level.

CUT-AND-FILL STOPING

Where the walls of the lode are too weak to stand long without
support the cut-and-fill method is widely employed. In this method,
instead of stoping up from the level on broken ore the ore is drawn
out of the stope as it is broken, and the space is filled with waste rock
or tailings brought in on the level above and dumped into raises con
necting with the stope.

With this method one or more raises are put up to the level abo;-e
for each stope. Then, starting at a given raise, a cut is taken over
the back of the drift, breaking the ore down onto the drift timbers.
As in shrinkage stoping, however, the stoping cut may be started
some distance above the back of the level, leaving an arch pillar
over the drift. (Fig. 36.) This ore is then shoveled or dropped
into cars on the level. In horizontal cut-and-fill stoping the cut is

& Jackson, Charles F" Shrinkage Stoping: Inf. eire. 6293, Bureau of Mines, 1930,
54 pp.
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advanced over the back of the drift or over the drift pillar, and the
ore is drawn off as it is broken until the cut reaches the end of the
ore shoot, the next raise, or a similar cut driven therefrom or the
pillar line, if individual stopes are separated by pillars. The excava
tion is then filled to within about 3 feet of the back with waste and
the stoping cuts are repeated. As the stope rises timbered raises are
built up ahead of the filling to form chutes through the fill into
which the ore may be dumped as it is broken and drawn off into the
mine cars on the level below. (Fig. 36.) The filling is dumped or
shoveled in to fill the space between and around the chute raises.
If the distance between waste raises is considerable the waste may
be loaded into cars in the stope, trammed to the edge of the fill, and
dumped.

The more modern practice is to use power scrapers for placing the
filling material, particularly in wide ore bodies, and thereby elim-

-;:".

C D
FIGURE 33.-Stoping' method at lIomestake mine, Lead, S. Dak. : A. Longi

tudinal section showing stopes arched und filled, ready to start shrink
age Btoping; B, section showing shrinkage stoping; G, section showing
mining of crown pillar hy square sets; D, section showing mining of
stope pillar LJy square sets •

inating most of the hand work. (Fig. 35.) The same power scrap
ers may be employed to drag the broken ore into the chutes. Where
hand shoveling is employed in the stopes the chutes are usually close
together, commonly 20 to 30 feet apart, to obviate the necessity of
reshoveling the ore or of loading it into cars. The labor and ma
terial costs of constructing these chutes are appreciable items in the
cost of stoping. Furthermore, the time required to construct them
and to lay tracks for handling waste in cars retards breaking of the
ore. With scrapers, however, the chutes may be placed farther
apart; and a 100 to 150 foot interval is practicable, particularly after
the stope is high enough to provide enough storage capacity in the
chutes so that the scraping operation will not be delayed because the
chutes are full. Chutes may be installed at 50-foot intervals and
carried up a short distance. As the stope rises, every other one may
be dropped and covered over, and the chute interval from there up
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fi'1,a-ltF. ;U.-f·tHpe in lIomestnke mine. f:.ollth Dakota, showinj,l: fillinl=: or the stope ..... ith .....r.s~c
jlrior to bcginniuj!" shrinkage SlOping. (AlLer I·:ng. and fllln. JoUr.)

FIGI.:KE 35.-('u!-smt-ftn ~tore in Lake Rhore mine, Kirk1:lnd Lake,
Ontario, showina semper USE!(I for handling ore anti \\-as!.e
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will be 100 feet. In this maDner scrapers may be used to eliminate
hand shoveling, speed up the extraction of the are, and reduce the
cost of installing chutes and waste passes.

By carrying the back of the stope at an angle from the horizontal
approximately equal to the angle of repose of the filling material,

hand shoveling may be largely eliminated for handling both the are
and the waste (fig. 37), and this method has been employed exten
sively during the past 20 years. The waste runs into place by grav
ity from the waste pass, and the are runs down into the chutes by

1206350 -32--6
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gravity. The method is a variation of the cut-and-fill method and
is commonly termed" inclined cut-and-fill" or " rill stoping." Re
cently, however, there has been a tendency to return to horizontal
cut-and-fill stoping, especially since the advent of powerful, compact,
and relatively light power scraping equipment. The reasons for
this will appear from observations that follow.

In mining base-metal ores by cut-and-fill stoping, especially if the
ores are of low grade, it is sometimes possible to break the ore from
the back of the stope directly onto the filling material. With high-

Carry flat back 5 feet toward
slope from edge of chute

First cut tapers here to
pro'o'ide sorting space

Use of safety fences Inot shown)
is standard practice in rills

1,800 It. Ie""]

grade base ores and most gold ores and with the average material
used for filling this practice is apt to result in the loss of valuable
fine-ore particles because of filtering down into the fill. Also, in
shoveling the ore from off the fill, considerable fillin/!; material may
be shoveled up with the ore. This is particularly apt to be the case
where scrapers are employed for handling the ore, which is one
disadvantage of scraping.

To keep the ore and waste separate, therefore, and prevent loss
of fine ore or contamination of the ore with waste, it is the usual
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practice to lay a plank floor on top of the fill before the are is broken
down upon it. This practice ObvIOusly adds to the cost of labor and
material in stoping. If rill stoping is employed the plank has to be
handled up and down the sloping stope floor, which adds to the dif
ficulties of the operation, and there is not much available space in
which to store the plank in the stope during filling, so that usually
it has to be hoisted or lowered from the stope and then, after the
stope is filled, lowered or hoisted back to the stope again.

One of the chief advantages of cut-and-fill stoping as compared to
shrinkage lies in the opportunity afforded for sorting out chunks of
waste in the stope, for following stringers of are back iuto the walls,
and for attacking parallel are shoots which may lie in the walls of
the main lode, without contaminating the broken are with waste.
This advantage is considerably reduced in rill stoping, since chunks
of waste will have to go down to the chutes with the are, there being
no level space upon which to throw them aside.

Another disadvantage of rill stoping is that the miners are always
working from a steeply inclined floor where footing is insecure or
can only be made secure by " staging up " with timbers; thus they can
not work as efficiently as on a horizontal floor.

The cut-and-fill method of stoping is one requiring that a fixed
cycle of operations be followed: (1) Drilling and breaking; (2)
removal of broken are from the stope, sometimes with sorting out of
waste; and (3) placing of filling. This cycle is then repeated. Such
a cycle demands that waste filling be available in the required
amounts and at given times or else the stoping operations will be
held up. This, in turn, may complicate the haulage problem, in that
the tramming of are and of waste may interfere with each other.
Sometimes sufficient waste is not available from regular development
work, and a special source of supply must be provided. This may be
from surface glory holes or gravel pits, from underground waste
stapes which may be mined by caving, or from the immediate walls
of the stapes.

Sometimes a considerable volume of waste filling may be obtained
by sorting waste from the broken are and leaving it in the stope.
Very narrow and high-grade veins are sometimes mined by "re
suing" or "stripping," ,vhich consists of breaking the wall rock
along the vein and then stripping off the are. In this system the
broken wall rock is left in the stope for filling.

In wide ore bodies transverse stopes with intervening pillars are
sometimes employed. The stapes are worked out and filled, and then
the pillars are mined out between the filled stapes. This usually
requires the sides to be timbered and lagged over as the stopes are
mined up, to prevent contamination of the are with waste when the
pillars are mined later. If the filling is somewhat plastic this may
not be necessary, however.

As stated above, the principal advantage of cut-and-fill stoping,
aside from the support afforded by the filling, is that an opportunity
is supplied to do selective mining and to sort out waste in the stapes,
which results in raising the grade of the are sent to the mill, as well
as the abilitv to follow offshoots of are into the walls and to mine
parallel are "bodies in the walls, thus completing the mining of a
given section in the first operation.
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Among the gold mines employing cut-and-fill stoping may be
mentioned: The United Eastern (now worked out); and the
Hollinger, McIntyre, and Lake Shore mines in Ontario, where this
method has been introduced recently for mining the wider are bodies,
particularly on the lower levels.

SQUARE·SET STOl'ING

The square-set stoping method is employed for mining regular or
irregular ore bodies of appreciable vertical dimension where the ore
and walls are too weak to stand without support, except over very
small spans and then only for a very limited length of time. On
account of the high cost of the method its application is limited to the
mining of relatively high-grade ores.

Althongh it is employed chiefly for stoping upward from the level,
it may also be used for stoping laterally from a raise and sometimes
for m\derhand stoping below a level.

In this method the ground is stoped in small rectangnlar blocks,
usually abont 5 by (J fcet sqnarc and 6 to 8 feet high. These blocks
are termed" sets" in common parlance, the term" set," however,
referring more properly to the timbers employed for snpporting the
excavation. As each block of ground is removed by stoping it is
timbered by a set of framed timber which serves temporarily to sup
port the surrounding ground. In ground requiring the use of the
square-set method it is nsually necessary to run in waste filling to
form a permanent support shortly after the are is removed. A com
plete set of timber consists of 4 posts, 2 caps, and 2 girts framed into
each other. (Fig. 38.) Adjoining sets are framed into the initial
set, so that for each additional set in line with the first one, 2 posts,
2 caps, and 1 girt or 2 posts, 2 girts, and 1 cap are required, the
timbers of the initial set forming one side of the adjoining set.
'Vherc two sides are already formed by previons sets only 1 post,
1 cap, and 1 girt arc required. Framing details vary with the nature
and direction of the ground pressures and the preferences of the
management. Two methods are shown at A of Figure 38.

As the stope is extended and carried up lines of sets are lagged off
at convenient intervals and kept open to serve as are passes. (See
fig. 39, which shows vertical sections of a square-set stope at the
Argonaut mine.) Chutes are installed on the level below for loading
the broken ore into cars. Wing slides or diagonals may be installed
to divert the broken ore from one line of sets to another and thus
eliminate hand shoveling as much as possible. Other lines of sets
must be kept open to serve as ladderways, to carry pipe lines, and
through which to handle timber and supplies. These are often car
ried alongside chute lines for easv access to the chute for repairs and
for opening up the chute if the ore hang-s up.

Square-set stoping may be accommodated to ore bodies of irregnlar
outline and to bodies containing irregular blocks of lean material
or waste; it is well snited to selective mining. With this method
blocks of waste ran be left in place and the are stoped from around
them. 'Vaste broken with the ore can be sorted out in the stopes and
thrown mto the gob, thus ra18mg the grade of the are sent to the mill
and saving the cost of loading, tramming, hoisting, and treating
worthless rock. By following the extraction of the are closely with
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filling of the sets, only a small amount of ground need be kept open at
a time. The disadvantages of the method are: (1) High cost per
ton mined; (2) slow rate of are extraction and low tonnage per
man-shift; (3) large amount of timber required with attendant high
cost of timber and of handling, framing, and placing timber; (4)
based on reliable accident statIstics, the highest accident-frequency
rate of any of the common stoping methods; and (5) fire hazard due
to the large amount of timber employed.

The method is used as the principal mining method at the gold
mines of the Mother lode, California, and is said to have originated
on the Comstock lode in Nevada. It was formerly the principal
method in use at Cripple Creek, but here it has largely been abolished
in favor of shrinkage stoping. At the Homestake mine, where the
are is mined by shriukage in transverse stapes 60 feet wide separated
by pillars 40 feet wide, the completed shrinkage stapes are drawn
empty and filled with waste, and the pillars are then mined by square-
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FIGURE 40.-0vprhand open-stull stope: 11., Longitudinal projection; B.
cross section on Hne X-Y

set stoping. (Fig. 33.) At the Hollinger and McIntyre mines in
the Porcupine district the method is used occasionally for mining
wide stapes in badly broken, faulted, and heavy ground and for
mining some of the floor pillars.

OPEN STOPES

Open stopes with temporary stull support are employed for mining
narrow veins of firm are with firm walls. In wide ore bodies of con
siderable vertical height the sublevel system of open stapes has been
employed successfully in gold mines. Firm are and wall rocks are
essential in either case. Open stopes may be carried upward from
the level, laterally from starting raises, or may be mined underhand
from the level downward.

Figure 40 shows an overhand open-stulled stope in a narrow vein
at a gold mine in Ontario. Depending upon the width of the vein
and the nature of the ground the level may be timbered witb regular
drift sets or with stull timbers. The back of the drift is taken down
to a height of about 12 to 15 feet and then timbered. Then, working
on top of the timbers, the are is removed by overhand stoping. Stulls
are placed as required for support of the walls and for staging on
which to work. As the stope rises, regular lines of stulls are set,
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and the sides are planked over to form ore passes. Temporary wing
slides are put in as required to divert broken ore into the ore passes,
thus avoiding hand shoveling as much as possible.

To avoid breaking the stulls and lagging, care must be taken not
to put too much burden on the holes or to blast too heavily.

Slabs of waste inadvertently broken from the walls can often be
left in the stope by planking over a few stulls as shown in the illus
tration, and areas of lean are and waste may be left unbroken. Lad
derways are maintained from level to level at intervals of about 100
feet, and air and water lines are carried therein.

Underhand open stopes may be employed in narrow veins having
a steep dip. Raises are driven through from level to level; and,
starting at the top, the are is mined out by benching downward.
Stnlls are placed as needed for snpport of the hanging wall. This
method is sometimes considerably cheaper than overhand stoping
under favorable couditions. It is essential that the walls be very

A B
y

FIGURE 41.-Sublevel stoping in moderately firm and bard ore: Lt, Longi
tudinal vertical section; B, sectlon X-Y, looking toward stope face

firm, however, since the miners are working some distance below the
exposed hanging wall. In overhand stoping the miners are working
close to the back of the stope and hanging wall so that the ground
above them can be closely inspected and tested at all times, and any
loose material can be taken down at once.

In wide are bodies on a steep dip (55 0 to 600 or more) with firm
are and wall rocks, the sublevel stoping method may be used. It is
applicable to the same conditions of ore and wall rocks as is shrinkage
stoping but is not eeonomical for mining are bodies less than about
20 to 25 feet wide on account of the high cost of stope preparation
(driving of sublevels) per ton of ore. For greater widths, however,
the method is usually cheaper than shrinkage and is to be preferred
from the standpoint of safety. This method, with its principal
variations, has been described and discussed in some detail by Jack
son." In this circular the advantages and disadvantages of the
method as compared to shrinkage and other stoping methods are
discussed, and costs are given at a number of mines employing it.

Very briefly, the most eommon practice in applying this method is
as follows. (See fig. 41.) The ore body is developed by haulage

aJackson, C. F., Mining Ore in OPf'D Stapes, Eastern and Central United States: Inf.
Cire. 6193, Bureau of Mines, 1929 (revised 1931), 36 pp.
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levels at 125 to 200 foot vertical intervals, and raises are put through
from level to level at intervals of 75 to 150 or 200 feet aloug the
strike. One of these raises is at the end of the are body or of a
stope section and serves as a starting raise for the stope. These
raises are connected by sublevels at an established sublevel interval,
usually about 20 to 30 feet vertically. Meanwhile, short raises are
put up 25 to 40 feet apart to serve as are chutes or mill holes for
drawing off the are as broken in stoping. Sometimes the bottom sub
level is used as a grizzly level, as shown in Figure 41. The tops of
the raises are belled out to form funnels.

Stoping begins at the starting raise and on the bottom sub
(usually), the are being blasted into the funnels by drilling up and
down holes. Benches are cut around the face of the stope on the
upper subs, and these are blasted into the funnels or mill holes by
drilling up and down holes in the benches, the work for each sub
being kept in advance of that on the sub above. Thus the face of
the stope is in the form of a series of slightly overhanging benches,
which are tied into the walls on either side. The miners are working
at all times under solid, undisturbed ground and close to the back.
Entrance to and retreat from the stope face are through the sub
level drifts connecting with manway raises in solid ground. The
method therefore commends itself from the standpoint of safety.

Modifications of the standard method are: (1) Carrying the stope
face vertical or even slightly sloping instead of overhanging in soft
are too weak to hold a bench; (2) mining in a series of transverse
stapes separated by pillars to be extracted later, in very wide are
bodies (the above brief description applied to longitudinal stoping) ;
and (3) increasing the sublevel interval and mining in several
benches between subs by down holes only (underhand stoping),
applicable to very firm ground.

The principal advantages of sublevel stoping as compared to
shrinkage are: (1) When once developed rapid stoping is possible,
with removal of ore as fast as broken if so desired, and with a high
production rate from each stope; (2) lower breaking cost; (3)
greater safety to the miners; (4) possible extraction of all the ore
during the first working since the walls are exposed in the open stope;
and (5) wider spacing of chutes or mill holes. As in shrinkage
stoping, some broken ore may, however, be accumulated in the open
stopes if it is desirable to maintain a reserve of broken ore.

Sublevel stoping has not been used extensively in gold mines,
probably because the method was not widely known until recently
and because the majority of gold-bearing veins have been too nar
row. It was recently substituted for shrinkage stoping in the wider
ore lenses at the Spring Hill mine in Montana.' (See fig. 7.)

It was used successfully at the Paymaster mine in Ontario until
the are became too low grade to work profitably.'

Open-stulled stopes are employed at the Empire-Star, Idaho
Maryland, and other mines in the Gmss Valley (Calif.) district in
both flat and steeply dipping veins. At the Empire mine the dip
is in general flatter than the angle of repose for the broken ore, and

? Pierce, A. L., Mining Method>; and Costs at the Spring Hill Mine, Montana Mines
Corporation, Helena, ::\font.: Inf. eire. 6402, Bureau of l\1inest 1931, 11 pp.

11 Hubbell, A. H' t Pioneer Effort to Mine Low-Grade Ore In Ontario: Eng. and Min.
Jour" vol. 126, Nov. 10 and Nov. 17, 1928, pp. 74Q.-745, 785-788.
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FIGURE 43.-Tom Reed mill and built-up tailings poud, Outmfln, :\r17;., Ol:tober, 1931
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FIGl.:"RE H.-Kirkland Lake, Ontario, showing Lake Shore mine plant in center, Teck·I-1uJlhes lind Kirkland Lake Gold t\lines shllft houses In bllckgrounrl Lo the west, lind tnilinC's
disposal in Kirkt:md Lake at extreme ri~ht: 1, Teck-1:lughes south shllft; f, Kirkland Lake Gold Mines (Ltd.); 8, Totk·lillghes central shaft; 4, Teck-Hughes mill; .:, Lake
Bhore mill; 6, No, 3 shaft, Lake Shore mine
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the ore is transferred from the stope to the level by go-devils (two
small cars, the upper ends of which are connected by a wire rope
passing over a triple block equipped with a brake, the loaded car
going down pulling the empty one Up).

At the Sixteen to One mine in the Alleghany district, California,
the same method of mining is employed in a flat vein, power scrapers
being utilized instead of go-devils to transfer the broken ore to the
levels.

For drift mining in buried placer deposits open-stulled stopes are
employed. These deposits are flat, and the ore is shoveled directly
into cars at the stope face. Bowlders are often abundant in the
gravel; and these are thrown back or built into walls, in which event
they may furnish some support to the back. Room-and-pillar or
longwall-face mining is usually employed with temporary support
in the form of props or stulls.

CAVING METHODS

SO far as known, none of the typical sublevel or block caving
methods of mining have becn employed in gold mines of North
America. At the Alaska-Juneau mine, however, a wholesale non
selective method of mining is followed which has sometimes been
classified as a caving method.' The authors prefer to class this as
a modified-shrinkage or forced-caving method. "Vith this method
the stopes are kept partly filled with broken ore; but, instead of
drilling and blasting the back from the top of the broken ore, the
ore is broken by large charges of explosive, averaging 4,000 pounds
in weight, placed in powder drifts driven from a series of stope
raises. (See fig. 42.)

At the Homestake nline a large tonnage of ore has been mined by
caving the upper portions of the ore body, which had been mined
by open stopes and square-set stopes in the early days, leaving much
ore behind in pillars. 1O The caving is not a systematic operation
here, but raises are driven up from lower levels to come under the
old pillars. From the tops of these raises the ground is weakened
by enlargement around the raise until the ground starts to cave. As
it caves it breaks up, falls into the raises, and is drawn off below into
cars. Usually a grizzly chamber is built at each raise a short dis
tance above the level where the chunks are broken up and put
through a grizzly before passing to the chute.

STOPING COSTS

Table 9 gives some typical stoping costs per ton at a number of
gold mines in the United Stutes und Canada. The wide variations
m costs are due principally to the varying characteristics of the ore
bodies, the nature of the ground, the size of the ore shoots and the
interval between them, the grade of the ore, the method of stoping
which depends on these charactertistics, und the rate of output. The
location of the mines and costs of supplies and power, wage scale

l
etc., also affect the costs. These costs are taken from Bureau 01
Mines information circulars, annual reports of mining companies,
the technical press, and special communications.

9 Bradley, P. R., Mining .Methods and Costs, Alaska-Junpau Gold MinIng Co., Juneau,
Alaska: Inf. Cire. 6186, 1929, J 8 pp.

'0 Jackson, Charles F .• Shrinkage Stoping: Inf. Cire. 6293, Bureau of Mines, 1930,
pp. 1&-22.
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Although the costs are given on the per ton of ore basis it is im
portant to remember that a low cost per ton of ore may not give a
low cost per ounce of gold. This may be due to a low grade of ore
which is beyond the control of the operator, or to the mining method
employed. Thus a low cost per ton method may result in high dilu
tion with waste due to sloughing of the walls, or the method may be
one which does not permit the leaving in place of waste inclusions
in the ore body. Again, a low-cost method may be wasteful in itself
or, if carelessly practiced, may result in leaving considerable valuable
ore behind. Thus the cost per ton is not in itself a measure of the
efficiency of an operation but must be considered with the character
of the deposit, the nature of the walls, the per cent of recovery of the
total valuable ore in the deposit, and the effect of dilution, which
increases costs of handling and of milling.

\
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FIGURE 42.-Metnod of staplng, Alaska-Juneau mine

TABLE 9.-Typical stoping costs at gold 1ninc8 in the United States and Canada 1

Average Cost per
ton fordaily stapingtonnage only

110,000 $0.122
4,100 1.143

260 2.439
230 1.610

175 1.072
900 1. 710
315 1. 275
250 2.318

140 1.620

Staping method

Shrinkage _

Mine and period covered

Alaska-Juneau, Alaska; 1928 Modified shrinkage or forced caving__
Homestake, South Dakota; 1929 Shrinkage, caving, and square-setting.
Argonaut, Camaraia; 1 month, 1929 Square-set stoping ._..
Elkoro, Nevada; 1930. Shrinkage _
Spring Hill, Montana; Aug. I, 1929, to

T~~~il~g~:~ontario;-i iiia"o tl1: -ig-ig-_~~ ~ ~ : : ~g~i~k:~:toPing and sh~i_~~~~~~~~-_-_ ~ - -
Vipond, Ontario; year ended July 31, 193L do _
Sylvanite, Ontario; 3 months, 1930 Sbrinkage and open-stulled stopes-----
Kirkland Lake Gold, Ontario; 1 month,

1930 . . __

I po not include haUlage, hoisting, and surface costs. I.Approximate.
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Table 10 gives some costs per ton in units of labor (man-hours per
ton), explosives, and timber for stoping at gold mines.

'l'ABLE 10.~Stoping costs per fon in units at la-bar, timber, an-d supplies

Explo-
Staping sive con-

Average labor, sump- Timber per
Mine and period cDvClred Staping method daily man- tion,

tOIl for
tonnage bours pounds stopingpo< per ton

tOll fo,
staping

Ala.ska-Jun6llu, Alaska; 1928 __ Modified shrinkage 0' 10,000 0.086 0.340

Eomestake,
forced caving.

South Dakota; 6 Shrinkage, caving, 3nd 4,100 • 675 .503 4.44 bd. ft•
months, 1929. square-setting,

Argonaut, California; 1 month, Square-set stoping______ 260 2.401 --------
1929.

Elkoro, Nevada; 1930_____________ Shrinkage. --------------- 150 1.373 1. 239 0.852 lin. ft.;
1.355 bd. ft.

Spring Hill, Montana; Aug. 1, Sublevel staping and 175 1.081 .875 0.385 bd. ft.
1\12\l, to Apr. 30, 1930. shrinkage.

Vipond, Ontario; year ended July Shrinkage___ ------- 315 1.176 1. 050
31, 1930.

Teck-Hughes, Ontario; 1 month, _____ do________
------- ---- 000 1. 517 2.100 3.87 bd. ft.

1929.
Lake Shore, Ontario; 1929_________ _____ do________ ------------ 1,400 .668 .830 1.67 bd. ft. l ;

0.59 lin. ft.
lagging.

Sylvanite, Ontario; 192\l --------- Shrinkage and open-stull 250 1. 700 2. 270 0.864.1

Kirkland I,ake Gold,
stopes.

Ontario; 1 Shrinkage___ ----------_.- 140 1.450 2.540 1.75 bd. ft.
month, 1930.

1 Includes development.

COST OF MINING LODE-GOLD ORES

As outlined in the preceding pages, a number of factors influence
the cost of exploration, development, stoping, handling, and trans
port of ore and other items that comprise the total mining cost.

Since mining is pursued to make a profit, that balance between
capital investment, operating cost (including milling), per cent ex
traction of total ore in the deposit, and rate of working out the de
posit which will return the greatest profit from the enterprise is
the aim sought. Upon these considerations the policy of manage
ment should be based. Generally speaking, a rapid rate of ore ex
traction will usually result in the greatest over-all profit. A high
production rate can be used to write off the capital investment and
interest charges thereon quickly and will result in low operating
costs. It may result, however, in losses of ore and the jeopardizing
of the mine by crushing and subsidence, with attendant high mining
and maintenance costs, if carried to extremes.

MANAGEMENT POLICY

The policy of a given management may be to develop and mine
out the deposit rapidly, maintaining the grade of the ore extracted at
an approximate predetermined minimum, leaving material in the
ground on which a doubtful or only small profit can be expected,
and employing a plant capacity that will require a minimum capital
outlay for the purpose of obtaining a maximum quick profit. In
some instances this would be justified. In other instances the ma-
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terial of marginal value under a small output program may be in
sufficient quantity that a larger plant and production rate, with
attendant lower operating and overhead costs, would yield a good
rate of profit and result in greater over-all profit for the project.

In determining the policy for a gold-mining entcrprise the factors
differ somewhat from those in the mining of base-metal ores. In
the latter instance the factors are more variable. Thus, material
which is of marginal value during the planning of the project may,
with increasing prices for the metals, yield a good profit by the time
ore extraction and treatment begin; or, conversely, what was orig
inally estimated as are (material which can be mined and treated
at a profit) may, due to a fall in prices, become marginal material 01'

definitely of too low grade to work. The grade of are which it is
profitable to mine may thus fluctuate from time to time during the
life of the base-metal mine. Operating costs may either even off, to
some extent, the peaks and valleys of these fluctuations or enhance
them, depending on conditions. Due to direct reduction in costs of
labor and material and increased efficienC,)' of labor during periods
of low prices the reduction in prices receIved for the mine product
may be partly or entirely offset by reduced operating costs. On the
other hand, increases in costs due to curtailment in production rate
may, tit such times, more than offset these savings and the fluctua
tions in the marginal grade of ore become more pronounced. Im
pro\Tements in mining practices, ore dressing, and metallurgical
methods make lower grades of are profitable.

EFFECT OF ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

Gold mmmg, as previously pointed out, occupies a somewhat
different and unique situation, since the final product-gold-has
a fixed dollar value and is relatively stable, although its purchasing
power varies. A notable exception was during and following the
World War, when, due to increased prices of labor and commodities,
the purchasing power of gold fell so rapidly that many gold mines
were forced to close down or operate at little, if any, profit. The
reverse situation exists at present, when depreciation of some cur
rencies, as those of Great Britain and Canada, has caused the value
of gold as measured by these currencies to be greater than normal,
thus decreasing costs and increasing the amollnt of currency received
for the product and increasing the profits.

The effect of an economic depression on the cost of gold mining
is probably not as great as it is popularly supposed to be. During
the present period (1930--31) wages at gold mines have not been re
duced in the United States and Canada, except that, as pointed out
above in the case of Canada, the value of the Canadian dollar has
depreciated in terms of gold. It is true, however, that the efficiency
of mine labor is increased, because labor is more plentiful. What this
increased efficiency amounts to in per cent of total costs would be
?iffic~l~ to estimate. On the other hand, materials and supplies used
m mmmg account for, roughly, only about 25 per cent of the total
production cost-mining, milling, taxes, and overhead. Even a 25
per. cent reduction in the average cost of materials and supplies,
whICh would be large, would then only reduce the total production
cost 6%, pel' cent.
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OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Altruism and patriotism seldom enter into calculations in conduct
ing a mining enterprise. However, it may be argued that the delib
erate mining of gold ore of marginal value is warranted on these
grounds, particularly during periods of economic depression, when
the mining of such ore may supply employment and at the same time
increase the amount of gold in the country, so adding its bit to the
return of prosperity. This policy may, in the case of gold mines, be
followed in some instances without any real loss, although there
may be no direct profit therefrom.

The foregoing discussion is offered to show that costs per ton and
per ounce of gold are affected not only by physical characteristics
of the ore deposits, the grade of the ore, and the mining and milling
methods and practices but also by the management policy and
economic conditions.

OPERATING FACTORS

In considering the costs per ton of mining as presented in Table
11 it is obvious that so many factors are involved that a comparison
of costs as between different mines is illogical. Furthermore, dif
ferences in accounting methods employed by the several mines make
it impossible to set up the costs on an exactly comparable basis. The
table merely indicates how and between what limits the mining costs
may vary under different conditions of ore occurrence, rate of de
velopment, and production and management policy.

DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Especial note should be made of the development costs. It is
obvious that the size of the ore bodies, their mode of occurrence,
and the distance between the various ore shoots will have a marked
effect upon development costs. It is also dear that temporary cessa
tion of development would, in some of the mines, greatly decrease the
mining cost for a time, though if continued it would result in deple
tion of the ore reserves and their ultimate exhaustion. On the other
hand, a vigorous development campaign carried on at the expense
of ore extraction may cause development charges to be abnormally
high for a time. At some time in their history most gold mines
face the necessity of such campaigns to build up ore reserves and
prolong the life of the operations. An ideal balance between devel
opment and ore-extraction rate is seldom easy to achieve, hut it
,hould be the aim to strike a suitable balance between ore extraction,
ore reserves, and the financial position of the company. If develop
ment is allowed to lag the company may suddenly find itself without
ore reserves and with a depleted treasury at the same time. Assum
ing that there are good possibilities of finding further ore a company
in this situation may nevertheless be unable to prosecute explora
tion. If, however, the ore possibilities are exhausted it is well to
find this out far enough ahead of time to permit ultimate abandon
ment of the mine with the least possible loss.

The variations in development costs in Table 11 are thus due
largely to the type of ore occurrence and size of the ore bodies but
in some instances may be ascribed to the position of the mine as
regards ore reserves during the period for which the costs are given.
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STOPING COSTS

Stoping costs depend principally upon the size and dip of the
are bodies and the strength and hardness of the are and wall rocks,
which, in turn, determine the stoping method employed. Thus,
where these conditions demand the use of square-set stoping, costs
are bound to be high. On the Mother lode in California the im
mediate walls are very heavy and slough off upon exposure to the
atmosphere, necessitating immediate support with heavy timbers
following excavation of even a small volume of are. In the quartz
veins of this district, which exhibit ribbon structure, the central
portion is often composed of friable quartz, with hard banded quartz
on the sides and soft slate, much contorted and shattered, forming
the immediate walls.

At the opposite extreme is the Alaska-Juneau type of deposit,
where nonselective mining on a large scale by means of modified
shrinkage and forced caving of large blocks permits low stoping
costs.

Where it is necessary to sort out much waste in the stapes the cost
is greatly increased. On the other hand, overbreaking the vein in
mining, by which considerable wall rock is included with the are,
may lower the cost per ton mined, but it also lowers the grade of the
are and increases the cost per ounce of gold and thus the cost per
dollar of product. Therefore, the mine having a high stoping cost
per ton of are may have a lower stoping cost per ounce of gold than
one with a lower cost per ton of ore, even thoup:h the grade of the are
in the veins may be the same. In some of the veins in the Grass
Valley district, California, the pay streak is narrow; but in breaking
it down in the stapes barren or very low-grade material often breaks
away to the hanging wall, the thickness of this material sometimes
being several times that of the pay streak.

In thin, flat-Iyinp: are bodies it is often necessary to employ
scrapers or go-devils to move the are from the stapes to the haulage
levels. In some instances this may add considerably to the stoping
costs, although either of these methods would be cheaper than re
peated shoveling by hand.

In shrinkage stoping the rate of breaking may either exceed con
siderably or be much lower than the rate of drawing and hoisting,
thus correspondingly increasing or decreasing the costs per ton of
ore hoisted, for a time, as compared to the average costs.

The characteristics of the deposit are often such that there is little
if any choice as to the stoping method to be employed. In other in
stances there may be a choice between two or more methods, and the
selection of that best suited to the deposit is a matter of the utmost
importance, requiring thorough knowledge of ground support and of
all the factors involved. Once the general method has been selected
the details thereof and the skill and efficiency with which it is applied
will have an important bearing on the costs.

RATE OF PRODUCTION

The rate of production will influence the development and stoping
costs per ton to a small extent and the haulage and hoisting costs
to a somewhat greater extent, but will reflect principally upon the
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fixed overhead eharges per ton. In Table 11 such costs as pumping,
surveying, sampling and assaying, miscellaneous materials and sup
plies, and prorated office and supervision charges are included in
the column headed General.

COST DATA

The data in Table 11 are not as voluminous as might be desired;
but some companies, especially those in which the stock is closely
held, do not publish their costs. The figures given, however, indicate
the general range of mining costs per ton at producing lode-gold
mines in the Vnited States and Canada, including the lowest known
costs of which any record is available.

The costs at the Big Indian mine" are out of line with those for
the other mines listed, both as to date and mining method, but they
are given as a matter of general interest.

With the exception of the data on the United Eastern mine the
figures cover comparatively short periods, and may include some
times of abnormal or of subnormal expenditures for exploration and
mine development or those during which the rate of breaking and
the rate of drawing were considerably different. The data for the
United Eastern mine have exceptional interest in that they cover
the entire life of t\1e mine. These data have been taken from
Moore," who has given the costs at this property in much greater
detail.

Table 12 gives some mining costs in units of labor, materials, and
power.

TABLE It.-Underground casts per ton of ore at lode-gold mme8

Direct mining cost pcr ton of ore milled

Mine and period covered Mining method Devel-
opment HaUl-

and Stoping age and General Total
expIo- hoisting
ration

2.78

2.983
3.2154

1.945

3.991

.2136 2.3257

-""
,4776

.519

.3201 $0. 1911 1.7839

2.439,165

, 1299 1. 1428

. 1808 1. 4537

Sublevel stoping and shrink- ,377 1. 072 . 131 _365
age.

Shrinkage and cut-and-fill _
_____ do ~.4239 1.93491 .83351 •. 0231

Shrinkage__ ___ . . .728 1.275 .629 ,148

___IShrinkage, c!l.ving, and
square-setting.

1930_ Square-setting, c<1.ving, some
shrinkage.

Square-.set stoping

Modifiedshrinkageorforced $0.0611 $0.1219 $0.1136 $0.2966
cRving.1930 do . ._. . __ . .2869

Homestake, South Dakota:1929 _

Argonaut, California; 1 month,
1929.

Elkoro,Nevada;1930 Shrinkageandcut-and-filL_ 1.298 1.610 .416 .701 4.025
United Eastern, Arizona; Jan- Cut-and-fiIL .518 3.073 ,275 ,537 4.403

uary, 1917, to May, 1925.
Spring Hill, Montana; Aug. I,

1929, to Aug. I, 1930.
Hollinger, Ontario; 1930 _
McIntyre, Ontario; year ended

Mar. 31, 1931.
Vipond, Ontario; year ended July

31, 1930.

.. Figure~ for Alasb-Juneau based upon tons of raw ore. At this mine only about one-half the tonnage
is actually milled, the balance being sorted ont as waste before going to the mill proper.

~ Total development and exploration cost $0.9146, including prorated transportation and pumping which
in the table are included under Haulage and hoisting and General.

< Pumping.

Alaska-Juneau," Alaska:
1928_~ _

11 McIntosh, Colin, Big Indian Mine: Min. and Sci. Prpss, vol. 87, 1003, pp. 236-237.
12 Moorel,,~Roy W., ~.1ining Methods and Record:; at the United Eastern Mille; Trans.

Am. Inet, Min, and Met, Eng., vol. 76, 1928, pp, 5&--02.
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TABLE l1.-Undergrounil cost per ton of ore at lode-gold mincs--Continued

Direct mining cost per ton of ore milled

Mine and period covered Mining method Devel-
opment Haul·

and Stoping age and General Total
explo. hoisting
ration

-------·I------~I----------
Shrinkage and cut-aDd-filL. d1.403 '2.448

Shrinkage. .•• d1.18 '2.42

Shrinkage and open-shilled 11. 229
stapes.Shrinkage dl. 34

Shrinkage and open-stulled h 1. 072
stapes.

Shrinkage___________ 2.87

________________ 3.851

-------- -------.i 3.60

.641 . 397 i~4. 585

_ : 2.81
-i~023-- : 4.021

Lake Shore, Ontario; year ended
June 30, 1931.

Teck-Hughes, Ontario; year
ended Aug. 31, 1931.

Sylvanite. Ontario; October, No-
vember, December, 1930.

Dome, Ontario; 9 months, 19~'-__
Wright-Hargreaves, Ontario; 1930.

Kirkland Lake Gold, Ontario; 1
month, 1929.

Big Indian, Montana; 1903 _

I
.:~ :~8
1. 926

I 1. 62

Opencut -.------------------ 1 _

1.61 .66 i 6.76

.208

d Probably Includes a prorated charge for haulage and hoisting.
• Includes haulage and hoisting and general.
f Plus $0.930 shaft sinking.
g $5.515, including shaft.
I> After deducting $0.975 advance development (excess tons developed over tons mined).

'l' ....BW; 12.-Underyround costs in units of labor, material, ana power

Costs in units of labor, materials, and
power per ton

Man-hours Materials and power

Mine and period :r.nning method

D,- Total Tim-

vel- Stop- under- Explo- """ Power,
sive~ feet orop- ing ground poun board kw.-h.

ment labor f""t
--- ---------

Alaska-Juneau, Alaska; 1928____ Modified shrinkage or forced {~.030 10.065 10.159 } 0.400 0 1.61caving. 2.048 J.086 ~ . 266
TIomostake, South Dakota; Shrinkage, caving, and .0489 .675 1. 161 .753 34.87 10.00

(\ months, 1929. square-setting.
{" '" }Argonaut, California; 1 month, Square.setting and filling ____ .2Il6 2. 401 4.168 1.010 1.705 "''''1929.

2.229'{3;~:Eikoro, Nevada; 1930__________ Shrinkage and some cut-and- 1.179 1.373 3. 2!19 10.92
filL

1.2621 !. 385Spring Hill, Montana; Aug. 1, Sublevel stoping and shrink- .250 1. OSI 1.004 10.43
1929, to Apr. 30, 1930. , age.

Central Eureka, California;
I::::7:ting,,~fill:g:::: ------ -._--- 4.538 1. 0101' 25. 78 86.00

September. 1930.
Kirkland Lake district, On· .151 1.312 ",SO :::1;,::: 19.56

tana; mme No.1, 1929.
Do., mine No.2; 1929_________J Shrinkageandeut-and-filL __ .845 .668 1.858 }-------
Do., mine No.3; 1929__________ 1 Shrinkage and open-stulled --...- ------ 3.3.59 ~860i l~:~~ --------

stopes.
Kirkland Lake Gold; June, I Shrinkage________ ~••~.______ 2.60 1. 45 ass 4. 7:"'1 ' 4.23 84.15

1930. C42 }Vipond. Ontario; year ended _____do____________ •__________ .424 1.176 2.826 1.78

1

':70 28.00
July 31, 1930.

porcupine district, Ontario, Shrinkage and cllt-and-fiil ___ .320 1.630 2.700 1.277 • 1. 39 20.81
mine No.2; 1929.

1 Underground crew only.
~ All Jabor charged to mining.

3 Board feet.
, Linear feet.



Part 3.-GOLD MILLING

Comprehensive treatment of the subject of gold mining requires
some discussion of the milling of the ores, since the mining and the
milling operations are nearly always mutually interdependent, and
at most properties efficient and economic operation of both mine and
mill is essential to the success of the undertaking as a whole. Gold
mining is, in one sense, unique among metal-mIning enterprises in
that a more or less refined product is usually produced at the mine.'
Long shipments of orc or concentrates between successive steps in
processing are tlie exception rather than the rule, and the entire
cycle of operations is generally conducted under the same manage
ment. Some gold ores are still shipped to custom mills for treat
ment; but these usually come from small mines, leasing operations,
or mines in the development stage. The heyday of the custom gold
mill has practically passed. A small amount of gold is also pro
duced from ores which are shipped direct to smelters, where they
sometimes command a premium because of their beneficial character
in the charge as siliceous fluxing agents.

As previously stated, the fact that a product of high value and
small bulk can be produced at the mine, often by a relatively simple
milling process, is largely responsible for the successful operation
of g'old mines in remote and inhospitable regions, where costs of
transportation and fuel wonld bc too great to permit exploitation of
Lase-metal ores of equal dollar value.

Only the broader aspects of gold milling will be touched upon
herein. The discussion will be as brief as clarity will permit and
will deal chiefly with application of the principal methods and the
factors that affect operations. Detailed treatment of the subject
from the standpoint of the phvsics and chemistry involved, equip
ment used, and operating technique, as well as descriptions of indi
vidual operations, may be found in the references.

TYPES OF ORES

From the milling standpoint gold ores may be grouped as follows:
1. High-grade ores suitahle for shipment to smelters or for treatment by

direct refinery methods without intermediate concentration.
2. Free-milling or amalgamating ores in \vbieh most of the gold may be

amalgamated with mercury" after suitable grinding and without roasting,
leaching, or other auxiliary treatment.

3. Nonamalgamating ores, which, because of intimate association of the gold
with pyrite, antimony, or arsenic, combination with tellurium, rusty oxide
coatings, or the presence of graphite or greasy substances, must be subjected
to treatment by other methods than amalgamation.

4. Ores that will yield part of their gold content by amalgamation but have
to undergo additional treatment by other methods to give a satisfactory over
all recovery. Most ores belong to this class, although the distinction between
ores of this character and those of the preceding and following groups is more
often based on economic rather than physical considerations.

1 This statement applies with equal force to the quicksilver industry, however.
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5. Ores that contain small amounts of amalgamable gold, with most of the
gold in other forms, carrying, in addition, secondary amounts of base metals
which are worth the expense of recovery.

6. Highly siliceous ores, often of low grade, which are salable under certain
(.'onditions to lead or copper smelters for use as flux. They may command a
premium for their fluxing value over and above the value of their contained
gold.

7. Base-metal ores in which the gold has minor or secondarY value. These
contribute heavily to total production, but since they are milled in plants
designed primarily to recover other metals there is no need to consider them
further here.

8. Placer gold. Recovery of metal from this type of material has been
touched upon in nn earlier section. Amalgamation is generally resorted to for
treating placer material, the gold having been concentrated by natural agencies.

BRIEF OUTLINE OF HISTORY AND PRINCIPLES OF GOLD MILUNG

Many processes for the reduction of gold from its ores have been
conceived, but few have achieved commercial success. The property
possessed by mercury of readily amalgamating with gold has long
been known and was utilized by the ancients in recovering gold from
placers and lode ores. Until the latter part of the ninet"enth
century amalgamation, chlorination, and direct smelting were the
usual practices; but panning or sluicing, followed by laborious pick
ing of the nuggets and colors from the heavy concentrates by hand
has always been employed to some extent in crude operations.

Various processes have been utilized for the extraction of gold by
converting it to the chloride. Of these the Plattner process, now
nearly obsolete, had quite a vogue in the eighties and nineties in
California, where it was introduced in 1857, and at the Alaska
Treadwell mine. The ore was roasted, charged to vats, and treated
with chlorine gas or a solution of chlorine in water. The gold
chloride formed was then washed into other vats, and the solution
was treated with ferrous sulphate to precipitats the gold. The
barrel process, similar in principle to the Plattner method, involved
treatment in revolving cylinders. It was popular before the nineties
in Australia, Colorado, and South Dakota, but gave way to the
cyanide process early in the nineties.

The volatilization process involved roasting of the ore with salt
(sodium chloride), the gold and silver being volatilized and recov
ered in scrubbing towers or burlap filters sprayed with water or in
bag houses. It was tried in Arizona in 1906 but was soon abandoned
because of difficulties in recovering the fume. Later experimental
work by the Bureau of Mines 2 has shown that gold can be rather
completely volatilized and recovered in Cottrell fume treaters. Tests
of Black Hills gold ores and complex ore from Nevada gave encour
aging results.

The cyanide process is based on the work of MacArthur and the
Forrests, begun in 1886. It involves leaching of gold and silver from
alkaline pulps with dilute solutions of sodium or potassium cyanide.
The gold is dissolved as the double cyanide of sodium or potassium
and IS precipitated from the clear pi'egnant solution by means of
zinc dust or shavings. Increased knowledge of the chemistry of the

2 Varley, Thomas, Barrett, E. P., Stevenson, C. C., and Bradford, Robert II., The
Chloride Volatilization Proce66 of Ore Treatment: Bull. 211, Bureau of Mines, 1923,
\)9 pp.
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process, supplemented by great advances in the physical and me
chanical methods of treatment, have so greatly enhanced its utility
that cyanidation is now widely employed for extracting gold from
its ores. In fact, cyanidation and amalgamation are now recognized
as the wet methods of greatest importance and with smelting account
for practically all the bullion recovered from lode ores.

Concentration by gravity methods or, more recently, by flotation,
is often done before the material is subjected to final smelting or
cyanide treatment to recover the gold as bullion.

FACTORS AFFECTING CHOICE AND OPERATION OF MILLING
METHODS

In devising a flow sheet for the treatment of a particular ore many
factors must be considered and evaluated in their proper proportions.
Outstanding among these are the character of the ore, the probable
daily tonnage to be handled, the estimated life of the enterprise, the
amount of capital whieh can be counted on, and the available supply
of water. Other factors which demand consideration and mayor
may not be of InajaI' importance, depending on local conditions, are:
Geographie location, [Lltitude, and clim[Lte; transport[Ltion facilities
and costs; cost of supplies; availability, kind, and cost of fuel and
power; abund[Lnee, effieieney, and honesty of labor; politic[L1 condi
tions; Government regulations, and commercial affiliations; cost of
construction; royalties on the use of certain processes or equipment;
and general economic conditions.

The various factors which influence the choice [Lnd operation of
milling methods are discussed below. Their relative importance in
any specific instance must, of course, be determined in the light of
whatever combination of conditions prevails at the property in
question.

CHARACTER OF ORE

The character of the ore must be investigated with regard to its
grade or riehness, the uniformity of its tenor, the coarseness of the
gold, and its mineral assoeiations.

GRADE

The grade of ore has a marked influence on the design of milling
plants. Ores of very low value per ton can usually be successfully
exploited only when treated on a large scale in plants of large
capacity. The Alaska-Juneau project is the classic example of
successful milling of extremely low-grade ores.' Heavy capital ex
penditures are necessary for the construction and operation of large
plants. Higher-grade ores require smaller plants and less initial
capital per dollar of output, except where the ore is of a refractory
nature and a complex I expensive treatment is unavoidable. Ex
tremely rich material, such as the "specimen" gold mined from
pockets or bonanzas in some veins, is usually treated in the mill re
finery or shipped to smelters.' In general, the higher the grade of

3 Bradley, ·P. R.. Milling Practice at the Alaska-Juneau Concentrator: Inf. eire. 6236,
Bureau of Mines, 1930, 16 pp.
~Young, G. J.~ Gold-Ore MinIng and Milling: Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 132, Sept. 14,

1931, PP. 195--1lt9.
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ore treated the wider the margin of profit per ton for mills of ap
proximately equal metallurgical efficiency handling ores of otherwise
similar characteristics.

Conversely, then, with higher-grade ore, milling may show a profit
even though simpler, cheaper methods are used which yield less com
plete extraction. This fact has been, and in some instances still is, re
,ponsible for the loss of much gold in the tailings. In former years,
such losses were often unavoidable because of the imperfections in
the art of gol<! milling. At present, however, gold metallurgy is
far more efficient than it was 2;') or 50 years ago, and poor recoveries
in the treatment of high-grade are may generally be ascribed to a
lack of funds sufficient to install an adequate and proper plant or
to an attitude of indifference to the high tailings assays as long as
good dividends are being paid. In many such instances the invest
ment in an additional plant to recover part of the gold lost to the
tailings would yield a good return.

UNIFORMITY OF TExon

Uniformity in the grade of ore is important. Mills treating ores
of reasonably constant characteristics are the simplest to design and
operate and give the most efficient results. Erratic assays in the
hea"ds usually result in erratic mill performance. Sudden increases
in value may cause high tailings losses before changes in the mill
routine can be made to offset them. In cyanide plants the whole
procedure is thrown out of gear by such fluctuations. Higher-grade
ores containing coarse gold require longer periods of agitation.
Amalgamation, where applicable, is best suited to cope with variable
grades of the ore. Large mines are able to control the grade of ore
milled to some extent, or at least to prevent sharp fluctuations from
day to day by proportioning the amounts stoped from different parts
of the mine, and gradual chanlies in the nature of the ore mined can be
paralleled by gradual modincation of milling practice. At small
properties, however, these fluctuations may be serious factors in the
mill operation or management policy. In one rather extreme in
stance-the Alleghany district of California-the values are so erratic
within the vein that the company sometimes operates at a loss for
several months between periods when good profits are made.' Under
such conditions ample financial reserves to provide for continuous
operation during periods when the grade of are is low are essential to
over-all profitable operation.

SIZE OF PARTICLES

The size of the gold particles in the ore often greatly influences
the methods of treatment used. If coarse free gold is present the
method must be adapted to recover the gold in its coarse condition,
since grinding will not greatly reduce such a soft and malleable
metal. In the hest practice, amalgamation plates or stationary tahles
with hlankets or riffles are frequently employed to catch coarse gold;
if the material is cyanided without prior amalgamation longer leach
ing periods (in sand leaching) or a greater amount of agitation (in
slime treatment) are necessary for complete solution of the gold. In

5 Young, G. J., work cited.
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either caSe, the result is decreased daily capacity or increased plant
installation, with higher operating costs. Prolonged grinding may
offset these effects somewhat by flattening the gold partIcles and thus
increasing the area exposed to solvent action. In some instances
grinding III cyanide solution and passing the pulp over amalgamation
plates before the usual cyanide treatment period have proved bene
ficial, but care must bc used to keep the plates well covered with
mercury to prevent the cyanide from attacking the copper in them.
On the other hand, many operators have found that the use of amal
gamation ahead of cyanidation precludes the possibility of grinding
in cyanide solution, which is a disadvantage, in that a longer leaching
period is then requirclI or more agitation capacity must be provided.
~n general, where appreciable amounts of coarse free gold are present
III the ore it is good practicc to amalgamate this gold before further
treatment by other methods.

If the gold occurs in very small particles the are must be finely
ground to unlock the values. The limits to which fine grinding
should proceed are governed by a comparison betwen the additional
recovery and the inc)'pased cost. For cyanidation, it is often nec
essary to expose only part of the gold, since solutions attacking
the exposed portions will dissolve their way into the inclosing
gangue. Thus, for ores in which the fine gold is inclosed in quartz
and must be largely frecd by grinding before it is rccoverable on
amalgamating plates 01' by flotation, cyaniding may give a satisfac
tory extraction from less finely ground middlings and in such cases
may prove to be the best method from the standpoint of grinding
costs alone. If, however, the fine gold is closely intergrown with
sulphides flotation trcatment may be desirable for yielding a good
recovery with much lower grinding expense than direct cyanidation.
If the gold is mostly in a findy divided state in the are, so that slim
ing (very fine grinding) is necessary to liberate it, cyanidation is
doubtless the best method of treatment, provided the are does not
carry substances which inhibit dissolution of the gold or cause foul
ing of solntions and destruction of cyanide. In some ores of this
kind, however, the finely divided gold is largely contained in sul
phides which can be concentrated at relatively coarse sizes by flo
tation, thus permitting the discard of a large part of the gangue
before finer grinding and further treatment of the concentrate by
cyanidation are undertaken.

MINER~\L ASSOCIATIONS

The nature of mineral associations in gold ores is perhaps the most
important factor in the selection of treatment methods. Certain
substances which are sometimes present may, by causing poor ex
traction or high costs, rule out of consideration a treatment process
which would otherwise be attractive or compel the use of certain ex
pensive steps which ordinarily are not necessary. The effects of
the most common minerals that have a modifying influence on
methods or on results are discussed below.

PYRITE

Pyrite is generally present in unoxidized gold ores and nearly
always cantams some gold values in intimate mechanical mixture.
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Complete liberation of the gold from this mineral would nearly
always entail very fine grinding and consequent high costs, and
even then the gold particles would sometimes retain a surface film
of sulphide sufficient to prevent amalgamation of all the gold. It
is a safe generalization that orcs containing much vein pyrite will
not yield a satisfactory percentage of their gold by amalgamation
alone but must be treated further by gravity concentration or flo
tation or by cyanidation. In many ores the sulphides carry so
great a proportion of the total gold that the best all-round results
are obtained by straight cyanidation or, in some recent plants, by
flotation. Where flotation is employed it may be followed by cyan
idation of the concentrates, of the tailings, or of both, or by smelting
of the concentrates.

OTHER SULPHIDES

Other sulphides of base metals may have the same effects as pyrite,
inasmuch as gold may be locked up in them in an intimate mechan
ical association. They all exhibit a slight tendency to foul mercury,
but in most gold ores the sulphides are not sufficiently abundant to
cause much trouble of this kind, except, in some instances, those of
antimony, arsenic, and to some extent bismuth. Base-metal sul
phides may be partly oxidized before being mined or may undergo
more or less oxidation while lying broken in stopes and bms. As a
result, the mill feed may contain enough partly oxidized material to
seriously interfere with operations; that is, in addition to the acid~

liberated by the breakdown of the original sulphides, the ore will
contain soluble sulphides, as well as ferrous and other soluble sul
phates which are deleterious to cyanide solutions. The mineral pyr
rhotite (FenSn,,) is very slowly dissolved by cyanide solutions, with
resultant consumption of cyanide, and is also injurious owing to its
power of absorbing oxygen. Sulphide minerals of the base metals
are not often abundant enough in gold ores to be worth saving.
Some sulphide ores which carry rather high values in gold, as at
Rouyn, Quebec, are mined and milled principally for their content
of copper or other base metals and in normal times yield gold as a
by-product of secondary value. In this bulletin these ores are not
classed as gold ores and will not be considered further. Occasion
ally, however, the presence of base metals in the ore has modified the
method of treatment simply because these metals, although small in
amount, are worth savina as a source of some additional revenue.
Arsenic was recovered f::'om gold ores at the Nickel Plate and at
other mines. At the Alaska-Juneau mill part of the gold is associ
ated with lead in the concentrates; here, the lead is present in the
ore as mined to the extent of only a fraction of 1 per cent but is
deemed worth saving in a concentrate, which is shipped for smelting
rather than treated locally to produce bullion with loss of the lead.
At the Spanish mine copper, lead, zinc, iron sulphide, and barite are
all recovered as separate products; the gold is saved chiefly in the
copper, but in the other sulphide concentrates as well and is recov
ered in smelting.o

G Bradley, .Tames, Mining and Milling at the Spanish Mine; Min. and Met., vol. 12,
October, 1931, pp. 435-439,
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Arsenic and antimony cause serious trouble if present in appre
ciable amounts. Many sulpharsenides and sulphantimonides are
known to occur in precious-metal ores, especially ores that are high
in silver, but stibnite (Sb2S,) and arsenopyrite (FeAsS) are the
commonest minerals of these elements. They induce" sickening" of
the mercury in amalgamation, chiefly by coating it with a black film
which causes the quicksilver to separate into small globules and pre
vents the amalgamation of gold and silver. Partly decomposed ar
senic and antimony minerals, or the oxides realgar and orpimcnt, are
particularly bad offenders in this way. Arsenic and antimony in
some forms are soluble in cyanide solutions and cause high consump
tion of the reagent; they also tend to deoxidize and foul the solutions
to such an extent that gold and silver can not be dissolved and may
form reducing compounds which precipitate the gold from solution.

BISMUTH

Bismuth sulphide sickens mercury somewhat,' but usually is not
sufficiently abundant to be a source of trouble.

TELT.URIDES

Tellurides, important gold and silver minerals in a few distIicts,
will not amalgamate directly with quicksilver and cause sickening
of the mercury. Sodium amalgam will amalgamate them, however.
They are not directly amenable to ordinary cyanidation but are
dissolved by solutions of bromocyanide. Very fine grinding, with
abundant aeration, sometimes promotes the breakdown of tellurides.

OXIDIZED MINERALR

Certain metallic oxides, carbonates, hydrates, sulphates, and arse
nates, as well as soluble sulphides, form a group known collectively as
"cyanicides." These substances react with cyanide, forming double
cyanides which only very slowly dissolve gold and silver, or they may
decompose the cyanide and thus destroy its value. Soluble sulphides
are a further source of trouble, in that they tend to reprecipitate
values from solution. Soluble copper salts are perhaps the most
troublesome cyanicides, for in addition to reacting with cyanide they
deoxidize the solutions. Along with ferrous sulphide, sulphate, and
other salts, their effects can not be counteracted by the addition of
lime to the pulp. Copper salts can be partly removed by a prelimi
nary acid or ammonia wash. The cyanide used in the dissolution
of copper may be mostly (80 per cent) regenerated by the acid
sulphide precipitation method.' Soluble sulphides may be rendered
more or less innocuous by charging a little lead acetate or lead oxide
into the solutions. In flotation partly oxidized sulphides are some
times difficult to recover and are usually floated by means of special
reagents, such as sodium sulphide, which plate the particles with a

'Rose, T. K., The Metallurgy of Gold: C. Griffin & Co. (Ltd.), London 1915,601 pp.
a Leaver, Edmund S" ano WQolf, Jesse A., Copper and Zinc in Cyanldation i SUlphide

Acid :rrecipitation; Tech. Paper 494, Bureau of Mines, 1931, 66 pp.
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sulphide film. Oxidation of some minerals may affect amalgamation
recovery by causing a thin film of foreign matter to adhere to' the
gold, rendering it "rusty" and difficult to catch on the plates.
Manganese oxides tend to sicken mercury.

CARBO:-:lACEOL'S "MATTER

Carbonaceous matter iu an ore will cause increased consumption of
cyanide and reprecipitation of gold from solution.' 10 Certain ores,
notably some of those mined along the California Mother lode,
have in the past yielded low recoveries because the carbonaceous
dimes which contam an appreciable proportion of the gold could not
be cyanided. These slime portions are amenable to flotation!' Car
bonaceous materials may also, in some cases, sicken the mercury on
amalgamation plates.

Many greasy, colloidal1 or talcose substances are present in the
ore fed to gold mills and in noticeable quantity may have serious
effects. Oil and grease from the mine or crushing machinery aro
very deleterious to amalgamation, eausin~ sickening. Talcase and
clayey ores may have much the same enect,12 .and talc or other
hydrous silicate minerals of magnesium and aluminum may cause
a slimy froth to coat part of the gold and render it unrecoverable
on the plates. Colloidal, greasy, or clayey minerals like kaolin give
trouble in flotation by diluting the concentrates, since u",lally they
are not depressed or removed by preliminary treatment without
high tailings losses or excessive cost, although starch material is now
~ometimes used with success to depress talc and kaolin. Colloidal
and clayey materials are a conllllon source of trouble in filtration,
and they increase the difficulties of gravity concentration or cyanida
tioll by fine sliming.

,';TUONG AUC\UJ:o;S OR ,\ClD~

1£ strong alkalies 01' acids are present in the ore or mill water they
often act on the copper of the amalgamating plates, causing dis
coloration and subsequent scouring by the formation of copper ox
ides, carbonates, or sulphates and sometimes mercury compounds,
Such conditions in the water usually increase the cost for reagents
in cyanidation or flotation. Calcium and magnesium bicarbonates
in the water at the Homestake have prevented the otherwise desirable
use of an alkaline milling circuit.

INFLUENCE OF TONNAGE TO BE HANDLED

Two i'1terrelated and very important factors that should be given
studied consideration in devising a milling method are the probable
life of the enterprise and the most economic daily tonnage that
should be handled. Low operating costs per ton of ore usually

9 Peel<l, Robert, Mining Engineer's Handbook: 2d ed., John Wiley & Sons 1927,
I). HI33, '

,0 Leaver, E. S., and Woolf, J. A. Re-Treatment of Mother Lode Carbonaceous SHme
Tails: Rept. of Investigations 2998, 'Bureau of ~fincs. 1930, 6 pp.

II See footnote 10.
U MacFarren, H. W" Practical Stamp Milling and Amalgamation: 3d ed., Min. and

ScI. Press, 1914, 225 pp.
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(although not invariably) depend on a fairly large scale of opera
tions. On the other hand, large plants involve the outlay of con
siderable capital and require an assured supply of are for a length
of time sufficient to retire the investment with interest plus a rea
sonable profit. Thus it is never safe to build and equip a large mill
until several ycars' supply of ore has been proved in the mine and
sufficient knowledge of the characteristics of the local ore occurrence
has been gained to indicate that the deposit will pcrsist far enough
beyond the known reserves to supply additional future ore. Where
only small tonnages have been blocked out but where the mine con
ditions are promising a modest mill is often justified, especially
when the ore is rich enough to return some profit from small-tonnage
milling operations and thus assist in paying for further mine de
velopment. A plant of this kind also has great value as a pilot
mill. By providing facilities for large-scale testing under actual
operating conditions, it assists in correctly designing the larger per
manent plant and minimizes the chances of costly mistakes and
necessary alterations later. An interesting example of an under
taking of this kind in the Porcupine district of Ontario has been de-
scribed recently." .

In selecting the tonnage capacity of the initial mill at a gold prop
erty it is wise to err on the side of conservatism rather than to pro
ceed at once with over-ambitious plans. The ore. needs of the mill
should be kept well within the capacity of the mine to supply with
out forcing prodnction at the expense of development and thus de
pleting the reserves. Expansion can be undertaken when the mine
has been developed to a point which justifies the additional invest
ment in plant. By tlmt time, moreover, considerable experience will
have been gained as to the milling characteristics of the ore, and the
new unit can be designed to bettcr advantage.

It is often possible to devise a mill flow sheet in which the ore
is treated in one or more similar and independent units arranged
side by side or "in parallel." By proper construction of the mill
buildings with this consideration in mind expansion of capacity in
volves simply the installation of additional units alongside those
already in use. This system possesses several outsbmding advan
tages, chief of which are simplicity in layout, standardization of
equipment and operations, and the ability to shut down one unit for
necessary repairs without complete mill shutdown. Furthermore,
if for any reason it becomes necessary or desirable to curtail output
one or more units can be stopped and the rest run at full efficiency.

The tonnage to be handled and the probable life of the mine may
influence the milling practice in other ways than those just discussed.
For example, a certain ore may be amenable to direct cyanidation
at low cost and with good extraction if milled in tonnages great
enough to justify the plant investment. The reserves, however, may
be small and the financial resources of the management meager. In
such cases an immediate return on the capital already put into the
enterprise is often imperative to avert failure and loss, and it may
thus be good business to install a small stamp mill to treat the ore
by amalgamatiou and table concentration, shipping the concentrates

18 Vary, Ronald A" Amalagamation Practice at Porcupine United Gold Mines (Ltd.),
Timmins, Ontario: Inf. eire. 6433, Bureau of Mines, 1931, 5 pp.
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to a custom cyanide plant or smelter. Even though a poor recovery
is made the mill may show a profit if the ore is of good grade, and a
shutdown and possible financial failure are avoided. Thus, where
large sustained tonnages of ore are not available a small amalga
mating or concentrating plant, even if metallurgically inefficient,
may be the only sound method of meeting the situation.

AMOUNT OF MONEY AVAILABLE

The importance of the amount of money available has been dis
cussed in part in the preeeding paragraphs. It has a vital bearing
on the selection of a milling method where funds available are so
limited that only the simplest and least expensive installations can
be considered. 'When larger sums are at hand the amount of capital
that must be invested becomes secondary in importance to other fac
tors that bear more directly on the cost of producing gold or con
centrates in the mill and thus largely determine the ultimate profit.

WATER SUPPLY

Water supply is of vital importance in milling operations. All
commercially successful methods of treating gold ores require more
or less water, in amounts which commonly range from 1 ton to 5
or 6 tons of water per ton of ore treated. in desert regions the cost·
of bringing water to the mill site may spell the difference between
profit and loss. The purity of the water is important in cyanidation
and flotation. If it is excessively acid, as are some mine waters, the
sequel may be a high cost for lime to render it slightly alkaline; or
if it contains certain soluble salts, these may have to be removed
or rendered innocuous by chemical treatment at some additional
expense. Qertain impurities in water may cause discoloration of
amalgamatmg plates or fouling of the mercury. Usually, however,
the character of the mill water docs not greatly affect amalgamation
and rarely has any influence on the results of gravity concentration.
In planning a mill, therefore, the water supply should be carefully
studied. The cost of ditches, flumes, pipe lines, or wells, pumping,
purification, or chemical treatment, and the possibilities of recover
ing water from the tailings for reuse are aspects of the question which
should be scrutinized and interpreted in the light of their effeet on
costs. In northern climates heating may be necessary, which in
creases the difficulties of the problem.

COMMERCIAL AFFILIATIONS

Commercial affiliations may occasionally modify the milling prac
tice adopted. Large companies operating their own smelters often
need siliceous flux for balancing furnace charges. Thus, gold ores
may command a premium in regions where low-silica base-metal
ores are smelted, and may be salable at a fair profit, desl'ite the fact
that they are too low in gold value to be successfully mllied for the
gold alone. Enterprises having favorable smelting connections may
find it to their advantage to smelt their concentrates, where independ
ent operators would realize a greater return by subjecting the con
centrates to cyanide treatment. Thus, one mine may adopt certain
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methods or steps in the treatment or its ores which would be uneco
nomical ror another management that has advantages through
affiliation with transportation, power, or smelting companies, even
though the physical conditions at the mine and the nature or the ore
were closely similar in the two instances. Like all the other ractors
involved in selecting a ruilling method, this one boils down to a com
parison or costs.

ROYALTIES

The use of certain processes, equipment, or reagents is sometimes
controlled by patents. It occasionally happens that a process or
part or a process may be adopted, or equipment or reagents used,
which are less efficient technically than others covered by active
patents, simply because the over-all results obtained with the less
efficient arrangement yield a better profit than could be attained by
the technically superior method with its contingent royalties. This
ractor presents a constantly changing picture as old patents expire
and new ones are issued and must be considered in each specific case.

LOCATION

The location or a gold-mining property IllJly have a marked
influence on the choice or a milling method and on the degree or
success attending its operation. It has already been pointed out in
preceding pages that gold mining is affected less adversely because
or situation in remote or difficultly accessible regions than usually
is true or base-metal exploitations; nevertheless, a great variety or
operating conditions are more or less definitely modified by the loca
tion or the deposit (either local or geographic), and together they
may resnlt in such high costs that profitable operation is impossible.
Some or the conditions which may be regarded as dependent on
location are discussed below.

ALTITUDE AND CLIMATE

Rigorous climatic conditions are the sequel or great altitudes or
location in high latitudes. Long periods or rreezmg weather must
be contended with and are reflected on the cost sheet by the expense
or heating the mill and dwellings and sometimes or heating mill
water and solutions. Pipe lines must be rather deeply covered and
structures built to withstand heavy snow loads. Roads around the
plant must be kept open. Frequent interruptions in power and
transportation service are probable. If the climate is very dry water
may be scarce and costly or or poor quality and evaporation losses
great. In tropical climates labor efficiency is low, and added costs
are likely to be incurred in combating malaria and other diseases.
Usually climate has no direct effect on the relative techuical applica
bility or different milling methods (except as it may determine
water supply) ; but it may, and orten does, modiry labor conditions
and the like. Labor is often scant in the rar north or lazy and in
efficient in tropical cOllntries; in any region or extreme climate.
staff men and skilled white labor command high pay and are dir
ficult to keep on the job. This question is one that has troubled
many managers in remote districts.
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TRANSPORTATION

Transportation into the district is important to the gold-mill
operator chiefly when it is slow, unreliable, and excessively expensive.
Its importance is a function of location. It may affect the choice of a
flow sheet to some extent, in that cyanide plants require more equip
ment to be installed than small amalgamatiou and concentrating
mills. The cyanide and flotation processes depend on a regular
(though usually not large) supply of chemical reagents, whereas
a small amalgamation mill may be operated almost indefinitely with
a relatively small supply of quicksilver, lubricating oil, and small
supplies. In remote regions of rugged topography, pack animals are
usually relied upon for transportation. In the far north, men and
supplies are transported by boats and canoes in summer and by sleds
in ,vinter, or, in recent years, by airplanes. This sort of transport
is not cheap and increases the cost of supplies tremendously. Long
and serious delays are frequent in winter in northern climates or at
great altitudes, and the mill should either be equipped and supplied
to run without shutdown during interruptions from this source, or
operations should be confined to favorable seasons.

From a purely local standpoint the question of transporting the
ore from mine to mill mnst be dealt with, and in some cases may
have a prominent part in determining the mill location. In rugged
country the management may be confronted with a choice between
two or more possible locations, each of which would involve a dif
ferent transportation problem. As a rather common example we
may assnme that the mine shaft or main tunnel is located on a steep
nlOuntuin side, 3 or 4 miles from the nearest good road, railroad, or
waterway, with favorable hillside locations available both at the
mine anel adjacent to the road or waterway. It becomes a question
whether to put the mill at the mine and build a roael to it for bring
ing in supplies and water or to install the mill at the lower point,
,vhere water is available, and provide an aerial tramway for trans
porting the ore. For large mills the latter alternative woulel be more
attractive than for smaller operations, since construction of the plant
would cost less at the lower site and sufficient tonnage would be
handled to make the tramway an eeonomical investment. Sometimes
a road has been built to the mine before a mill was even contem
plated, but for small gold mines a bad trail is often the only means
of access. These are matters upon which it is impossible to generalize
to any extent, and they can only be judged in the light of prevailing
local conditions.

COST OF SUPPLIES

Supplies account for an appreciable portion of the cost of milling
gold ores. Amalgamation is a cheaper method of treatment per ton
of ore than flotation or cyanidation, from this as well as from other
standpoints. Considerable saving could be effected in some mills by
careful supervision and attendance to maintenance work, and in re
n10te regions where the cost of supplies is excessive every effort
should be made to reeluce repairs by constant attention to lubrication,
machine adjustments, anel the like. Supply costs at a few North
American gold mills are included in Tables 13 and 14, and in the
examples of practice.
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POWER AND FUEL

Most mills in established districts purchase electricity from power
companies, and all machinery is electrically driven. In new districts
or remote regions not served by transmission lines the question of
power supply becomes especially important. If the mill is to be of
moderate or large size a central generating plant is often justified;
and In such cases wuter power, steam, or Diesel engines may be em
ployed as prime movers. The choice between water and engine driven
plants will depend on the availability and continuity of a supply of
water under sufficient head and the relative costs for dams, ditches,
flumes, penstocks, and first cost of equipment on the one hand, as
against the cost of fuel and installed plant on the other. Periodic
droughts or severe winters are serious difficulties with water-power
projects. If a steam or Diesel plant is chosen the choice between
them will be determined by the character of boiler water available,
the cost of coal or fuel oil, the quality of the oil, and other factors.
Small plants may use gasoline or Diesel power with line-shaft trans
mission, Pelton wheels with line shafts, or electric power obtained
from small generating plants driven in any of these ways or by
steam-depending, of course, on local conditions.

This subject is too involved for detailed discussion in this paper,
but it is one which should not be minimized in importance.H Some
power costs are shown in Tables 13 and 14 and in the examples of
practice.

Fuel for heating may be required for operating in cold climates.
The relative cost of different milling methods may be somewhat
affected by this item, since a flow sheet using large volnmes of solu
tions, especially if tbey are pumped through many feet of iron pipe,
is more apt to give t.rouble from freezing than a scheme employing
less water. The chief use of fuel around most mills is for keeping
them warm enough to 'York in.

At some cyanide plants treating arsenical, antimonial, or telluride
ores a preliminary roast is necessary to prepare the are for obtaining
satisfactory solution of the gold. In such instances the fuel bill may
be quite appreciable-often enough to make flotation a more attrac
tive process than cyanidation. Fuel is also used for drying concen
trates after filtration at some gravity or flotation concentrating mills.

'.rAILINGS DISPO&AL

In selecting a mill site the problem of disposing of the tailings or
mill waste is nearly always one of considerable importance. If the
ultimate tonnage to be treated during the life of the mine is large ade
quate facilities for handling the tailings at minimum cost should be
provided at the outset. The cheapest method of transporting such
material is by means of gravity, which in turn requires the use of
water. Thus, if other factors permit, it is desirable to locate the mill
at a point from whieb tailings can be piped or laundered down grade
to a suitable disposal area. In remote districts where water is abun
dant it may be most economical merely to discharge the waste ma
terial into a stream bed. On the other band, if water is scarce and

HTag-gart, Arthur F. Handbook of Ore Dressing: .Jobn Wiley & Sons, New York, 1927,
PP. 1302-1317. Peele, RObert, work cited, pp. 1315-1346.
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must be recovered for reuse or if the tailings are high enough in gold
content to justify the thought that thcy might be profitably re
treated in the future by the aId of improved processes, it is advisable
to provide for storage. This is usually accomplished by impounding
the tailings pulp behind a dam; as the pond fills up with settled ma
terial the dam is raised. Figure 43 illustrates the tailings built up
in this manner at the Tom Reed property in Arizona.

Natural lakes are sometimes utilized for the storage of mill tail
ings, as shown in Fignre 44, which illustrates the way in which this
Illaterial from three mines at KirklaHd Lake, Ontario, is bcing im
pounded in Kirkland Lake. In this case the lake provided the cheap
est means of disposing of the tailings, but recent developments in(1i~

cate that much of the material will bc re-treated by flotatioH.
As mentioned on a succeeding page, legal requirements in some

localities require the impounding of tailings to prevent stream
pollution.

In some instances land near the plant lllay have considerable value,
and the location of the tailiugs-disposal area with respect to the
mill, as well as the method of handling the pulp, Illay be eOHsider
ably modified by tbis factor. It Illay thus be cheaper in some cases
to elevate or pump the tailings than to launder them by gravity to a
disposal site purchased at high cost.

LABOR SUPPLY

Since the labor cost of gold milling is usually the greatest single
item on the cost sheet, constituting 30 to 50 per cent of the total
operating cost, the labor question has utmost importance. In
established gold-mining districts a supply of experienced millmen
is at hand, and these men are usually honest and fairly efficient. It
is, however, unfortunately true that antiquated flow sheets are still
in use in some places because the customs of the region have become
so firmly implanted that mill foremen and even managers often con
demn without fair trial any improvement in methods or equipment
as being new fangled and impractical. This attitude has in some
instances helped the stamp mill to live beyond its proper time and
has hindered the introduction of flotation methods for the milling
of ores which are amenable to such treatment at an improved profit.

In tropical regions labor is rather inefficient, so that costs are little
if any reduced by its cheapness. White men command high wages
and will not remain long in unhcalthy climates. In the far north
men are hard to get, and at very high altitudes the labor turnover
is excessive. In most gold mills, however, the force is not large;
the thing of greatest concern, especially in amalgamation, is to find
Illillmen who are efficient, experienced, and honest. Amalgamation
results are in a measnre proportional to the skill of the men who
dress the plates; and losses from theft are sometimes serious, al
though in the United States and Canada much less frequently so than
one would casually suspect. "High-grading" is more commonly
practiced by miners than by millmen 1 for some unknown reason.

Tables 13 and 14 give the labor cost per ton milled at several gold
mines. It is interesting to note that although the absolute costs
vary widely, due to the use of different methods or to different grades
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of ore and scales of operating, nevertheless labor accounts for about
40 per cent of the total operating cost, with the exception of one very
small and one very large plant. The lowest labor costs per ton of ore
are usually obtained in those mills which are laid out to operate in
units. In this way each man in the plant is given a more limited
and specialized class of work to perform and by becoming proficient
at it is able to do his work with greater efficiency and dispatch, thus
reducing the size of the crew needed. Attention to the type of equip
ment used and the manner of fitting it into the general scheme, with
its relation to routine labor operation always in mind, will pay
ample dividends in reduced labor account.

GOVERN1\fEKT REGULA'.rrO:NS

In building a mill it is necessary only to comply with the land
laws governing location of mill sites (if on the public domain) and
in some cases to make provision for impOlmding tailings to prevent
stream pollution. The California ,Iebris regulations are an example
of the latter. Laws for the proteetion of health and promotion of
safety are not ordinarily unjust or burdensome. Accident-compensa
tion laws are in general force and in some States or Provinces are
high; increased costs are the consequence. These factors must be
considered for each case aceording to local regulations.

COST OF CONSTRUCTION

Local construction costs affect the unit capital charge ag-ainst the
ore milled and may greatly influence the type of mill buildmgs used.
Thus, in remote regions where structural steel is expensive local
timber is generally employed for small or moderate-size mills. In
recent years the use of insulation materials for buildings in cold
climates has increased. High costs for steel construction may in
directly result in great losses, inasmuch as they are often responsible
for timber being chosen to reduce capital expenditures; in conse
quence, the plant may be destroyed by fire, as evidenced by the dis
astrous experience of some minIng companies. In this manner, the
original saving in construction costs is wiped out many times over,
and even should no fire occur the difference in cost is partly offset by
higher insurance rates. This is but another of many reasons why
it is generally wise to delay installation of a large permanent mill
until ample funds are at hand to permit erection of an adequate and
sound plant. Too great economy at the outset can be as great a
mistake as overlavish expenditure.

GENERAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

The bearing of general economic conditions On gold mining has
been mentioned in part 1. As pointed out, the price of gold is fixed,
so that variations in general commodity price levels and wage rates
affect the profitableness of gold mining without any influence from
the added factor of fluctuating prices for the product, as in base
metal exploitation. That inflation or deflation in the value of gold
resulting from these causes greatly affects the status of gold-produc
ing enterprises is well known; during the war period many mines
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were hard hit'" by inflation of labor-supply costs, and the present
(1931) vast interest in gold mining is largely due to inflation in the
value of gold produced by general depression. However, popular
opinion greatly oYerestimate.s the effect of commodity price variations
on the gold-mining industry. Labor wage rates arc not so fluctuant as
supply prices and often arc not reduced until periods of depression
have persisted for many months. In the mining of the ore, where
about 60 per cent of the total direct cost is for labor, this means
that lowered commodity prices are only partly reflected in reduced
costs. In the milling operation labor accounts for an average of
about 40 per cent of the operating cost, and variations in supply
prices are thus paralleled more closely by variations in the cost of
milling than is true for mining. The chief effect of business depres
sion on gold-ore milling is that slightly higher profits are obtainable
from ores of a given grade; or, conversely, lower-grade ores may be
treated to yield the same profit.

MILLING METHODS

OUTLINE OF CHIEF PROCESSES

In describing the principal methods of gold milling no attempt
is made to present a complete or exhaustive treatment of the details
of mill operation or of the equipment employed, for to do so would
entail useless duplication of material already available in several
able and complete published works." Furthermore, such an attempt
would contribute nothing new and would tend to confuse and ob
scure the object sought in this bulletin-to compare the applica
bility of various methods under different conditions and the results
which are obtained or might be expected by their use.

The prineipal methods used in the milling of gold ores in present
day practice are hand sorting, amalgamation, gravity and flotation
concentration, cyanidation, and various combinations of two or more
of these methods. They will be considered in the order named.
After each method has been briefly described all will be compared
and discussed from the standpoint of applicability.

HAND SORTING

An important step in the treatment of many gold ores is hand
picking or sorting before fine crushing. Sorting is applicable to
material in which more or less barren or very lean rock is mixed
with the ore as mined and depends on pronounced visible differences
in appearance. By removing a portion of 'the waste at an early
stage the tonnage subjected to fine crushing, grinding, and subse
quent treatment is reduced, with consequent lowering in over-all
costs. At many properties the mining method and character of the

.3 Report of a Joint Committee APpointed from the BUfeau of MinE'S and the U. S.
Geological Survey by the Secretary of the Interior to Study the Gold Situation: Bull. 144,
Bureau of Mines, 1918, 84 pp.

IGTaggart, Arthur F., Handbook of Ore Dressing: John Wiley & Sons, 1927, 1679 pp.
Rose, T. K., The Metal1urgJ.' of Gold: C. Griffin & Co. (Ltd.), London, 6th ed., 1915,
601 pp. Mad~arren, H. W., Practical Stamp Milling and Amalgamation: Min. and Sci.
Press, 3d ed., HJ14, 225 pp, ClenneIl, J. E., The Cyanide Handbook: McGmw-Hill Co.,
New York. 2d ed., 1015, 601 PP. Peele, Robert, Mining Engineers' Handbook: John Wiley
& Sons, 2d ed., 1927, pp. 1797-1959. Gaudin, A. M., Flotation: McGraw-Hill Book Co.
(Inc.), New YOrk and London, 1st ed., 1932, pp-. 321-342.
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ore permit underground sorting; at others, the entire tonnage must
be hoisted. In the latter instance it ofteu pays to screen and wash
the product of the primary crushers before it is passed over a
picking belt.

The degree to which it may be ecouomical to carry sorting must
be determined by comparing the saving in fine milling expense with
the cost of sorting and the value of the recoverable gold lost in the
sorted waste. At the Alaska-Juneau" mine nearly half the ton
nage mined is discarded by screening and hand sorting at a cost of
$0.13 to $0.15 per ton rejected, and the balance is milled at a. cost of
$0.31 to $0.33 per ton milled. The sorted waste ca.rries $0.19 per ton
in gold and the sorted ore assays $1.92 per ton, from a mine run
assaying $1.10. The advantages of sorting in this case are readily
apparent. The desirability of sorting usually is not so pronounced
as at Juneau, but it is a matter worthy of careful investigation. At
some small high-grade mines, sorting is the principal or only method
of preparing the ore before shipment.

AMALGAMATION

Amalgamation of gold with mercury was the principal means of
recovering gold from ores until the successful introduction of the
cyanide process; and it is still of great importance, especially in
small mills. The method may be divided into two main subdivisions:
Plate amalgamation and barrel amalgamation.

PLATE AMALGAMATION

In plate amalgamation the ore is finely crushed in stamp mills or
ground in ball or tube mills and the pulp passed over copper plates
(often silver plated) which are covered (dressed) with a coating
of amalgam and mercury. The free gold liberated by crushing is
absorbed by the quicksilver and combines or alloys with it to form
gold amalgam, which is retained on the plates.

Where stamps are used they are usually of the gravity type, weigh
900 to 1,500 pounds each, and are operated in batteries of 5. After
preliminary crushing in jaw breakers and gyratory or cone crushers,
the ore is fed to the mortars of the battery. Stamp feed usually is
2 to 3y" inches in maximum size. Water is added in suitable quan
tities, depending chiefly on the particle size to which stamping is
carried, and the ground pUlp is discharged from the mortar box
through a screen. The screen openings determine the maximum
size of particles fed to the outside plates; screens are made either of
steel plate with slotted punched ope.nings or of steel, brass, or bronze
wire. Screen openings range from 12 to perhaps 40 mesh in ordi
nary service, depending on the height of mortar discharge.

Mercury is sometimes added to the battery feed, especially where
much coarse gold is present, to give a longer period of contact and
thus effect more complete amalgamation. The amalgam formed in
this way is largely trapped between the dies and at the inside base
of the mortar box. Care must be used to prevent" flouring" (churn
ing up of mercury in the battery until it takes the form of a mass of
small globules which sometimes float on water and do not readily

11 Bradley, P. R. t work cited.
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coalesce with each other). "Sickening" of the mercury, a term used
to describe its condition whcn coated with thin films of base-metal
compounds derived from the ore or from impurities in the mercury
itself, may cause much trouble. Arsenic aud antimony are the
worst promoters of sickening and cause a black film to coat the
mercury so that it will not amalgamate gold nor coalesce. Grease,
graphite, talc, clay, and similar materials cause a form of sickening
by protectively covering the mercnry surface and inducing mechan
ical separation; they also cause a loss by coating of the gold particles.
Most base-metal sulphide minerals will sicken mercury if partly
oxidized. The oxidation of sulphide minerals that form acid in the
water is often counteracted by adding lime to the ore feed. The use
of some sodium amalgam on the plates increases recovery from some
troublesome ores, as it is a powerful amalgamator and will take up
many substances that cause sickening, although it does not help
very much on antimonial ores. Where sickening is particularly
fic'tive, occasional cleaning with weak cyanide or other solution is
advisable to remove the impurities and brighten the plates.

Inside amalgamation, or the use of small plates inside the stamp
mortar, is a practice formerly popular but not now much employed,
since the use of heavier stamps and lower mortar discharge to increase
capacity has necessitated the use of mortars too small to accommodate
the plates; furthermore, the larger capacity batteries produce coarser,
faster flowing, and consequently more abrasive pulps, which scour
the plates badly. Excessive flouring has likewise resulted from this
practice.

Outside plates are 4 to 5 feet wide and 6 or more feet long. The
plates are usnally set in series with about a 4-inch drop between each
plate. They are set on firm bases with 2-inch sides and have slopes
of Ilh to 3 inches per foot, according to the rate of discharge and the
fineness of the gold. It is desirable to have sufficient slope to keep
the particles in the pulp in free motion and prevent banking; on the
other hand, with too much slope, some fine gold will be washed over
the plates without coming into contact with the quicksilver and thus
escape amalgamation. To insure contact of all the gold with the
plates, it is desirable that the pulp shall pass over them in a series of
waves. This action may be induced by proper, even distribution at
the head of the plates, and is increased by a series of drops of a few
inches between successive plate sections. Pulp densities of 10 to 25
per cent solids haye been found best on outside plates. The use of
swinging amalgamated plates suspended in the pulp stream in laun
ders below the plates assists in recovering fine gold. Stationary
blanket tables and riffles are sometimes used instead of plates. They
are discussed under Concentration.

Plates are dressed at intervals of a few hours, according to the
grade of ore, amount of sickening, and degree of scouring due to
abrasion or discoloration of the plates by chemical action. Dressing
usually consists of brushing from the bottom upward with a whisk
broom or sometimes with a rubber scraper, removing excess amalgam
and sprinkling fresh mercnry through a muslin or chamois bottle
stopper where needed and working the mercury until the surface
shows the proper amalgam condition. At intervals, usually monthly
or semimonthly, a thorough clean-up is made. At this time, the
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plates are scraped (but not to the bottom of the amalgam) and care
fully redressed with fresh quicksilver. Rubbing the new "quick"
into the amalgam with a cloth and liberal doses of "elbow grease"
is a common and commendable practice. At some mills the plates
are removed for cleaning-up and immediately replaced with freshly
dressed plates. Careful attention to the condition of the plate sur
faces is essential to satisfactory amalgamation results. Between
surprisingly wide limits, the recovery obtained is proportional to the
skill and application bestowed upon the tack of dressing the plates.

The amalgam cleaned up is squeezed within a chamois to remove
excess mcrcury, placed in a east-iron retort, and slowly brought to
bright red heat. The mercury is driven off in the form of vapor
and recovered (for further use) in a condenser. The gold residue
or sponge is melted in graphite crucibles with suitable fluxes, such
as borax, and then cast in bricks or clore bars.

The stamp battery as a crushing machine has been heartily con
demned in recent years by many engineers concerned with the
metallurgy of gold and stoutly defended by numerous practical mill
men and operators aecustomed to its use. Many sound arguments
for and against the battery have been advanced, but nevertheless
thousands of stamps are still dropping in numerous mills throughout
the world. It is significant, howcver, that new mills of the larger
size generally employ other mcthods of grinding and that some
large plants are replacing the batteries, as they wear out, with ball
mills. It is now pretty generally agreed that stamps are inefficient
as compared to ball or tube mills when the tonnage to be handled
is large enough to keep a medium or large size grinding mill con
stantly running at full load. The manifest advantage of the stamp
battery is its small unit capacity, which permits great flexibility by
the simple expedient of shutting down one or more batteries when
the volume of heads is reduced and running the rest at full efficiency.
This characteristic is so desirable in small mills that, combined with
the fact that stamps compare favorably with the smaller sizes of
revolving mills from the standpoint of operating cost, it often justi
fies the installation of stamps in plants treating hard ores and hav
ing capacities of 200 tons or less.

An exception is the Homestake mill where stamps were installed
in the new mill ahead of ball mills for a particular coarse crushing
problem.

Where amalgamation is employed with ball or tube mills the plates
follow the last mill, unless part of the gold in Coarser sizes is abun
dant enough to justify the use of plates between grinding stages.
The best practice favors recovery of the gold by a series of plates, the
recovery to begin as early as practicable. Shaking amalgamation
plates are occasionally used after plate amalgamation or concentra
tion. They are effective, but flouring is excessive and mercury and
amalgam losses are apt to be high.

Traps are always provided below the plates to catch any loose
mercury and amalgam which escape from tEem. Various desi~s

of traps are nsed; usually they are merely modified launders havmg
overflow lips high enough above the bottom of the trough to prevent
heavy particles from flowing over. In some mills sumps serve as
traps and are cleaned out at relatively long intervals.
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BARREL AMALGAMATION

In barrel amalgamation the feed usually consists of heavy concen
trates from corduroy tables or similar equipment placed after the
stamps or grinding mills, of rich picked ore, or various secondary
products. The barrel, a steel cylinder carrying balls or one or more
pieces of shafting as the grinding medium, is charged with feed and
mercury and revolved for several hours. The material is then re
moved from the barrel, the amalgam is panned out and treated in
retorts, and the tailings are either re-treated on the next clean-up,
or further ground and cyanided.

PAN Ai\IALGAMATION

Pan amalgamation, in which the are or eoncentrate is ground with
mercury in cast-iron tubs or pans equipped with rotating dies or
grinding shoes, was formerly practiced to some extent but is now
practically obsolete in gold milling. The Berdan pan is a modifica
tion used for amalgamatin!, high-grade ore and nch table sands at
some mills. It consists of a tilted revolving pan, and uses steel
balls for grinding.

ARRASTRES

Arrastres were important in Mexico and elsewhere in early days.
They consisted of a circular pavement of stone surrounded by a
low wall and having a central post on which were pivoted radial
arms attached to a sweep. Large blocks of stone were suspended
from the arms and were dragged around the pavement by means
of a horse or burro hitched to the sweep. The ore was mixed with
quicksilver and ground for several hours, water being added in suffi
cient quantities to form a rather dilute pulp. 'When all the mercury
and amalgam had settled to the bottom, as indicated by barren pan
nings of the pulp, the surplus water was drained and the amalgam
recovered by panning. Good extraction is possible in arrastres, but
the process is slow and laborious. It still has occasional application
for preliminary work on prospects in remote regions, when the
available capital is very small.

CONCENTRATION

Concentration of gold ores from run-of-mine material into higher
grade products of less bulk is necessary for the commercial success
of many gold-mining ventures. The methods employed are based
either on differences between the specific gravity of the common
gangue minerals and metallic sulphides and gold, or on the surface
tension characteristics of the various minerals which permit applica
tion of the flotation process. Until quite recently, gravity concentra
tion was the only method used in treating gold ores. It is still the
most widely used, but in comparatively recent years greater under
standing of the basic principles and notable technical advances in the
art have so greatly widened the scope of the flotation method and re
duced its cost that it is now quite widely utilized in the treatment of
gold ores. It is perhaps most commonly applied as an auxiliary
to other methods, but several gold mills are using it as the l;'rincipal
or only method, and many others would probably find It better
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adapted to the ores treated than the older methods now in use. Un
questionably the flotation process will be seriously considered in de
signing the flow sheets of new mills to treat sulphide-bearing ores.

GRAYITY CONCENTRATION

A large number of gravity-concentrating devices have been de
vised and used in gold-ore mills, b)lt only a few are of outstanding
importance in present-day practice. Corduroy blankets, coco mat
ting) or similar material on tables, shaking tables, and vanners will
be considered briefly.

Blanket tables, consisting of flat, sloping surfaces covered with
strips of corduroy blanket cloth, coco matting, or coarse-woven can
vas, are used in many plants. The thin pulp is spread over the head
of the table; and the heavy minerals, including gold, sink to the
bottom and are caught in the riffles of the corduroy or between the
fibers of the matting or other material that may be used. Riflled
tables and launders aI·e sometimes used in the same way as blankets
for catching coarse gold. Concentrates, washed from the blankets
or riflles at short intervals, are amalgamated in barrels (p. 108) or
pans, or are cyanided, or sent directly to smelters. The tailings
nsually receive further treatment on shaking tables or by cyanidation
or flotation, except in a few small mills.

Blankets, matting, and riffles have two rather distinct fields of
use. In the earlier practice blankets were chiefly employed as
scavengers or guards to catch any gold not retained on the platcs
or saved on shaking tables, and they are still recognized as excellent
devices for this service. Later, they became competitors of plate
amalgamation and have directly replaced the plates at some mills,
notably on the Rand. Although they usually do not follve as much
free gold as plates they cost considerably less to operate, and where
the pulp is snbjected to further treatment by other methods they fre
quently yield improved economic results. At the 70-ton mill of
Granada Gold Mines (Ltd.), Rouyn, Quebec, blanket tables were sub
stituted successfully for plates because of the deleterious effects on
the mercury of organic matter in the muskeg lake water used in
milling (fig. 45).

Riflle tables are employed satisfactorily at the Sixteen to One mill,
Alleghany, Calif., where the values are chiefly in the form of coarse
gold."

If precautions are taken thefts are not as easy to perpetrate with
blanket tables or riffles as when plates are used.

SHAKING TABl.ES

Shaking tables are, of several types, but they all operate on the
same basic principle. A flat sloping surface, fitted with thin riflle
boards parallel or di agonal to the long dimension (for sand feed)
or covered with canvas or similar material (for slime feed) is rapidly
oscillated in a direction parallel or diagonal to the long dimension
by an eccentric mechanism. The slope is both parallel and at right

18 Young, G. J., work cited.
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angles to the long dimension anu is adjustable to suit the neeus of
the particular material treated. The ground ore, more or less classi
fied or sized according to conditions, is fed to the table from a small
trough along the upper long edge of the deck (table surface) near
the head cnd. Additional water as needed is distributed at desired
points on the upper long edge from another trough. In operation,
the heavy particles settlc into the riflles or rest on the deck surface
and are carried along by the slope of the table and the jerking
motion, while the lighter material is more mobile and is washcd
sidewise by the stream of water. Concentrates are taken off into

~
20""10" Jaw (rusher

Foor secondary
blanket tables, rallel

Ow .

Tails

Hand mckef

Concentratet Tailing
J t

R10rt ~
Bullion Norand3: smelter

FIGURE 45.-Flow sheet of 70-ton mill, Granada Gold Mines (Ltd,)

launders at the end of the table and middlings and/or tailings into
separate launders along the lower side. Slopes, sizcs, speed, pulp
dcusity, and amount of water fed vary with different ores.

The Frue type, which is the best known of the vanners, consists
essentially of a broad belt with flanged edges run over large head
and-tail pulleys at slow speed. A moderate slope is maintained on
the top of the belt from the head pulley toward the lower end, and
a rapid oscillating motion, either transverse (as in the Frue type)
or longitndinal, is induced by suibble mechanical dcvices. The pulp
is fed in a thin laycr near the npper end, and fine jets of water are
directed against the up\vard moving belt from a pipe between the
pulp feed and the head pulley. Fine or light material is washed
down and off the lower end, while the heavier grains hug the belt
and are discharged over the head pulley. The vibrating motion,
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aided by the jets of water, keeps the light particles in motion and pre
vents banking. As in the case of tables, the degree of concentration
is controlled by varying the slope, feed, and amount of water.

CLAS~IFlC\'flON

Sizing and classification for table and vanner coneentration are
usually done in classifiers of the mechanical type (rake, drag, or
screw machines) for tbe coarser sands, and in spitzlutten, spigot and
cone classifiers, settling tanks, or other types of hydraulic classifiers
for the finer sizes. Theoretically, gravity methods of concentration
are most effective wh@ condnch,d on well-sized feed, but practically
a balance must be struck between the eost of different degrees of
classification and the added recovery obtained in each case. In many
mills a concentrate and a middling are made on sand tables; the
middlings are rewound and classified and further treated on slime
tables or vanners or by flotation or cyani,lation. Stage grinding of
this nature nearly always pays where a fair proportion of the values
are liberated and may be eut out at the first stag-e, thus reducing the
tonnage necessary to subject to expensive finer grinding.

TUEAT:MENT OF CONCENTIL\TES

Table and vanner concentrates are partly dewatered in thickeners
of various types, filtered (in North America most filters are of the
continuous vacuum variety), and then subjected to barrel amalgama
tion, cyanidation, or smelting, depending on the nature of the par
ticular concentrate. Those whicb contain much coarse free fOld
are usually treated in a barrel, the residuc being cyanided. I the
gold is chiefly locked up in sulphidcs, direct cyanide treatment or
smelting is preferable.

FLOTATION

The flotation method of concentrating gold ores is rapidly growing
in importance. It is applicable to ores carrying quantities of sul
phide minerals sufficient to stiffen or stabilize the froth; at present
very lean or nonsulphide ores are not usually amenable to this
treatment.

Briefly, the process comprises preliminary crushing, followed by
grinding to 48 mesh or finer, conditioning (usually in agitation
tanks) with proper flotation reagents as determined by test or ex
perience, and separation of the gangue from the ore minerals in
the flotation cells. The metallic and sulphide minerals are wetted
by the small amount of reagents in the pulp, and through the action
of certain surface physical phenomena which are not entirely under
stood the particles of ore adhere to fine bubbles coated with films
of oil or other frothing agents. Many minerals of nonmetallic luster
can be floated with suitable reagents, but in gold mills they are not
important in flotation practice. The froth is produced in the cell
by mechanical agitation, by the introduction of air under pressure,
or both; it rises to the surface and is skimmed off into launders, while
the gangue flows out at the end of the eelI.

Rough concentrates with clean tailings, rich concentrates with
middlings or high tailings, and various other combinations 0:£ re
sults are obtainable by varying the amount and character of reagents,
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pulp density, degree of agitation, speed of treatment, and so forth.
Stage grinding and classification are effective, as in gravity methods.
In fact, the two methods are analogous in most respects, except that
the one is based on differences of specific gravity while the other de
pends on the surface tension and other properties of the minerals.

Flotation concentrates are thickened and filtered in the same way
as gravity concentrates. They are usually cyanided, roasted and
cyanided, or smelted, depending on the nature of the are.

Where flotation is used on tailings or as an auxiliary to other
methods certain modifications are made, but the general treatment
is similar in all cases. The subject is too involved for more than the
briefest treatment here; many useful data are available in textbooks
and in numerous articles in the technical press.

CYANIDATION

The cyanide process, the history of which has been very briefly
mentioned on page 90, based on the solubility of the precious metals
in dilute solutions of the alkaline cyanides. Much has been written
about the chemistry and mechanics of the process. Detailed discus
sion of this broad subject is unnecessary in this paper, because of
the wealth of published information already available. For the
purpose of pointing out the applicability of the process and the
results obtained by its use a brIef outline of the principal features
is presented.

CHEMISTRY

Sodium cyauide (NaCN) or less frequently potassium cyanide
(KCN) is used in weak solution as the dissolving agent. Strengths
of reagents are quoted in terms of KeN. Sodium cyanide is the more
efficient per unit weight, since it has 32.65 per cent more available
cyanogen (CN) than potassium cyanide.

Gold reacts III cyanid~ solutions to form the soluble double alkali
cyanide according to the following basic equation, known as Elsner's
equation:

2Au+4KaCN+O+H,O~2AuNa(CN),+2NaOH.

From this statement it will be seen that oxygen is essential to the
reaction; the need for snpplying it in adequate quantities has been
chiefly responsible for the remarkable development of the mechanical
equipment employed in present-day practice.

Precipitation of the values from solution is usually accomplished,
after clarifying and deacl'ating the pregnant solution, by contact with
zinc dust or shavings, according to the equation:

KAu(CN),+2KCN+Zn+H,O~K,Zn(CN),+Au+H+KOH.

Excess zinc being present, more K,Zn (CN). is formed by reaction
with cyanide than would be necessary for complete precipitation of
the gold, and indirectly by various other reactions. As a result,
zinc salts tend to build up; and if the solutions are continuously
reused they become fouled, with resultant weakening of dissolving
capacity. Consequently, large excess amounts of zinc should not
be used.

Various methods for regenerating cyanide from fouled solutions
have been devised; of these, the acid of the Mills-Crowe process, in
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which the solution is acidified with sulphurous acid and passed in
towers against air under low pressure to remove the cyanogen as HCN
and thence through more towers containing alkaline solutions to
absorb the HCN as NaCN or Ca (CN) z, is practical for some ores. A
method using sulphur dioxide is successful at several mills.

Aluminum dust is sometimes used in precipitation for llllusual
conditions and has the advantage of not fouling solutions but can
not be used in lime-bearing solutions. Charcoal has also been used
but has no commercial importanee.

APPLICABILITY AND LIMITATIONS

Nearly all gold ores are amenable to cyanidation, although some
of them possess characteristics that cause excessive consumption of
reagents, fouling of solutions, and resultant high costs. A few are
so refractory that the method can not be directly aPl.'lied with com
mercial success and must be modified either by the mtroduetion of
more or less costly prelimiuary steps or replaced by another treat
ment method, such as flotation.

The chief obstacles to cyanillation are substances known as cyan
icides, which eonsume eyanide and foul the solutions. The common
est cyanicides are soluble sulphides, sulphates, arsenates, and an
timonates, iron and copper salts, free acid, and carbonaceous matter.
Soluble sulphides not only consume cyanide but may, by various
reactions, calise high oxygen consumption and even reprecipitate
silver and gold. The last effect may be partly counteracted by keep
ing the solutions up to a certain strength, (lependent on the ore being
leached. Free acid decomposes cyanide and causes loss of strength
by evolution of HCN gas; this effect is prevented by maintaimng
a protective alkalinity with limo. Arsonic and antimony minerals
react with cyanide and destroy its uscf1l1ness, and they sometimes
form compounds which display a strong reducing action. Roasting
usually helps this situation, if properly done. These elements, if
present in appreciable amounts, may deoxidize and foul the solu
tions to such an extent that gold will Hot be dissolved, and to pre
vent such an eventuality roasting is Heady always necessary. If
the roast is carried out too long or at too high a temperature (as 600 0

C. or more), certain arsenntes and ant-imonates are formed which
lock up the gold and preclude its dissolution. A special low-temper
ature roast (at about 450 0 C.), followed by treatment with lime
before cyanidation, has been shown by Leaver and Woolf" to yield
good results on refractory ores possessed of these characteristics.

Oxidized copper and iron minerals readily form double alkali
cyanides, using up reagents and increasing costs; furthermore, fer
rous iron and copper salts are not rendered innocuous by the pres
ence of lime, and losses due to them are difficult to prevent. One
method is to employ an acid wash prior to cyanidation to remove the
oxidized minerals.

Another method, which consists in treating the pregnant solution
with sodium sulphide and then with sulphuric acid (or sometimes
sulphur dioxide gas) in air-tight apparatus, is described by Leaver

19 Leaver, Edmund S., and Woolf, Jpsse A., Cyanide Extraction of Gold and Silver
Associated with Arsenic and AI:timony in Ores; Tech. Paper 423, Bureau of Mines,
1928, 52 PP.
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and Woolf.'o In this method, the sulphides of silver, mercury, and
zinc are precipitated by agitation with sodium sulphide, and copper
sulphide is thrown down when the solution is acidified. The copper
can thus be separated from the silver, if desired. Hydrocyanic acid
(HCN) gas is liberated on acidification but is converted to safe usable
form when the solution is made alkaline with lime. Less than 10
per cent of the gold is precipitated by the sulphide, the balance being
obtained in the ordinary way by the aid of zinc dnst after the silver
and base sulphides are filtered ont and the solution made alkaline.
By this method, ores containing cyanide-soluble copper and zinc may
be treated without excessive cyanide loss, and in some instances a com
mercial by-product of copper is obtainable. The cyanide that com
bines in simple compounds with copper and zinc is more than 80
per cent regenerated; the more complex cyanide compounds, cyan
ates and suIphocyanates, are not regenerated.

Carbonaceous matter in an ore consumes cyanide and causes pre
mature precipitation of values. W"hen it is abundant, as in the slimes
of Motlier lode ores, it carries into the tailing considerable gold,
which can Le recovered economically only by flotation. If amalga
mation is employed ahead of cyanidation some mercury may enter
the vats. If the mercury is oxidized or combined as sulphide it is
dissolved by the cyanide, but metallic mercury is not soluble in
cyanide solution. In small amounts this element is helpful, in that
it tends to precipitate soluble sulphides in the pulp and also aids the
zinc precipitation of gold from the pregnant solution, but excess
quantities cause high consumption of zinc.

Telluride ores are not directly amenable to ordinary cyanide treat
ment but must be roasted to release the gold in soluble form. An
other method involves the use of bromocyanogen (BrCN) in the
lixiviant; tellurides are readily dissolved in this way, but costs for
reagents are rather high. Small amounts of tellurides in the Kirk
land Lake ores are successfully handled by very fine grinding, long
treatment (36 to 40 hours) with frequent aeration and changes of
solution, and the use of sodium peroxide to break down tellurides.

Some refractory ores, unless they carry rather large amounts of
arsenic, antimony, tellurium, or carbon, can be cyanided successfully
by fine grinding (sliming) until 75 per cent or more of the pulp will
pass a 200-mcsh screen. Even greater degrees of comminution are
in use at some plants, and the tendency to grind finer and finer is
still noticeable.

METHODS OF TREATMENT

Cyanide treatment consists of four steps-preparation of the ore
(crushing, grinding, classification, etc.); leaching or dissolving the
gold; separation of the pregnant solution from the leached pulp
(thickening, filtration, and clarification); and precipitation of
the values by zinc or occasionally by aluminum or other methods.

Preparation of the ore involves crushing in jaw or gyratory ma
chines, secondary reduction in disk or cone crushers, rolls, or stamp
mills, and final grinding to the desired size in ban and/or tube mills,
accompanied by suitable classification. Grinding is often carried out

2\1 Leaver, Edmund S., and Woulf. Jesse A., Copper and Zinc in Cyunidation; Sulphide
Acid l'recipitation : Tech. Paper 494, Bureau of Mines, 1931, 63 pp.
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in cyanide solution, thus decreasing the subsequent agitation
necessary.

The leaching operation is done in different ways, according to the
character of the material under treatment. Thus, the entire ton
nage may be finely ground and treated by the agitation or all-slime
process; the material may be separated into sand and slime portions
and each cyanided separately; or concentrates may be cyanided by
one method and tailings by another.

Sand leaching.-Sand leaching is done in tanks fitted with filter bot
toms. The pulp is charged by hand or by means of mechanical
devices, drained, and subjected to successive leaches with cyanide
solution, each leach usually being weaker than the one precediug.
Solutions are applied either at the top or under slight pressure at
the bottom of the tank. Draining and leaching in successive stages
give better results than continuous passage of solutions, since the
charge, being better aerated in this way, receives an ample supply
of _oxygen. Sometimes air is forced through the sands between
leachings. For efficient leaching the charge should be well classified
and free from slimes. The latter, if present, are likely to pack and
blind the charge, resulting in "channeling" and consequent poor
recovery. Various modifications are practiced, but at most plants
three cyanide solutions and one water wash are used;

All-slime leaching.-All-slime or agitation leaching depends on the
constant movement of the ore particles in well-aerated cyanide
solutions. The ore is ground by means of ball or tube mills, with
suitable classifying equipment, to a-degree of fineness that will pro
duce the most satisfactory over-all results. Nearly always, grinding
must proceed to at least 75 per cent minus 200 mesh, and often much
finer comminution is practiced; in some instances, the ore is reduced
to minus 300 mesh, if the values arc very finely interlocked with the
gangue or if some tellurides are present. In the latter instance, the
very fine grinding promotes better contact between the telluride
minerals and the oxygen in the solutions and thus facilitates the
breakdown of the tellurides and dissolution of the gold contained
in them.

Grinding in cyanide solution is desirable with agitation leaching.
The time of treatment in the tanks is thus reduced materially, since
the agitation and aeration given the pulp while it is in the grinding
mills, classifiers, and launders arc very effective in promoting the
dissolution of gold. Solution grinding is commonly practiced, ex
cept at some mills where amalgamation is included in the flow sheet
(the undesirable effect of cyanide on the plates has already been
mentioned); where preliminary acid washes are used;. or where
strong solutions are employed and cyanide loss would be high, due
to the necessary discard of excess solution.

After grinding and classification have reduced the ore to the de
sired size the pulp is thickened and fed to the agitation tanks, where
it is brought to the desired consistency and cyanide strength by
the addition of stock cyanide solution. The tanks most commonly
used are the Dorr type and the Pachuca or Brown type. The latter
depends on compressed air for agitating the pulp. It consists of a
steel tank 30 to 55 feet high by 7 to 22 feet in diameter, with a
conical bottom. A central pipe, supported so that the open bottom
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end is about 18 inches above the tank bottom, extends nearly to the
top of the tank and acts as an air lift. Pulp charged to the tank
slowly settles to the bottom and is drawn into the central pipe by a
rising current created by the introduction of air into the lower end
of the pipe under a pressure of about 30 pounds. In rising through
the pipe the pulp is thoroughly mixed and agitated with solution
and air. It overflows at the top of the pipe back into the tank.
Disadvantages of the Pachuca tank are its height, weight, and rather
high power requirements. Some ores produce sticky pulps which
tend to ad.here to the tank walls; periodic cleaning is necessary in
such cases.

The DOrI·-type agitator, now wiuery used, combines pneumatic
and mechanical methods of agitation in a single machine. Tanks,
fitted with radial plow arms near the bottom, a hollow central shaft
(with air inlets near the bottom), and radial revolving feed launders
above the discharge level at the top, comprise the equipment. The
settled pulp is moved by the plows toward the center of the tank,
where it is raised by the central air lift and redistributed by the
revolving laumlcrs over the surface of the charge.

The time of agitation necessary varies widely for different ores
and must be determined hy test and experience in each case.

Agitation leaching by batch methods can he rather closely con
trolled, but costs are hIgher than with the more recent continuous
treatment, which is now almost universally practiced in slime plants.
To insure adequate leaching time for each particle in the pulp and
prevent premature discharge by. short-circuiting, continuous agita
tion is always done with several tanks in series. At least three should
be employed; and more are better, especially in large plants. An
extra tank, installed as a stand-by, permits cutting out anyone of
the others for cleaning, repairs, and so forth.

After leaving the last agitation tank the leached pulp may be
thickened and washed successively several times and finally filtered,
or it may be subjected to continuous countercurrent decantation, as
in some modern plants. In the latter method three, four, or more
thickeners are arranged in series. The leached pulp and rich solu
tion enter the first thickener from the last agItator; most of the
pregnant solution overflows and goes to clarification, deaeration, and
precipitation (either directly or via the grinding circuit), while the
slimes, plus some rich solution, are discharged to the next thickener.
In this tank the pulp is mixed with the much lower grade overflow
from the third tank. After mixing in the second tank most of the
dissolved gold which came in with the pulp is dispersed throughout
the solution and raises its value. The clear solution goes to the first
tank, while the thickened pulp discharges to the third, carrying with
it some solution of lower grade than that which it brought from the
first thickener. The process is repeated in each tank, the pulp becom
ing successively leaner as regards the value of the solution carried
along with it, while the main body of solution is successively enriched
at each step. At the last tank fresh water is added sufficient to offset
the amount of liquid leaving the circuit with the leached slime plus
spillage and other losses, and the slime goes to the tailings pond or
to filtration with further washing.
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Cyanidation of concentrates.-Concentrates present a special problem
in cyanidation because of their higher value, greater weight, and
greater tendency to form fine sticky slimes than ordinary siliceous
ores. Sand leaching can not be applied to them as a rule because of
difficulty in maintaining protective alkalinity, blinding or packing
of the charge with consequent poor aeration and uneven percolation,
and long time of leaching for satisfactory extraction. In agitation
treatment concentrates must be finely ground, and they generally
require lunch stronger cyanide solutions than do ores. Solutions
used on different concentrates may vary in strength between such
wide limits as 1 and 22 pounds of KCN per ton. Greater cyanide
consumption and more fouling of solution are generally experienced
in treating concentrate,s than with !(Hver-grade materials.

[G]
FIGURE 46.~Flow sheC't, Porcupine United mill:

1, Grizzly; 2, crude-ore LJin; 3, jaw crusher;
4, belt conveyor; 5, rolls; 6, belt conveyor;
i, bucket elevator; S, mill ore bin; 9, chute;
10, ball-mill fef'd eonveyor; 11, ball mill; 12,
amalgamation plates; IS, blankets; 14, bucket
elevator; 15, Dorr classifier; 16, Gibson amalga.
matol'; 17, James tables; 18, tailings elevator;
19, w[]ter tank; 20, amalgamation barrel; 21,
concentrates bin

One variation of the usual agitation practice that seems well
adapted to flotation concentrates involves fine sliming in tube mills
and bowl classifiers, followed by alternate agitation and filtration in
three successive stages, the filtrate being washed with solution twice
and with barren water at the last filter.

EXAMPLES OF CURRENT PRACTICE

Some typical examples of present practice in the application of
the milling methods discussed in the foregoing pages are presented
below. Flow sheets are given for most of them, with a brief sum
mary of the principal operating conditions, milling costs, and
consumption of power, supplies, and reagents.
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PORCUPINE UNITED GOLD MINES (LTD.), 'lDIMI:YS, ONTARIO 21

FlQ'W sheet.-Figure 46.
Ore.-Quartz and mineralized schist, with p;yrite and visible gold; 75 per

cent free milling.
Capaoity.-25 tons per day.
Power.-Electric, purchased; consumption, 40 kilowatt-hours per ton.
Water 8upply.-Mine.
A.ssays.- Per ton

Mill heads $11.00
Amalgamation tailings (table heads) 2.80
Table tailings_______________________ __ _ 1. 80
~able concentrates 40.00

EiL'tracUQn..-Seventy-five per cent of gold in feed, by amalgamation (40 per
cent on plates, 3G per cent in barrel). Ten per cent of gold in feed, in concen~

t1'atc8. Eighty-five per cent of gold in feed, total mill recovery.
Operating oost.-$1.851 per ton of ore. Man-hours
'Labor.- per ton

Crushing .. 0.32
Amalgamation___ . 64
Plant foreman .32

Total 1.28

Supply oon8WTfl1}tion.- Per ton
Grinding baIls pounds__ 1.50
Ball-mill liners do____ .48
~Iercury ounde__ .05

Summ.a.ry.-Amalgamation and gravity concentration. Plates are dressed
every three hours and cleaned up daily. Gold and amalgam caught in sumps,
launders, and traps and on blankets are treated periodically in the amalgama
tion barreL The Gibson amalgamator catches fine gold and mercury which
escapes plates and blankets. Table concentrates are sent to a near-by cyanide
plant for treatment. Mill operates on three shifts with u foreman (who takes
care.of amalgamation) and a crusher man on day shift, and one amalgamator
on each of the other shifts.

ORIGINAL SIXTEEN TO ONE MINE (INC.), ALLEGHANY, CALIF.22

Ore.-Clean quartz carrying free gold, mostly coarse, in erratic distribution.
Most of the production is from rich shoots. Finely disseminated gold occurs
in one part of the mine. Pyrite and nonmetallic gangue other than quartz are
present in minor amounts.

To-nnage.--40 tons per day. A small tonnage hand·sorted in the mine
accounts for about two-thirds of the gold pro<luced.

Power.-Electric, purchast->d.
Assays.-Cbief production is from erratic high grade, sorted underground.

Sixteen to One mill heads variable, usually ranging between $1.60 and $9.55
per ton; Tightner heads are similar in grade; concentrates (Sixteen to One
mill), variable with feed; concentrates (Tightner mill), $80 per ton (average);
Berdan-pan residues (from mill clean.ups), $80 per ton average; Berdan-pan
residues (from high-grade treatment) ~ $300 per ton average.

Tailings (Sixteen to One mill).-Variable with feed, average $0.40 per ton
minimum.

Extq-action.-High grade: Nearly 100 per cent in amalgam and Berdan resi~

due. Sixteen to One mill: Variable, increasing with higher-grade ore. Hanges
from 70 to 92 per cent.

Summary.-High-grade ore supplies two-thirds of the gold. This material
is sacked underground, crushed in the clean~up room~ and amalgamated in
Berdan pans. Amalgam is retorted without s.queezing, and the gold is shipped.
Rich residue sands are sent to the smelter. 'I'he mills are used to recover any
gold missed in sorting as well as the values in lower-grade development rock.

21 Vary, Ronald A., Amalgamation Practice at Porcupine United Gold Mines (Ltd.),
Timmins, Ont.: Illf. Cire. 6433, Bnreau of Mines, 1931. 5 PP.

23 Young. G. J., Gold-Ore Mining and Milling (deals with the Sixteen to One enterprise) :
Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 132, Sept. 14, 1931, pp. 195--199.
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The Sixteen to One plant treats the are containing coarser gold. After crush~

ing, the are is ground in a ball mill to minus 0.29 inch and passed through a
lO-foot sluice equipped with Hungarian riffles; 70 per cent of the contained
gold is caught in this sluice. The .sluice discharges into a Dorr simplex
classifier which returns sands to the bnll mill and discharges an overflow con
taining 33% per cent minus 100-mesh material to four 3 by 8 foot stationary
canvas tables fitted with o/s·incll riffles; these tables catch 12 per cent of the
gold. The pulp then passes over three 5 b;r 12 foot riffled tables in series, which
save 7 to 8 per cent of the gold. These riffle tables have replaced the amalga-
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mating plates formerly used in the Sixteen to One mill. The first tables are
cleaned up daily and the second set at intervals of 2 to 4 weeks, the heavy
concentrate being amalgamated in Berdan pans.

The Tightner mill, operated on ore containing rather finely divided gold,
involves fine crushing by means of two 5-stamp batteries of 1,25O-pound stamps
fitted with 30-mesh screens and amalgamation on lip plates and 5 by 6 foot
outside plates. Riffled tables (3 by 6 feet) and traps follow the plates, and
the pulp passing the traps is treated on a Wilfiey table. A Berdan pan is used
for the clean~up.

ARGONAUT MILL, JACKSON, ~ALIF.23

Plow sheet.-Figure 47.
0I'c.--Quartz, some greenstone, and slate, carrying coarse and fine free gold

with auriferous pyrite and some galena, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, tetrahedrite,

23 Woodworth, Selim E., Milling Metbo!lf1 and Costs at the Argonaut Mill, Jackson,
Callf.: Inf. eire. 6466, Bur8au of Mines, 1931, 12 pp.
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pyrrhotite, and arsenopyrite. Fine grinding is not necessary; 6 or 7 per cent
of the gold is lost in carbonaceous or graphitic slimes.

Tonnage.-Capacity, 300 tons per 24 hours; average treated, 242 tons per
24 hours.

Powrr.-Electrie, purchased at $0.008744 per kilowatt-hour.
Water supply.-Purchased at $0.20 per miner's inch delivered to reservoir,

which supplies mill by a 3,OOo..foot inverted siphon.

Assays (1929).- Per ton
]dill heads ~ $6.07
Concentration headH ~ ~ 2.25
Vanner concentrates 64.87
Tailings ~______________________________________________ .68

Extraction (1929).- Per cent
By amalgamation 62.93
By concentration ~ ~ 25.86

Total mill extraction ~ ~ ~ 88.79
(Jost (192!J) .-$0.96 per ton (includes $0.38 for treatment of concentrates).
Labor (192.fJ).-18.9 tons per man-shift; 0.423 mun-hour per ton. Per ton

Supplies.- milled
Mercury (1929) . troy oz__ O. 113
Stamp dies (ave., 1915-1920) pound__ .282
Stamp shoe." (ave., 1915-1929) do____ .422
'Vater (1929) net gallolHL_ 1,425
Power (1929) kilowatt-hour__ 19.50

Summar!l.-Stamp milling', amalgamation, and gravity concentration. Con
('entrates nnll tailings cyanided in another plant. Stamps crush to minus 24
mesh, inside and outside amalg'amation being pr<leticed. Plate tailings classified
in spitzlutten and concentrated on vanners. Vanner tails classified in Dorr
classifier and sands reground in tube mills followed by shaking amalgam plates
and Wilfley tables. Spitzlutten overflow thickened and concentrated on van
ners; Dorr classifier overflow thicJ{{~ned and concentrated on Deister slime
tahles. Tables only used when tailings :ne high enough to warrant expense;
only vanners used in concentration since 1928.

CEN'IRAL EUREKA MILL, SUITER CREE]{, CALIF. 24

Ore.-Frce gold in quartz. auriferous pyrite and minnr arsenopyrite and
galena; also Ihineralized grf'en~tolU~ (" gray ore") and gouge. Gangue con
tains slate, greenstone, and gouge minerals.

Tonn(-,ge.-160 tons per day.
Potrer.-Eledric, purchased. AI1pl'oximately 0.9 cent per kilowatt-hour.

.Assays.- Per ton
Mill heads__ . ~ $4 to $20
('oncentl'ates ~~ 70 to 90

Per cent of
EJJtra.ction.- total recovery

itmalganlation 85
Concentratioll 15

Summary.-Amalgamation and gravity concentration. Forty-stamp mill
treats ore by amalgamation in the batteries and on outside plates. Plate tails
are concentrated on Fme vanners. Concentrates are cyanided locally under
contract.

HOMESTAKE MINING CO., LEAD, S. DAK.25

Flow sheet.-Figure 48 (South mill).
Ore.-Altered dolomitic limestone with cummingtonite, chlorite, and stringer

quartz, pyrite, aresenopyrite, and pyrrhotite. Gold is 75 per cent in native
state, mostly finely disseminated. Gangue contains considerable ferrous iron.

U Spiers, James. Minin~ Methods llnd Cost~ at the Central Eureka Mine, Amador
County, Callf.: lnf. eire. 6512. Bureau of Mines, 1931. pp. 1-2.

26 Clark, Allan J., Milling Methods find Costs at the Homestake Mine, Lead, S. Dak.:
Inf. eire. 6408. Bureau of Mines, 1931, 22 pp. Clark. A. J., Metallurgy (of the Home
stake Enterprise) : Eng. and Min. Jour., Oct. 12, 1931, pp. 298-304.
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Tonnage.-Combined capacity of three stamp mills, 3,700 to 4,300 tons per
day.

Power.-Electric, from two company-owned hydro plants supplemented by
company-owned coal-fired steam plant.

Assays (1929) ,-
South mill heads: $4.90 per ton (all mills, approximately $5.00).
South mill sand tails (heads to sand c~'anidation) $1.94 per ton.
South mill slime tails (heads to slime cyanidation) $1.24 per ton.

B

p·tJono~/fi'ers.
mwel psc·zp

FlGI;Rm 48.-l!'low sheet of South mill, Home-stake mille: A., Coarse grinding, 1927;
B, fine grinding, 1927

Bxtraction..- Per cent
Recovery by amalgamatioD 62.8
Recovery b~' sand cyanidation 20.6
Recovery by slime cyanidation___________________________________ 9.6

Total recovery 93.0

=
Loss in sand tails_____________________________________________ 4.6
Loss in slime tails______________________________________________ 1.6
Loss in slime wasteu____________________________________________ .6

Total 1088____________________________________________________ 7.0
Costs (1929).- Per ton

Crushing $0.038

t~~~~~i~g==============================:=====================:i~g
Total_______________________________________________________ .503

Labor and supply consumption (1929).
South stamp mill :

Labor~
Tons stamped per man-hOuL 26.1
Tons ground (rod mills) per man-hour 25.8

120635'-32---9
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.235

.224

.145

.604

9.5
1. 033
2.74

.3885

.0303
64.94

Per ton
3.892
6.805
.157
.166

1.30
.364

7.0
1.77
4.178

.533
.086

13.51
.44

Labor and 8upply consumption (1!J29).-Continued.
South stamp mill-Continued.

Power--
Per ton stamped kw-lL_
Per ton ground do _

Stamp shoes lb. per tOD__
Stamp dies do _
lRods do _
lJners _

No.1 cyanide sand plant:
Labof tons per mau¥hour__
Power kw-h. per ton treated__
Lime Ibs. per ton treated__
Cyanide Ib. (49 per cent NaCN) per ton__
Zinc lb. per ton__
Gold precipitated per pound zinc dollars__
Solutions per ton treated-

Strong solUtiOD tOD_
Weak solu tiOD do__
Low solution do__
Total solution do__

Slime cyanide plant:
Labor tons per man-hour__
Power kw-h. per ton treated_
Lime Ibs. per ton treated__
Cyanide lb. (49 per cent NaCN) per ton__
Zinc lb. per ton__
Gold precipitated per pound zinl' llollal's__
Acid used per ton treut€'cL Ib__
Solutions per ton treated-

Strong solutioD____________________________________ .31
Weak solutioll__________________ .64
Low solutioll______________________________________ .33
Total solution_____________________________________ 1.28

Summary.-Amalgamatioll, followed by batch cyanidatlon. Ore is crushed
underground in jaw crushers and reduced on surface to minus 3-inch size in
gyratory crushers. This material is further reduced by stamp mills in three
plants. (South mill, 120 stamps weighing 1,570 pounds each, capacity 1,900
to 2,200 tons per day; Amicus mill, 240 stamps weighing 1,100 pounds each,
capacity 1,200 to 1,400 tons per day; Pocahontas mill, 160 stamps weighing 950
pounds each, capacity 600 to 700 tons per day.) Stamps are used to cope with
an irregular size feed of hard slabby are which is too coarse for ball mills.
This use as secondary crushers is more economical under the conditions than
would be the case if rolls were substituted.

Pocahontas mill stamps to minus 0.024 inch and amalgamates low-grade
and oxidized are, tailings passing to sand leaching at No. 2 plant. Amicus
mill, stamping to minus 0.044 and 0.030 inch, employs inside and outside
amalgamation. Tube mills in circuit with Dorr classifiers regrind sands for
treatment on second set of amalgam plates. Ore is richer than at other mills
and is finer gronnd. South mill uses stamps as crushers only; these discharge
to dewatering cones, whence underflow is reground in rod mills and Dorr
classifiers and sent with cone overflow to amalgamation plates. Plate tailing
Is dewatered in cones, reground in tube mills, and passed over another plate.
Mercury Is fed to rod mills but not to stamps. Sumps, launders, etc., act as
traps. An amalgam plate is placed in launder between rod mill and classifier.
Plates are dressed daily.

Cyaniding is entirely by batch methods in two sand plants and one slime
plant. No grinding is done in solution. Chief problem consists of providing
ample oxygen to offset consumption by ferrous compounds. Close classifica
tion is necessary to prevent blinding and channeling of charges. Aeration pre
cedes cyanidation to rende-r cyanicides hannless. Alkalinity is kept low.
Sand and slime are separated in cones and thickeners. Underflow- from two
sets of gravity cones and one set of hydraulic cones, all in series, constitutes
sand plant feed. Overflow goes to thickeners.

Sands are leached at two plants in redwood vats having usual wooden lattice,
coco matting, and canvas filter bottoms. Feed is charged by Butters-Mein
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.192

.277

.237
Per cent

91.74
60.82
17.69

distributors along with lime and then drained. aerated from below under low
pressure, and leached three successive times before washing. First leach is
with barren SOlution; this is strengthened and used again for second leach,
thus concentrating dissolved values in less solution. Third leach is with weak
solution. Final tailing is sluiced out with water. A typical cycle requires a
treatment period of about 154 hours. Slimes are thickened after overflowing
from cones (as stated above) and piped 3lf2 miles to slime plant. Here the
pulp is treated by batch leaching in Merrill presses. As with sands, cycle in
volves draining, aeration, and leaching by double passage of solution through
charge, follOWed by washing and sluicing out of tails. Treatment time ranges
from 7 to 10 hours, depending on amount of oxidized colloidal material present.
Precipitation at all three plants is by the Merrill-Crowe zinc dust process.
Celite is added with the zinc dust as a filter aid. Vacuum deaeration is prac~

ticed before precipitation, and slime pregnant solutiQns are clarified in a
Merrill press. Sand solutions are naturally clear. Refining involves melt
ing on a lead both to remove base impurities, remelting bullion in graphite
crucibles and casting dore bars.

ALASKA-JUNEAU CONCENTRATOR, JUNEAU, ALASKA 26

Flow sheet.-]j"'igure 49.
Ore.-Quartz stringers in slate and metagabbro. Gold mostly native and

quite coarse, usually associated with small amounts of galena and sphalerite.
PJ-'rrhotite and some pyrite are most abundant sulphides. Chief gangue ma~

terial is metagabbro, which is hard and tough and breaks into slabs. RUL
of-mine ore is mixture of fines and coarse material, and is usually very wet.

Tonrwge (first nine months, 1929).-10,718 tOIlS mined per day; 5,078 tons
waste rejected per day; 5,640 tons fine milled per day.

PQwer.-Electric, from three company-owned hydro plants; during water
shortage additional power is purchased from Alaska Gold Mining Co. Oil-fired
steam plant maintained as stand-by. Power cost, 1929, $0.0288 per ton trammed.

Water supply.-From Gold Creek, via gravity flume and pipe line. Salt water
pumped from Gastineau Channel during very cold weather. Consumption, 8,000
to 8,500 gallons per minute, none reclaimed.

Assays (first nine months, 1929).- Per ton
Run of mine . ~________________ $1.100
Sorted 1U111 heads______________________________________________ 1.919
Shipping concentrates ~ ~ 324.523
(Plus 60 per cent lead and 35 ounces Silver.)Sorted ~·aste ~ _
Mm tails _
Total tails ~ _

Ea:traction.-By sorting ~ _
As bullion ~ ~ _
As shipping concentrate _

Total __

Losses.-In sorted v;aste_~ ~ _
In mill tails ~ _

78.51

8.26
13.23

Total________________________________________________________ 21.49

Operating costs (first nine 111<J'nths, 1929).
$0.2363 per tOD trammed.
$0.3162 per ton fine milled.

Summary.-Sorting and gravity concentration. About half the tonnage mined
is sorted out after coarse crushing. The balance is crushed and ground in
stages by means of cone crushers, rolls, ball mills, and tube mills (operated
as ball mills) in circuit with screens of various types and fed to two sets of
Delster sand tables, after rough classification in spigot and V-tanks. These

a1Bradley, P. R_
i

Milling Practice at the Alaska-Juneau Concentrator: Inf. eire. 6236,
Bureau ot Mines, 930, 16 pp.
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tables make rough concentrates, middlings, and tailings to waste. The mid·
dUngs go without further treatment to Wilfley tables that make a concentrate
(which flows to reconcentrating tables), a middling, and a tailing to waste.
Deister concentrates are screened, oversize joining the Wiltley middlings in
a sump. Undersize is reconcentrated on a second set of Deister tables, which
make a high-grade gold concentrate, a shipping' concentrate, a middling (which
is further tabled on Deisters before regrinding), and a tailing to the sump.

FIGURE 49.-Flow sheet of Alaska·Juneau mill

Material from the sump is reground in ball mills, partly thickened in V-tanks,
and classified in cones. Spigot products are sent to Deister tables; these make
a low-grade concentrate. a middling returned to the sump. and a tailing to
flotation. Concentrates are l'etabled direct on Deisters, to give a high-grade
gold concentrate, a shipping concentrate, and reject to the sump. Overflow
from the last V-tank and classifiers is thickened, the overflow going to waste
and the slime to Deister slime tables. These produce shipping concentrates,
middlings to the sump. and tailings to flotation.
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Per ton
$1. 654

.452

Flotation is done in a 2-cell M. S. sub-A machine, and concentration in the
ratio of 80 to 100 to 1 prodnces a high-grade shipping product and a tailing
to waste.

High-grade gold concentrates are amalgamated in a barrel; shipping con
centrates, containing $350 gold and 60 per cent lead, are shipped in sacks to a
smelter; tailings are fiumed 3,000 feet to the beach.

MOUNTAIN COPPER co., SHASTA COUNTY, CALIF.27

Ore.-Limonite-quartz gOBsao material, porous and friable. Contains 0.4 per
cent copper, 50 to 55 per cent iron, 5 to 10 per cent silica, and a little arsenic and
mercury. Crushed ore weighs 100 to 125 pounds per cubic foot. Gold very
finely disseminated.

Tonnage (MM"ch, 1931) .-543.4 tons per day.
Power.-Electric, purchased.

Assays (March, 1931).-
~ill heads _
Tails ~ _

Extraction (March, 193.1).-72.8 per cent.
Coats (March, 1931).-$0.432 per ton.
Labor.-~il1: 1 superintendent, 2 grizzly men, 2 crusher men, 2 tripper men,

2 vat men (filling), 6 vat unloaders, 3 solution men, 1 tailings man. For both
mill and quarry: 2 mechanics, 1 assaye-r, 1 helper, 1 electrician, and 1 rousta
bout.

Suppliea (March, 1931).-
Cyanide (NaCN) ~ pounds per ton ore_ 0.344
Lime ~ ~ do 8.35
Zinc dust d0 .0257

Do ~ .. ~_pounds per ton SOlUtiOD__ .0382
Lead acetate (1 pound pel' shift) pounds per ton solution, abouL_ .0075
Povver kvv-h. per ton ore__ 3.06

Summary.-ore is mined by power shovel and hauled to the mill in trucks.
It is crushed in a jaw breaker and two sets of rolls, with lh-inch screen, to
1h-inch size. Crushed are is conveyed by means of a 20-inch belt to vats (10 in
number, each 25 feet 8 ill(~hes diameter by 11 feet effective inside depth and 276
tons capacity); a Jeffrey autotripper discharges the ore into the vats, and
short spouts distribute it in even layers, to avoid c()ning and consequent solu·
tion channeling. In summer, when ore is dry, charge is 'moistened as each
1lh-foot layer is deposited, to avoid segregation. One vat is filled (7 hours)
and one discharged (by tbree men) on each of two RhUts per 24 hours. Bottoms
have coco matting and canvas lining with shoveling cleats and four discharge
doors. Discharge goes to conveyor belts and tailings dump. Charge is leacbed
in four periods as follows::

1. Stron~ solution (added from bottom), 0.8 pound NaCN, about 16
bours, including 5 honrs standing period.

2. Weak solution (from top), 0.5 pound NaCN, about 24 hours.
~. Barren solution (from top), 0.4 pound NaCN, about 20 hours.
4. Water wflsh (from top), nbout 7.5 bours.

Total solution and washing. less than 72 hours.

Solutions used per 276-ton charge are: Tons
Strong___________________________________________________________ 195
Weak____________________________________________________________ 90
~arren_~ ~ ~ 180
Water wfish 75

Pregnant solution Is clarified throug-h sand and precipitated by the Merrill
Crowe process. Lead acetate is added to prevent fouling and assist precipita
tion. Refining is by customary fluxing. A condenser is installed and recovers

'IZf Young. Georl::'e J., Cyaniding Low-Grade Ore: Eng. and Min. Jour.. vol. 131. June 22.
1931, pp. 561-563.
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40 pounds of mercury at each monthly cleanup. Good precipitation Is partly
due to presence of tbis quicksilver. Bullion fineness is 455Ih pllrts gold and
180 silver per 1,000. .

Successful cyanidation of this oxidized, copper-bfmring material is partly due
to fineness of the gold particles, porosity of the ore, and use of very dilute
solutions. Low costs are obtained by bulk leaching, with careful vat filling to
prevent channeling. I!~iner crushing to decrease tailings loss is planned.

CONIAURUM MINES (LTD.), SCHUMACHER, ONTARIO.28

Flow sheet.-Figure 50.
Ore.-Quartz and minerauzed schist. Mill heads contain a large proportion

of very wet fines.
Tonnage.---eapacity, 500 tons per day; 122,972 tons were milled in 1930.
Po-wer.-Electric. purchased.

o

•

Crusher plant Cyanid! p.lanl

}-Ion ~kip Ore stong~ tank. 1.000 Ions
~ .

,unders'le Grizzly 24_lnch bolt conveyor _

, Gyralofr c....sher. lo-il\Ch (lorr d~ple~ !J'SSifier.\o'.e' Corr dUPI:. cl:sslfler

24-inchSbelt conveyor JO'-e'
Jllbo .. ill, 5'_le' I Tllbe 01111,5'_16'

U fling·lIIilgl\Ol .~_
, 4_lnch wi I(ley pump

~~~.o~::;:=~is· Corr Igllator oorr agIlator

• Air fl1ft Air 'lift

llreT~o~:: lank oo~tor Oo~tor
t f

24-inc; bell cOll.eyor ~ 4-inch 'i~ley p....,

62:;~;0~j~: ~l ~",~"~1"'1',"'"'!!if~I••'C'"••"""'~_~OO.'C' !"O"O'~'~''.'"'Ur",.~,
.~ Corr tray thickener, 14'••0'

Hardingll ctarlflor, 10'-n' 2 Duple. diaPtrag., p""'Ps

2 Gold tants, 10'.15' Primary .4me!ican filterI 8'6·.~' diskS

.[ro,"" vacu"'" lank, 6'.12' 2 Filter cake rep"'p~r

2 Pre<:ipi ta1l0", pre5~es, IS' _52" E g, Wi If le/ pumps, 4_il\Ch

Sulphuric acid tank ~ ~ DOrr agi la'or

Pord" rilter preos £ .. Final toorica. filler
~ 8'6"'8' disks

Ilock..e" furnace Filter cake repulper

BuIlIO"itoml ", Tall,ngito waSle

I
FIGURE 50.-Flow sheet of Conlaurum mill

Assays.- Per ton
Heads (approximate) __ $6.00
Tails (estimated) __ .22

Extraction.-96.35 per cent.
Operating cost (1930).-$0.939 per ton.

Supplies.-
Cyanide lb. per ton__ 0.5
Lime (solutions kept at 0.75 lb. OaO per ton) _
Zinc dust (650 tons solution per 24 hours) lb. per ton solution__ 1.5
Lead nitrate ~ lbs. per 24 hours__ 1.5
Grinding balls ~ lbs. per ton ore__ 1.8
Vibrating screens, life weeks__ 6
Filter bags, life days__ 130

Summary.-All cyanide, continuous agitation. Ore is crushed to l%-inch
size in a gyratory. redu~ed in two sets of rolls to all minus 4 mesh and 72 per
cent plus 28 mesh, and ground in cyanide solution by means of tube mills in

28 Redington, John, Milling Methods nnd Costs of the Coniaurum Mines (Ltd.), Schu
macher, Ontario: Int, eire. 6541. Bureau of Mines, 1931, 5 pp.
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Per ton
$I1.38

1.22

closed circuit with Dorr classifiers. Classifier overflow, containing 75 per cent
of the gold already in solution, Is given two successive treatments in Dorr
agitators connected in series by atr lift. Pulp passes from the last agitator
to a bowl classifier, which acts as a concentrator in that heavy SUlphides receive
selective grinding; sands return to the tube mill, and oyerfiow (60 per cent
minus 200 mesh) is thickened and filtered on an American filter. A barren solu~

tion wash is given the cake on the filter i it is then repulped in barren solution
and pumped to a Dorr agitator, whence it is sent to a second filter. Here a
,vater wash is applied, cake is repulped and run to waste. and solution is pumped
to storage, to precipitation, or into the circuit at various points as desired.
Pregnant solution from the Dorr thickener is clarified in a Hardinge sand
clarifier. lead nitrate is added, and solution is pumped to Crowe vacuum deaera
tion and thence to zinc dust prf'dpitation in Perrin nresses. Precipitate is
cleaned up monthly, given a sulphuric acId wash, and refined in the usual man·
nero The chief trouble is occasioned by the wet flnes, which cause some dUll·
culty in the rolls.

KIRKLAND LAKE GOLD MINES (LTD.), KIRKLAND LAKE. ONTARIO 29

Flow sheet.-Figure 51.
Ore.-Silicified and altered lamprophyre, quartz porphyry, syenite and dia

base. Gold (native and in pyrite) is very finely divided in gangue. Some
tellurides and a little silver present. Ore is tough fiDd hard.

Tonnage.-Average. 145 tom:; pp-r day: maximum,200 tons.
Power.-Electric, purchased.
Water supply.-l\1ine drainage, plus purchased municipal water.
ASBays (1930).-Heads _

Tailings _

Ea:traction (1930).--89.27 per cent.
Operatmg cost (1930) .-$1.389 per ton.
Labor.-20.7 tons per Dlan~shift;0.386 manwhour per ton.
Supp7ie8.- PertoQ

Cyanide (50 per cent ~aCN)--------------------------pounds__ 1.383Lime do 5.988
Zinc . ~. do____ • 0705
Lead nitrate do____ .0099
Ball consumption da.__..._ 4. 441
Liner consumption . . do____ • 497
Water consumptiOlL net gals__ 1,000

Summ.a.ry.-All slime c:ranidation by continuous countercurrent decantation.
Gl'inding in solution is done in an open-circuit Hardinge ball mill, followed by a
tube mill in closed cirCUit with a Dorr classifier and a classifying bowl. Over
flow from the Dorr classifier (60 per cent minus 300 mesh) goes to the primary
thickener (see flow sheet), while bowl overflow (96 per cent minus 300 mesh)
goes to secondary agitation and decantation. This very flne grinding Is nece9
sary because of the intimate interlocking of gold and gangue; all the gold
is not freed, but finer grinding is not economical. The pulp passes through
three agitators and five thickeners and is then filtered on an Oliver filter, being
washed with barren solution and then with water. Aeration is very important,
and is promoted not only by the air lifts of tbe Dorr agitators, but chiefiy by
allowing the mill solution to plunge 12 feet through the air into the storage
tank. Kieselguhr diffusers in the barren solution and storage tanks and in the
thickener overflow are also effective. Sodium and barium peroxide are of no
assistance.

Pregnant solution is clarified in a Butterswtype filter, deaerated by the Crowe
vacuum system, and precipitated. with zinc dust in Perrin presses.. FOUling

211 Dixon, John, Mllling Practice of the Kirkland Lake Gold Mines (Ltd.). Kirkland
Lake, Ontario: Inf. eire. 6508, Bureau of Mines, 1931, 13 pp.
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of solution is largely prevented by adding 11Jz pounds of lead nitrate per day
to No.1 agitator; this reagent also promotes good precipitation. The mill is
operated by 1 solution man and 1 ball-mill man per shift, and 1 crusher man
per day.

Ilorr." 101,11011 1&IIIc......

TripI.....

n..£\ Ho. 2 r.l.ll,
vv u .......

JiIoilllt ZO" bolt e_.,or
,..lIt,

FIGURJI: 5t.-Mill flow sbe€t, Kirkland Lake Gold Mines (Ltd.)

TECK-HDGHES MILL, KIRKLAND LAKE, O~TARIO30

Flow sheet.-Figure 52, cyanide plant.
Ore.-Altered, silicified sJ.'enites, lamprophyre, and porph~'ry with 10 to 20

per cent quartz, 2 per cent sulphides, and some tellurides. Gold, chiefly native,
associated intimately with SUlphides. Clay and colloids practically absent.
Ore is medium hard.

Tonnaljc.-l,270 tons per day (270 tons in old mill, balance uivided between
3 units of new mill).

Power.-Electric, purchased. Consumption, 25 kw-h. per ton.

30 Read", Herbert N" Milling and Cyaniding- Practice at the Teck-Hughes Gold Mines
(Ltd.) : Lanadian Min. Jour" vol. 52, December, 1931, pp. 839-846.
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Operating cost (year ended Aug. 31~ 1931).~1-$1.14 per ton ore before depre
ciation and general expense.

Supplies.-
Cyanide (49.5 per cent NaCN) lbs. per ton ore__ 1.5
Lime (90 per cent· OaO) do 5.0
Zinc dust do .5
Zinc dusL ounce per ton ore (approx.) __ 1.7
Rod consumption (0.9 per cent C; 0.9 per cent Mn) __lbs. per ton ore__ 1. 5
Rod-mill liner consumption (Mn steel) do____ .21
Tube-mill balls (1¥.rinch, forged steel) dQ 3.0
Tube-mill liner consumption (white iron) do____ .22

Summary.-All slime cyanidation by continuous agitation. See flow sheet
(fig. 52). Ore after crushing in jaw and cone or gyratory crushers to minus
three-fourths inch is ground in rod and tube mills. Rod mills are in closed
circuit with Dorr simplex classifiers. Tube-mill discharge. and Simplex-classi
fier overflow go to Dorr bowl classifiers, fram which sands return to tube mill,
and overflow (25 per cent solids) goes to primary agitation. Pulp at this stage
is 98 per cent minus 2()() mesh, and much of it is near 400 mesh. Considerable
concentration of sulphides and consequent selective grinding are accomplished
by means of bowl classification. Primary agitation permits removal of much
gold in thickener overflows ahead of filtration and provides oxygen so that
dissolution takes place in the thickeners. After thickening, overflow goes to
precipitation, while the pulp passes to four agitators in series. Here solution
is added to give 70 per cent liquid; air is provided in the usual air lift and also
at two other points in the agitator bottoms. A total of 1.8 cubic feet per ton is
used at 18 pounds pressure. Pulp next goes to tray thickeners, overflow going
to grinding~BOlution storage tank and underflow being filtered in two stages
on American filters. Last filtrate goes to solution storage, .and first filtrate,
with primary thickener overfiow, passes to Merrill clarifying filter presses,
Crowe vacuum deaeration, and Merrill zinc-dust precipitation. Clean-up, re
fining, and so forth are done according to usual practice. Outstanding features
are very fine grinding to unlock values, large volumes of air used to promote
dissolution of gold and break down tellurides, careful classification in grinding
circuit, and high dilution of pulp. Mill is operated as three parallel units of
like design, with the old mill as a fourth parallel unit.

HOWEY MILL, RED LAKE, ONTARIO 32

Flow sheet-Figure 53.
Ore.-Porphyry mineralized with quartz veins and stringers, pyrite, and

sparse other sulphides. Gold is finely and evenly distributed.
Tonnage (1931).-eapacity 600 tons per day.
Power.-Hydroelectric, transmitted 40 miles.
ASRaYs.- PertoD

Mine rnn (Angust, 1931) $4.65
Mill heads (some waste sorted)__________________________________ 5.15
Tailings (estlmated) c $0.22 to $0.26

E~traction.-95per cent or more.
OperatWig co"t (based on 15,500 to'n8 per month, 1931).-$0.97 per ton.
B'ummary.-All cyanide agitation leaching. After crushing to 3-inch size,

some waste is sorted out by hand. The ore is then reduced in a cone crusher
and ground in solution to 4Q-mesh size by Hardinge ball mills in closed circuit
with Dorr classifiers. A Dorr bowl classifier is provided for optional use and
permits selective grinding of, SUlphides by retaining them in the grinding cir
cuit longer than the lighter gangue. The ground pulp is thickened in Dorr
thickeners, agitated in Dorr agitators, and sent to Genter thickeners. Over
fiow from both sets of thickeners passes through clarifying presses and Crowe
vacuum deaeration to zinc-dust precipitation and refining. Genter thickener
underflow is filtered on American disk machines. The coarse pulp is success
fully handled in the thickening and agitation equipment with only minor
mechanical departures from usual practice.

11 Seventeenth Annual Report, Teck-Hughes Gold Mines (Ltd.),
.. U GOOdwin..! W. M., Cyamding 40-Mesh Pulp at R':!d Lake, Ontario: Eng. and Min.
Jour., ",01. 162, Aug. 10, 1931, pp. 109-110.
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SPRING HILL CONCENTRATOR, HELENA, MONT.S3

Flow shect.-Figure 54.
Ore.':""""Oold associated with pyrite, arsenopyrite, antimony, and bismuth

minerals; 10 or 15 per cent is native and very finely divided. Gangue rock
is hard, tough diorite. Pyrrhotite, barren of gold, is the most abundant
SUlphide.

Townago (July 1, 1929, to March 31. 1930).-153 tons per 24 hours.
Po-weT.-Electric, purchased. Total power cost, $0.008 per kilowatt-hour.
Water supplll.-Pumped from near-by stream; in dry periods 20 per cent

of the requirement is reclaimed from tailings.

Assays (July 1,1929, to March 31, 1930).- Per tonlIeads ~ $6.46
Concentrates (ca,lculated) 63. 57
Tailings- ,-_________ 1. .22;

Tailing to waste

FlGURE 54.-Flow sheet of concentrator, Spring Hill mine

Extraction (July 1, 1929, to MlU'ch 31, 1930) .---82 per cent.
Operating CQIlt (Jul1l1, 1929, to Mwrch 31, 1930).-$1.007 per ton milled.

PH
Supplws.- ton are

New water gallons__ 104:
Grinding balls pounds__ 1.30
Reagents--

Pine oil __..: pound__ .075
Potassium ethyl xanthate do____ .109
Aerofloat do____ . 103

Summary.-Bulk flotation. Original flow sheet employed cyanidation but
was abandoned after about one year's operation due to fouling of solutions by
antimony and arsenic and consequent poor recovery. The ore is crushed in
two successive jaw crushers and a cone crusher, being reduced to 6.7 per cent
plus nine-sixteenths by 1 inch size. The fine ore is ground in Hardinge ball
mills in closed circuit with Dorr classifiers, which deliver an overflow (23
per cent solids, 59.4 per cent minus 2{)() mesh) direct to M.S. flotation machines

s:l Grant. L. A .• Milling Methods and Costs at the Spring Hill Concentrator of the
:MQntana Mines Corporation, Helena, Mont.: Jnf, Cir~. 6411, Bureau of Min~s, 1931, 8 pp.
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where pulp is diluted to 19 per cent solids. These make a rough concentrate
and a final tailing in all but the first two cells; the concentrate is cleaned in
cells Nos. 1 and 2 and is pumped to a thickener. Concentration ratio is 12
to 1. Reagents are fed to the grinding circuit.

Thickener underflow is filtered on an American filter, and overflow is re~

turned to flotation. Concentrates are shipped and tailings are laundered 500
feet to a pond. Fourteen men constitute the crew, exclusive of salaried staff.

DISCUSSION OF MILLING METHODS

HAND SORTING

The fields of use to which the various milling methods are appli
cable have been taken up in some detail iu the foregoing pages.
To provide a clear basis for comparison of these methods from the
standpoints of metallurgical efficiency and cost of production a
summary of their respective scopes of application is presented
below.

HAND SORTIKG

Improving the grade of material sent to fine crushing by hand
sorting is justified if the ore is amenable to such treatment and if
the recoverable values in the rejected waste, plus the cost of sorting,
are less than the cost of milling the waste. Sorting is important
at many low-grade properties and is often beneficial at others treating
rich ore.

AMALGAMATION

Amalgamation is used for ores of the free-milling type. It is
peculiarly adapted to small-scale operations because of relatively
low plant cost, simplicity, flexibility, and cheapness of operation
in small units, and good recovery from variable grade and volume
of feed. In larger mills treating ores containing appreciable
amounts of coarse, free gold, amalgamation is nsually desirable,
unless the pulp carries substances that tend to sicken the mercury
or unless the advantages of grinding in cyanide solution are particu
larly manifest. Gold recovered early on the plates is more cheaply
recovered by amalgamation (or on blanket tables) than by other
methods, danger of subsequent loss is minimized, and total produc
tion costs per ounce of metal are lowered. Removal of coarse gold
by this means shortens the agitation period required in cyanide
treatment or may prevent loss of coarse gold in a flotation plant
.djusted to recover fine gold. 'When only small amounts of gold are
amalgamable the use of plates complicates the flow sheet and is
only justified as a device for catching" tramp" coarse gold which
might otherwise be lost.

GRAVITY CONCENTRATION

Gravity methods of concentration are most applicable to ores in
which the gold-bearing minerals are released from the gangue at
relatively coarse sizes. They are used at many old mills where the
capital cost of changing to flotation would not be justified and at
some recent plants where the ore is not suited to flotation.

Shaking tables of the Wilfley and Deister types perform most
satisfactorily on well-classified feed and require considerably more
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floor space per unit of output than for flotation. They are relatively
inefficient on slime material.

The use of rillle or blanket tables (strakes) in lieu of amalgamat
ing plates is widespread on the Rand and is gaining favor in some
American camps. These devices are chear to install and operate
and, when followed by cyanidation, over-al results are often as sat
isfactory as with plates. Blankets are also widely used as scaven
gers after plates or concentrating equipment and in tailing sluices.

FLOTATION

In recent years this process has made great strides and is becoming
more and more firmly established in the field of gold milling. The
method is applied in a variety of ways. It may be used to make a
rough concentrate and a clean tailing at rather coarse sizes (48 mesh
or so) and thus eliminate a large tonnage of waste before finer
grinding and further treatment of the concentrate are undertaken;
It may be desirable as a means of saving small but worthwhile
amounts of base metals which would be lost in straight cyanide
treatment; it may be of great value as a means for removing, in a
concentrate, such substances as arsenic or other materials deleterious
to cyanidation, thus producing a tailing that can be economically
cyanided; it may be adopted for treating refractory tailings, such
as the carbonaceous slimes of the Mother lode; or it may simply
prove a more economical method of treating nonrefractory ores.
Flotation is in general applicable to ores in which the gold IS asso
ciated with sulphide minerals or is of fine particle size and high
grade, so that a stable froth can be maintained. Low-grade non
sulphide ores, according to Taggart," are not ordinarily suited to
the method because there is not enough metallic substance present to
stabilize a froth.

CYANIDATION

Cyanidation is most applicable to sulphide or nonsulphide ores
which are free from excessive amounts of cyanicides. Tellurides
require a preliminary roast or very fine grinding in conjunction
with excessive aeration or the use of bromocyanide or other special
reagents. If considerable arsenic, antimony, or soluble copper, iron,
or other cyanicides are present, the method becomes more compli
cated and expensive. Cyanidation is best suited to the treatment of
large tonnages, since it requires a larger capital investment than
other methods.

COMPARISON OF METHODS AND RECENT TRENDB

If an ore is wholly or partly free-milling and the gold is coarse
the first step after grinding is generally plate amalgamation or re
covery on rillle or blanket tables. Plate amalgamatiOn will in gen
eral recover more gold than blanket tables, unless organic substances
in the water or other materials promoting sickening are present.
Blanket recovery, followed by barrel amalgamation, is somewhat
cheaper, uses less quicksilver, and is not so dependent on the skill
of the operators as plate amalgamation. If cyanidation or other

N Taggart, Arthur, work cited, p. 866.
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treatment follows, blanket treatment may be preferable to the use
of plates. At the 70-ton mill of Granada Gold Mines, Rouyu,
Quebec, muskeg water caused fouling of the plates, and blankets
were substituted with satisfactory results. Figure 42 is a flow sheet
of the Granada mill. At the Sixteen to One mill in California.,
riflled tables have wholly replaced plates in the ball-mill plant.

With ores requiring cyanidation a strong tendency to do away with
prior amalgamation has prevailed in some districts until rather
recently. The greatest possible simplicity in the flow sheet was
sought, and much importance was attached to grinding in solution.
The elimination of plates in many if not most of such cases was
probably sound engineering, but some tendency in the reverse direc
tion is nevertheless apparent at present. At the. Dome mill in On
tario the original flow sheet involved amalgamation followed by
cyanidation, but later the mill was changed over to an all-cyanide
plant. It is now planned to return to the principle of recovering the
coarse gold ahead of cyanide treatment, and blanket tables are to be
installed. This is in accord with experience on the Rand.

When shaking tables are used after amalgamation and ahead of
cyanidation the concentrates, sand, and slime tailings are sometimes
treated separately by cyanidation. Good results have been and are
obtained in this way at Grass Valley and on the Mother lode in Cali
fornia. An alternative procedure developed in Ontario employs
bowl classification to promote selective grindin!; and concentration of
the sulphides within the grinding circuits; thIS eliminates the need
of separate treatment of concentrates and makes for a simplified
cyanide flow sheet and reduced plant investment.

Most ores which are amenable to gravity concentration are also
suitable for treatment by present-day flotation methods which gen
erally give superior metallurgical results at less cost, and a marked
tendency is noticeable in the direction of substitution of flotation
for gravity concentration. Gravity methods are still the best when
appreciable amounts of gold can be liberated from the gangue and
concentrated with relatively coarse grinding.

When the gold is finely disseminated in sulphides, very fine grind
ing is required for good cyanide extraction. Flotation may often
make an equal or better recovery at much coarser sizes, since the sul
phide particles can be floated when the gold is not exposed as it must
be for cyanidation. An interesting development is noted at the
McIntyre property in the Porcupine district. It was found that
most of the gold could be concentrated into 15 per cent of the original
tonnage by bulk flotation at 48 or 65 mesh; the concentrate was then
amenable to cyanide treatment after regrinding. A new mill has
been built which eliminates by this means much r.inding expense.
Furthermore, the cyanide treatmeI t is susceptible 0 accurate control,
and much less plant space is required for a greater tonnage than was
formerly handled in the all-cyanide mill.

A distinct advantage of flotation at some properties is the ability
to recover valuable base metals. The Spanish mine is an example
of a small property making use of this fact.

When arsenic or other cyanicides are present flotation is a good
substitute for cyanide methods. At Spring Hill, Mont., cyanide
losses from arsenic and antimony led to adoption of bulk flotation in
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1929, with satisfactory results. Concentrates from this mill are
smelted.

Recent developments noted by the Mines Branch, Ontario," are:
Study of the possibility of flotation of ores containing submicro
scopic gold so intimately locked in sulphides that cyanide extraction
is unsatisfactory; recognition of the fact that inasmuch as 70 to 80
per cent of the gold in many ores treated by cyanidation is dissolved
III the grinding circuit, with most of the remaining gold extracted on
the filters, further filtration might be substituted economically for
the long agitation period; and progress in improving and applying
methods for the regeneration of cyanide.

Many considerations enter into the choice of methods or combina
tions of methods. Thus we may have straight amalgamation or
blanket treatment in small plants; amalgamation and concentration
(by gravity, flotation, or both), followed by cyanidation of COncen
trates and tailings or- smelting of concentrates and cyaniding of tails;
cyanidation followed by flotation of tailings; flotation followed by
smelting or cyanidation of concentrates and discard of tailings; flota
tion followed by cyanidation of concentrates or tailings or both;
and so on.

From the standpoint of cost, blanket recovery and amalgamation
are cheapest to operate and to install. Flotation is cheaper to operate
and requires a less expensive plant than cyanidation. Gravity con
centratIOn at relatively coarse sizes requires a less expensive plant
than flotation. Gravity concentration plus flotation involves greater
plant investment than straight flotation; but an amalgamation plus
vanner concentration plant, like those on the Mother lode, is some
what cheaper than an all-flotation mill. All-cyanide slime plants
usually cost nearly twice as much as straight flotation mills, per ton
of capacity. Many exceptions occur, but the above generalizations
give a broad picture of the relative plant investment for different
milling methods.

Sound judgment based on long experience is necessary in the
proper design of flow sheets. Huge sums have been wasted through
failure of small companies to recognize this fact and to entrust the
technical problems of milling their ores to men caplloble of correctly
solving them.

COSTS OF MILLING

Gold-milling costs vary between wide limits in different districts,
being determined lloS they are by a great number of variable factors.
Costs obtained in recent years at a few typical mills in the United
States and Canada are presented in Table 13. For purposes of com
parison the costs for earlier years at a few mills are grouped in
Table 14.

Because the controlling conditions, such as nature of the ore, loca
tion, tonnage treated, water, and power supplies are in no way com
parable, deductions as to the relative efficiencies of milling plants
are difficult or impossible to draw from the cost sheets alone. In
general, the large-tonnage plants have the lower costs per ton treated.

lllI Staff, Division of Ore DressIng and MetaIlur~y, Mines Branch, Department of MInes,
Ottawa, Boml.' Problems in the Treatment of Gold Ores: Canadian Min. and Met. Bull.
235, November, 1931, pp. 1260-1261.
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It will be seen that unit costs in Table 13 range from $1.85 per ton
at a 25-ton mill to as low as $0.24 per ton at a plant handling over
10,000 tons per day. Labor accounts for roughly 40 per cent of mill
operating costs, with supplies and power comprising 50 per cent or
more.

In comparing the figures of Table 13 and Table 14, the great strides
that have been made in reducing the cost of gold milling are at once
apparent.

TABLE i3.-Recent go14-m11litng costs in the United States ana Oanada

Aver- Cost per ton milled
To", ...

Mill and year milled for '0"' Remarks
period PO' Labor Sup- Power Miscel· Totald.y plies laneous

------
Porcupine United, -...-.---- 2S $1. 072 $0.374 $0.405 -------- $1.851 Amalgamation and table

1929 and 1930. concentration.
Argonaut, 1929 ________ 89,684 246 .23 .10 1.19 2$0.44 .116 Amalgamation aud grav-

ity concentration.
Homestake, 1929______ 1,437,935 ~OOO ------. _._---- --_._-- --_..._. ."" Amalgamation, sand cy-

&nidation, and slime

•
cyanidation.

Alaska-luneau, 19291._ '2, 904. 578 610,718 6.1081 .."'" G.0288 -------- • 2363 Sorting, gravity concen-
tration, and barrel
amalgamation.

Coniaurum, 1930. _____ 122, 972 , 337 ----.-- ----~-~ ------- -------- .939 All slime continuous agi-
tation.

McIntyre, year ended 558,115 1.630 .2108 .3963 .1302 3.0147 9.9274 Continuous countercur-
Mar. 31,1931. ron' decantation p'us

200-ton pilot flotation
plant.

Vipond, 1930~_________ 113,281 IQ 310
------~ ------- ------- ---._-~-

1, 19 An slime agitation.
Hollinger, 1930________ 1,626, 868 4,,479 ------- ----.-- ------- -------- .63" All slime agitation and

countercurrent decan-
tation.

Lake Shore,yearenf.ed 698, 624 10 1,914 ._----- ------- ------~ --~._--- .900 All slime agitation.
June 30, 1931,

Teek - Hughes, year 396, 200 11 I, 085 ------- -.----- -.----- -------- 1,14 Do.
ended Aug. 31, 1931.

Kirkland Lake Gold 52, 768 14' .4289 .5715 .3677 .0200 1.3890 All slime agitation and
Mines (Ltd.), 1930. continuow countercur-

rent decantation.
Spring Hill, July 1, 40,930 163 .." . 374 • 207 -------- 1.007 Bulk flotation coneen-

19" to Mar. 31, trstes shipped.
1931.

Mountain Copper_____ 1l16,847 '43 .182 . 176 .03' .0<3 .432 Bulk leaching.

1 Power, lights, and water.
J Includes trucking and contract cyanide treatment of concentrates, $0.41; insurance, $0.01; and mis-

cellaneous, $0.02.
I Figures cover first 9 months, HI29.
4 Total tons trammed to mill.
110,718 tons mined and coarse crushed per day; 5,078 tons hand-sorted out aB WaBte; 5,640 tons fine milled.
I B888d. on tonnage trammed.
7Based on 8SSumption that mill ran 365 days. Only half the flne milling and cyaniding capacity was

",00.
e Maintenance and repairs.
8 Fine milling only, $0.7510; crushing and tramming, $0.1764 per ton; total, $0.9274.
10 Based on assumption that mill ran 365 days.
n Based on 365 working days. Daily tonnage has been 1,270 tons since May I, 1931.
II 16,847 tons treated; 16,834 tons crushed.

120635·-3~10
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TABLE 14.-Earlier goltJ..mrilling costs in the United, States and Canada 1

Cost, per ton milled

Mill Year 1--,.--.,---,----1
Labor ~f~ Power Total

Remarks

Melones ~~ 1915(1) •. __ .__ .50

Alaska Oastineau ~_._ 1917
Do ~ ~ ~____ 19:(1

Le Roi No. 2 1921

Alaska-Treadwell. _
Do ~ ~ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~~ __
Do~ _

HolUnger_~ ~ _
Do ~ _
Do _

Teck·Hughes. ~ _
Mclntyre _
Homestake _

------1--1--------1--------
Goldfield Consolidated________ 1913 $0.457 $1.105 $0.414 $1. 976 Stamp amalgamation, oonoentm

tion, concentrates smelted, sand
and slime tails cyanided separ_
ately.

1912 ••• _~~_ .228 200 stamps, concentcation.
1912 .______ .186 300 stamps, concentration.
1912 ' .. 568 Concentrates cyanided.
1913 . __ * 1. 391 Concentration and cyanldation.

:~~: :iJ2~ SOj~ :::}Allsllma cyanidatioD.
1924 .60 .93 .42 12.36 Do.1924 1,015 Do.
1925 ~•• .• .. 22 Amalgamation, sand and slime

cyanidation.
United Eastern_______________ (I) • 1.994 All slime cyanidation.
North Star 1915 ~ ~~ f 1.14 Amalgamation, concentration, and

slime cyanidation.
Amalgamation, conoontrBtion, and

cyanidation.

___ ===== ======== :~ }oravity concentration.
_______ 1. 405 Tabling and differential flotation.

1 Data for first 5 mills taken from Peele, Robert, Mining Engineers' Handbook: 2d ed., Jobn Wiley &:
Sons, 1927, pp. 1484 to 1494, and 1955; data for last 6 mills taken !rom Taggart, Arthur, Handbook of Ore
Dressing: Jobn Wiley & Sons, 19Z1, pp. 124, 125, 130,867,982, 963.

I Cost per ton of conoontrates cyanided.
I Total Includes $0. 41 for maintenance.
, Average 1917-1924.
I Includes ttillings loss of $0.25 to $0.35 per ton.
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Costs of mine development and stoping, total underground oper
ating, and milling per ton of ore have been presented and briefly
discussed in the foregoing sections of this paper. It would have
been of interest and value if costs could have been given covering
exploration, development, and equipment in the early nonproductive
stages of gold-mining enterprises. Such figures were not available,
however. The Bureau of Mmes is about to undertake a study of the
cost of developing and equipping small and medium-size mines both
in the precious-metal and base-metal fields, and it is hoped that at
a later date considerable data on this subject can be made available.

This section will present current production costs per ounce of
gold at a number of gold mines in the United States and Canada.

LACK OF COMPLETE DATA

The current cost figures do not, however, give a complete picture
of the costs over the entire life of the various properties. In some
instances the purchase price of the properties and costs for develop
ment, plant, and equipment may have been wiped out in earlier
years, so that these items are not reflected in current cost data. In
other instances the charges for depletion and depreciation may only
approximately represent an average of these items over the life of
the properties.

Costs of early prospecting, exploration, and development are not
included in the current cost figures, and they do not reflect losses
which may have been incurred by previous unsuccessful companies
or even by the present companies during unprofitable periods of
operation which may have occurred.

If all these items were added to the current costs they would
doubtless add measurably to the total costs of gold production, as
indicated by current figures.

The amounts which have been expended in the unsuccessful search
for, and exploitation of, gold deposits and which can obviously never
be known are doubtless enormous. Disregarding losses through
fraudulent promotions these sums, if added to the total costs in
curred in gold production by successful companies, would, it is safe
to say, give a total cost of ~old produced in the United States and
Canada much ~reater than Its market value. In this respect, how
ever, gold minmg is comparable to the mining of other ores and is
not radically different from other commercial ventures in most of
which the reward goes to comparatively few successful enterprises,
a vastly greater number being unsuccessful.

Gold mining is therefore a legitimate business and, as the affairs
of the world are now organized, a very necessary one. It is admit·
tedly highly speculative in nature, its appeal lying in the possibil
ities for exceptional returns if successful. The most successful

139
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ventures have nsually been based upon a combination of wise man
agement, technical operating skill, and an element of chance. With
all due respect to the faith, courage, and persistence of the pros
pectors and of the capitalists who have ventured their money, and
to the part played by managerial and technical skill in the successful
exploitation of gold deposits, good luck has been an important factor
in many successful enterprises.

As stated above, although data on current costs of gold production
at operating mines do not give a true picture of the total cost of pro
ducing gold, such figures are considered to be of sufficient value to be
given a place in this paper.

FACTORS AFFECTING COSTS

It has been pointed out in rrevious sections that the characteristics
of the ore deposits; grade 0 ore; size, occurrence, distribution, and
mineral association of the gold particles; and other natural features
affect the methods of mining and milling and the production costs.
Also it has been noted that the management policy and the efficiency
with which methods are employed are reflected in the costs per ton of
ore.

The same factors obviously affect the costs per ounce of gold, the
cost considerations on this basis being if anything yet more compli
cated. Since the income of a gold mine is based upon the value of
fine gold produced and not upon the ton of ore mined and milled the
cost per nnit of the metal produced will determine the profit earned.

As these factors have already been considered, further discussion
here would be merely a repetition. The available cost figures are
therefore given in tabulated form, with only brief comments thereon.
The lowest-cost producers based on these figures are in general those
working the higher-grade ores. The extent to which the lower costs
may be approached by the high-cost mines is limited by natural
conditions beyond the control of the operator, and variations within
these limits will depend upon management and operating skill.

Due to these factors and, to a smaller extent, to differences in cost
accounting methods comparison of the costs at the different mines
would obviously be misleading. The data do, however, show an
interesting range of costs. Costs at properties operating at a loss
or showing no profit have been deliberately omitted. Many other
operating companies do not publish· their reports or if they do so
the data are very incomplete. Costs of producing gold from placer
operations are not available at present, but it is hoped that some such
costs can be given later in a contemplated bulletin devoted exclnsively
to placer mining.

COST STATISTICS OF EARLIER YEARS

Before current costs of gold production are presented cost statis
tics of earlier years may be of interest. The figures in Tables 15
and 16 were compiled by Charles J anin and appeared in an earlier
publication! The operating costs in these tables do not include cap-

1 Report of a Joint Committee Appointed from the Bureau of Mines and the U. S.
GeologIcal Survey by the Secretary of the Interior to Study the Gold Situation; Bull
144, Bureau of Mines, 1918, 84 pp.
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ital expenditure, interest on investments, depreciation of plant, de
pletion of ore reserves, etc. The costs per ounce of gold have been
added to J anin's figures by multiplying costs per dollar recovered
by 20.67.

CURRENT COSTS

The figures in Table 17 have been taken principally from pub
lished annual reports of the companies. In some instances they have
been segregated in a different manner from those in the original re
ports that they may be on a more comparable basis. The operating
costs as given conform more closely than do the overhead and de
preciation charges. In the table the Wright-Hargreaves costs allow
a credit of $0.975 per ton for ore developed in excess of that milled,
while in the costs for the other mines no credit is given for increased
reserves. The footnotes in the table indicate other details of the cost
assemblies.

TABLE 15.-Gold-mining sfatistks /0"" 1917

[Compiled by Charles Iaoln from questionnaires sent to largest producers]

Tons c",t O",t
Num- Number p." Reeov- Operat- p." p."

Total dollar ounceState ber of of tons recovery m.n ery per ingcost reeov- of goldmen I treated p" t,n per ton ered, reeov·year I cents J ered 2

------------------
Quartz mines:OregoD_______________________ 80 31,893 $311,410 400 $9.76 $6.77 69.3 $14.32California ____________________ 2,141 939,131 6, 140, 530 438 6.54 U6 65.2 13.48Alaska_______________________ 1,800 3, 153, 364 3, 724, 191 1,970 1.18 1.07 llO.7 18.75Colorado__________________ . __ 1,760 1, 152, 714 8, 037, 218 654 6.97 Ul 65.7 13,95

South Dakota________ ------- 2,176 1,677,623 6,609,442 720 3.94 2.99 75.9 15.69
Nevada 3__ ------------------ 1, BOO 866,983 8,498. 658 666 '.80 6.88 70.1 14.49
Arizona ____ ----------------- "" 166,204 2, 429, 872 474 1.46 7.52 51. 5 10.64
Montana_____ --------------- "'" 79,647 939,866 398 '.29 6.19 66.7 13.75

--- - ------------TotaL _____________________ 9,607 8,067,559 36,691,187 846 U4 3.19 70.4 14. 57

Cubic Recov- Operat Cost Cost
yards ery, ing

"" ""Num- Cubic costs,
State ber of yards Total "" cents cents dollar ounce

recovery m.n "" recov- of goldm.n treated

"" cubic "" ered, recov-cubicy'" y"d yard cents~ ered J

---------
Dredging:

United States ___ •____________ 887 65,654,228 7,645,133 74,000 11.4 5.2 45.2 $9.34
Including Alaska___ --------- 1,024 66,789,343 8,759,917 65,214 13.2 6.3 48.2 ,...

1 Approximated at some mines.
I Exclusive of amortization of interest on capital.
3 Includes silver to the value of $5,003,824.
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TARLE 16.-Gomparative statement showing 'details of operations at mostimpdr·
tant gold mines in the United States, grouped by States)' dredging operations
combVned in one group

ICompiled by Charles Isnin]

1913

Stata To'"
trealed

Total
recovery

Total
operating

'''''
Re

covery
pm" ton

C"',
p'n
ton

c"',
p"

dollar
recov-

""'"

Cost
p"

onn",
of gold
nooov-

""'"
California. __________________________ 697,606 $4,464,755 $2, 430, 748 $6.31 $3.48 $0.54 $lll6AlasklL____'__________________________ 1, 361, 6M ~""334 1,767,295 .34 1.30 .49 10.13Colorado___ ._. ___ . _______________ . __ 741,067 6. 544,8ZJ 4,'4J7,I(),'j 8.83 '.88 .M 13.23
South Dakota ___ ------_ ..._-------- 1,540,961 6, 184, 421 4, 576, 654 4.01 .97 ." 15.30
Nevada l __ -------."--------- 797,228 11, 9M, 534 5, 597, ~2 15.00 7.02 .47 9.71Arizona______ -------._------ 151,891 1,825,234 1, 172, 509 1>00 7.72 .M 1&23Montana_________ ------------------ 44,726 414,594 247,33li 9.27 '.53

~ I""
TotaL ______ ---------------- 5,335,083 34,986,695 19,998,728 6.56 3.75 .57 11.78

Total dredging J __ -------------- 51,405,333 5,518,942 2, 683, 084 , 10.6 a5. 2 ... 10,13

1918-FIRST SIX MONTHS.

Oregon ______________________________
14, 785 I $14,206 $131,358 $9.82 $8.88 $0.90 $18. 60California___________________________ 328,587 3, 347, 126 2, 144, lXlO 10.20 6.52 .M 13.23AlaskfL______________________________ 1,304, lXlO 1,700, lXlO 1,600,000 1.30 1.22 .94 19.43Colorado ____________________________ 616,604 3,367,633 2, 449, 821 6.46 3.97 .72 1<88South Dakota_____________________ 827,104 3,300,000 2, 572, 672 3. " 3.11 .76 16.12Nevada_. __________ 184,594 2,135,386 1,748,570 11. 60 9.47 .82 ,."Arizona ________ . ___ . _______ 87,130 1,400,147 762, 269 16.20 8.74 .54 11.16Montana______________________ 36,277 392,574 256,109 10.80 7.06 .M 13.44

TotaL ----------- 3,399, asl 15,797,072 11,664,799 4.65 3.43 .76 14. 47
Total dredging ~ -------------------- 29,074,604 3,140,733 1,733,542 111.1 '" .M 11.31

I Recovery given from Nevada mines includes silver value as follows: 1913, $4,828,824; 1918, $1,236,000,
estimated.

2 Cubic yards.
I Cents per cubic yard.
, Figures for lIns- not given for SOlDe mines reporting for previous years.
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TABLE 17.-Recent ct)sta of producing gold at Zode miM8 in the United States
and Canada

Cost per ton of ore milled
Cost pet ounce

of gold re
covered

ToW
Direct
operat

ing
Total

Do
prooi
atioD

Total Over
direct head,
oper- !11arket
ating mg, tax-

es, etc.

Mill
Ing

A""'-I--,.------,--,-----I--,-
~~ei;' Min
perton :~
miUed devel-

OJ>
ment

MIne and year

$12.35 '$14.84

10.43 4 15.90
10.03 I 15.08

9.24 14.26
8.96 10.00

18.67 19. .56

8.46 9.85
7.64 10.M

11.06 13.26
11.86 13.17

6.49 8.31
10.25 13.7I
U9.591~1l.17

12. 58 14.17
9.41 13.37

188.65 11 13.59

6. 90 8.89&26

7.23

4.21
'.02
~06

5."
135.96
'.80
4.83
"3

.01

.72

.64

.23

....66
.40

.32

1.85

.60
u.70

.61

.64

.62

.52

4.74
<1.
5.12
'.26
3.40
:l.21

3.51
.62

.M

.64

1.14
1I.9:l

1.10

3.60
103.215
la.t.02

AIIl8lt:a-luneau; 1930. $0.8602 $0. 2869 $0. 2271 $0. 5140 I $0.0956 $0. 0531 $0. 6627
Homestake:

1929 a 4.5328 1.7839 .5030 2.2869 .6489 .5494 j 3.4852
1930 3.. ._••• 6.175.5 2.3257 .6732 2.9989 '. 77rJl .7363 I 4.5059

Tom Reed:
Apr. I, 1929, to Mar. 31,193(L__ (8)
FU'St 6 months, 193L • • • • _••• ._ ••• __. •• _

Cresson Consolidated Gold Mining
Co.; year ended Aug. 31, 1929 7.64 3.48 73.42 6.90

Lake Shore:
Year ended June 30, 19291 15.00 4.920 1.220 6.140 ~.200 .81 7.15
Year ended June 30, 1931 1 13.10 3.851 .900 4.841 9.969 .87 6.68

Hollinger:1929 .~ 6.56 2.86
1930 6.31 2.98

Tack-Hughes; year ended Aug. 31,193L •• 15.08
McIntyre; year ended Mar. 31, 193L 8.30
Wright·Hargreaves; 1930. 11. O:l

};~~~~i~-~~===================== ~: ~ -i31j-- isioi--PremlerJ,.Britisb Columbia: 19211.. __ 177.64 _
United .l!<astern; Jan., 1917, to May,

19251~ 19.20 4.40 2.01 6.41

1 After dedncting $O.ffi06 expense on outside prospecting.
I After deducting $1.0795 credit per ounce of gold for lead and silver value.
11929 tonnage, 1,437,935; 1930 tonnage, 1,364,456.
'Depreciation estimated. Annual reports combine depreciation and depletion.
a Includes charge of $0.1567 per ton cost of Ellison shaft fire. Miscellaneous credits and balances of

$0.0802 per ton deducted. .
• Approximately 1 ounce gold per ton.
T Cost or freight and treatment charges on ore at customs mill.
11929 tonnage, 364,015; 1931 tonnage, 1198,624.
I No allowance for taxes in 1929 report; $0.649 allowed for taxes in 1931 report.
IQ Includes exploration $0.108 and examination of prospects $0.024.
II Includes coarse crushing and conveying $0.176 per ton.
11 Includes bullion marketing and mine office $0.1368; administration and general, $0.1718; general insur4

ance, $0.0317; and maintenance and heating of buildings $0.081.
13 After crediting $0.975 for exooss tons developed over tons milled.
11 If exooss development credit is not given the figure becomes $11.42.
16 If excess development credit is not given, the figure becomes $13.00.
10 Includes crushing and conveying $0.144.
11 Gold only, silver average 9.1 ounces per ton.
II No credit for silver.
n Figures are for entire life of operation exclusive of depletion, depreciation of plant, prepaid development,

Federal income taxes, and litigation expense.
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